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Out For Congress
Scott F. Kittredge, Formerly
Of Rockland, Announces
Candidacy In the First
District
Scott F. Kittredge of Portland,
whose resignation as manager of
the War Housing Center was effec
tive Tuesday, announced he would
be a candidate for the First Dis
trict Democratic nomination as US.
Representative in the June primary.
“I will support President Roose
velt on every measure, foreign or
domestic, which will lead to un
conditional surrender of the en
emy.” he said.
Kittredge’s announcement brought
to three the number of persons
seeking the Democratic nomination.
First to announce was Andrew A
Pettis, a Republican, and later John

PUBLIC DANCE
TOWN HALL, UNION
SATURDAY, MARCH 25

Overlooks’ Orchestra
Benefit Senior Class
Adults 35c; Children 25c
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marine service in the Pacific.

Rockland Lions

HONORS FOR BARROWS

For a second time, Ex-Governor
Lewis O. Barrows of Maine has been
honored by the Massachusetts Col
lege of Pharmacy. He was made a
graduate member of Mb Chapter ctf
Kapper Psi Pharmaceutical Fra
ternity at a special ceremony held
ai the Chapter House, 220 Aspinwall
Avenue, Brookline, Mass., on Wed
nesday evening, March 22.
In February of this year he was
elected to membership in the Cor! poration otf the Massachusetts Col1 lege cf Pharmacy at the annual
meeting of the Board of Trusteed,
together with Harold Weatherford,
Professor of "Anatomy, Harvard
Medical School, and Al. B. Benson,
Vice President ctf McKesson & Rob
bins.

ATTENTION
We have just acquired another lot of House

hold Furnishings, Dishes, Etc., many useful
articles, to be sold practically at your own

price.

Everything must go.

Sale starts at

10 A. M. SATURDAY, MARCH 25.

Crockett

House, opposite Jameson’s Market, Main St.,
Rockland.
CARL SIMMONS.

Rockland Red Cross War Fund
$11,500

Quota

ROCKLAND IS LAGGING!
INCOMPLETE RETURNS SHOW TO DATE

Rockland, Maine, Friday, March 24,1944

EUSABETHMAY CRAIGS VISIT

The Black Cat

Rcckland clubwomen and a sqjall
detachment of those of the male
sex were "captured” by Elisabeth
May Craig, writer of the widely read
Maine daily column. "Inside in
Washington,” as they were as
sembled in the Universalist vestry
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Craig, introduced by Mrs B.
Carl Moran. Jr., gave highly inter
esting thumb-nail sketches about
high-up personalities she has met
in Washington during her career as
a newswoman. Throughout her talk
she injected a delightful humorous
touch.
“Most of the people in Washing
ton are "someone” and it is my job
to see and talk with this integral
part otf our democracy,” Mrs. Craig
said in her opening remarks.
“President Roosevelt is a very
pleasant man.” the speaker de
clared
Following this statement
Mrs Craig told of the severely
guarded press conferences. "News
gatherers from foreign countries,
whp sometimes are admitted to the
conferences, are amazed at the way
we newspeople in this country ask
questions of the Chief Executive,”
she said. "When tne President is
a bit irked at some of the questions,
he shows his inward feelings by be
coming a bit red in the face and by
a tapping of his hands,” Mrs. Craig

divulged.
She gave a description of Mrs.
Roosevelt’s conferences, at which
no men are allowed, and which are
most informal. These conferences
are held in what is known as the
Monroe sitting room.
"The Duchess ctf Windsor is really
beautiful, but she's a bit too thin
and wears her hair too flat. She
has tiie most astounding eyes ot
clear deep blue Apparently the
Duke and Duchess are still very
much in love with each other.”
“Maine’s Margaret Chase Smith
is the prettiest Congresswoman in
(By The Roving Reporter)
Washington and she. is very indus
Oscar E. Wishman, who put in 16
trious and the oniy woman on
busy years in Rockland and vicinity
“Birds do not walk on their feet; Crosby iL. Ludwick, son of Sheriff
major committee, and she has
they
walk on their toes” says Rip j C Earle Ludwick. somewhere in the
When Oscar E Wishman left
proved that she can take it,” Mra
Southwestern Pacific.
Crosby’s
ley.
Possibly he means cocatoos
Craig stated.
Rcckland Wednesday altcrnoqn it
home letters are filled with interest
"Clare Luce is a very famous marked the end of 16 years’ serv 
If you think you have seen all ing information, but yield no mlllwoman and worth looking at. She ice as safety engineer for the there is to see in feminine milli
I tary secrets.
has boains, wealth and beauty,”
nery,
just
wait
until
the
Easter
pa

—o—
'
I awrence Portland Cement Com
Mrs. Craig told her audience, which
Tar-surfaced roads are beginning
pany at Thomaston—16 years of rade brings its Spring bonnets.
filled the vestry so that the High
to look rather shabby. All except
laithful service, highly commend- 1 Oh, boy!
School class in Problems of De
Broadway, where the word “shabby’’
ed by his employers. It also marked
mocracy” luad to stand in the rear
A cross bred hen Which is cut doesn’t do the situation justice.
the severance of his connection
Mrs. Craig, wearing a dress which with Knox County civic affairs, in ting up all sorts of capers in pro
matched her eyes exactly and with which he has been an outstanding ducing queer eggs on the premises
Stonington has lost its police—a
cf Mr. and' Mrs. Charles Higgins, onernan Jeb, Reuben Cousins hav
a kippy little flower garden hat figure.
ing declined the office after serving
then went on to tell of Hqrry Hop
Mr. Wishman resigned his posi 147 Cedar street, has gone the limit for a dozen years. There’S $480 in
by
laying
twin
egtgs,
full
’
sized,
soft
kins, who lived in the White House tion with the cement company to
it for his successor.—Lewiston Jour
to be near his chief, of Henry A. become regional safety director for shelled, and united. What next tiie nal.
Wallace, “a favorite of mine;” and tiie General Cable Corporation in critter will do, is beyond her own
But where will you find another
ers
’
guess.
(Continued on Page Five)
Reuben
Cousins—at any price.
Perth Amboy, N. J.
"Pulling up stakes” in this com
Early Easter greetings received by
One year ago; Eugeen C. C. Rich
munity was no easy matter for The Black Cat come from TSgt.
of
Camden bought the Republican
him. “'Rockland is my home,” he
Journal
of Belfast.—'Elisha W. Pine
told Tire Courier-Gazette, "and I State.
was
elected
exalted ruler of Rock
take with me fnany fond memo
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land
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B.P.O.E. for a second
ries.”
40 Club, and organized its rifle
time.
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SB.
H.
Nichols of Hope was
Mr. Wishman’s local activities team.
elected
a
vice
president
of the Maine
may be briefty summarized in tho
MONDAY, MAR. 27
He organized! the Hillcrest Riding
Livestock
Breeders
’
Association.
—
following words:
Cluib.
Among the deaths: Waldoboro, Mrs.
He organized) Knox County s
He was a former skippper of
Cleveland Walter, 55; Camden, Mrs.
sheriff’s patrol.
OCEAN VIEW BAIL
Red Jacket troop of Sea Scouts
Adrianna Babbidge, 89; Warren,
He was assistant director of the
He had! charge of training for Mrs. Chamberlain Simmons of
ROOM
Aircraft Warning Service, respon Civilian Defense.
Friendslip, 59; Camden, Mrs. Bert
sible to the Army for operations in
Mr. Wishman served four years C. Bean, 72.
Dancing 9.00 to 12.00
this district.
in the U. S. Navy (1914-1918) as
He helped organize the American chief machinist's mate, and was
Richard, son of J. E. Rhodes, 2d,
Every Monday Night
Legion Drum Corps and served two years in the merchant servi e formerly of Rockland and now otf
as drum major.
ae first assistant engineer, and for West Hartford, Conn, made three
He was appointed by Gov. Brann five years was safety engineer for unavailing attempts to enter the
ROLLER SKATING EVERY TUES., THURS., SAT.
to the committee which started the the Employes’ Liability Assurance
23-24
Navy, but was turned down on ac
liighw’ay safety program in this Corporation in Boston.
count of his eyes. He is going to
find a place in the war effort, how
ever, for on his return from Bow
doin College, where he has been
serving as instructor in physics
If interested in selling your car fill out and mail
with the A-12, A S.T.P. Unit, he re
the Form below to me.
ceived an offer which takes him to
Washington, D. C. There he en1j
ters the Research Laboratory, as a
I am interested in selling my car
I junior physcist. “Daddy” Rhodes,
, well recovered from his attack otf
I own
j
ill headth, hopes to be in Brunswick
Model
Year
Make
i June 24 to attend Bowdoin’s 150th
anniversary, and to get to Rockland
16 TO 60

DANCING

USED CARS WANTED

Call to Defense
MEN

Mileage

Condition
of Tires

Heater

Radio

for a day at least.

•*

JOIN YOUR MAINE STATE GUARD

Name

... Phone

.

If you are of draft age, the training you will re -

r W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 1000-W

country.

Help protect your

families, homes and

We have full Regulation H. S. Army equipment
and uniforms for 60 men.

Meetings Every Wednesday Evening

,$ won

Phone 1143-W
Phone 1297
Phone 1185-R
Phone 1145
Phone 242-M
Phone 186-J
Phone 645-R

WARD 2—MRS. GARDNER FRENCH,

WARD 3— MRS. RALPH DUDLEY,
WARD 4—MRS. PERCY DINSMORE,
WARD 5—MRS. JENNIE FEYLER,

WARD 6—MRS. RALPH BANGS,

WARD 7—MRS. ROBERT PAUL,

Or Call Red Cross, 1340

1

Or “Lamb’s” 69

A solicitor will cal! for your contribution.

The beauty of the morning; silent,
bare,
Ships, towers, domes, theatres and
temples lie
Open unto the fields, and to the sky;
All bright and glittering in the smoke
less air.
Never did sun more beautifully steep
In his first splendour valley, rock,
or hill;

Ne'er saw I. never felt, a calm eo deep!
The river glldeth at his own srweet
will:
Dear God! the very houses seem asleep;
And all that mighty heart Is lying
stlU

—toy William Wordsworth

For making of POP CORN

You'll want a new
car, etc., so add
to your account
often... have the
safety and profit
we give savings.

give a Dollar—Make It More! GIVE! GIVE! GIVE!
Arthur F. Lamb, Chairman.

A sight so touching in Its majesty:
This city now doth like a garment
.wear

CORN WANTED

Don’t be satisfied to

BOCKLAND BED C1&8S WAB FUND,

again I

live

7.30 to 9.30

If you have not been solicited call your Ward Captain—
WARD 1—MRS. L. C. JACKSON, JR.,

life to

promotions while in the Armed Services of your

local industries.

”

my

UPON WESTMINSTER BRIDGE

part Here.

VICTOR^

had

Earth has not anything to show moro
fair:
Dull would he be of soul who could
pass by'

been discharged from the service, you can do your

4

I

would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

ceive in the M. S. G. will add greatly in receiving

If you are over age, have been rejected or hame

UJHEH

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If

COMPANY L ROCKLAND

Street and No..............

It is inconceivable that we on

Don’t Let Them Down!

Wishman Leaves

An Interview

City .

the home front should fail to give
our dollars- when our boys in the
fox-holes are giving their all!

Volume 99............... Number 24.

To Become Regional Safety
Director For New Jersey
Tells Local Club Women About Famous Per
Corporation
sons In Washington—Submits To

.

only $6029.50

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland Loan & Budding Association
18 SCHOOL STBEET,
•

GRASS FIRES

WiU CaU For If Notified

Strand Theatre Store
The following ordinance was recently passed by
the City Council:
“No person shall set fire to any grass, hay, brush, shrub
bery or underbrush in any open field, pasture, yard or
other place in the City of Rockland without obtaining
therefor a permit from the Chief of the Fire Depart
ment. Whoever violates the provisions otf this ordi
nance shall be punished by a fine not exceeding One
Hundred Dollars i $100.00) for each offense.”

349 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
MRS. JAMBS DONDIS
TEL. 831-W

FRUIT

BASKETS

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruit*

This ordinance will be strictly enforced.

VAN E. BUSSELL, Chief

BOCKLAND, ME.

Bockland Fire Department.

102-103

24-25

and Beverage*

NAUM & ADAMS

B«Ptf
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Book Review
k. ir.)

If one loves to read a mystery

which so thoroughly mixes one up
in reading, to leave one utterly un
able to get a direct clue—read this
English tale of a lonely Inn far out
on the moors.
A murder and all sorts and kinds
of clues closely intermingled with
possibilities worked out by Bobby
the young and energetic police offi
cer put in charge of the case.
Soldiers, officers, workmen, women,
•nd the mystery thickens with an
unknown marriage come to light by
the police effort and W’ith the
groom missing.
This ls a full sized mix-up to keep
the reader guessing to the very end.
Meaty and satisfying.
Another
Macmillan flnd.
K. S. P.

Pink Shellfish
Maine Shrimps Are Bringing
Prosperity To Friendship
and New Harbor ‘
The fine flavor of Maine coast
shrimp is bringing increased con
sumer demand for the shellfish and
a boo mto the towns of New Harbor
and Friendship. Daily, fisherman
are bringing ashore thousands of
pounds of pink shellfish which are
bought almost immediately at the
dock by dealers, peddlers, and pack
ers.
The new fishery has sprung into
the big business bracket within a
few montlis and promises to claim
a major place n the industry in the
future. Last year more than a
quarter million pounds of the shell
fish were caught out of New Harbor
and Friendship in the area known
as
the Pemaquid Drag.
This
season the dealers in both towns
predict that the catch will double
the 1943 figure.
Officials of the Sea and Shore
Fisheries Department and the Fish
and Wildlife Service believe that the
present catch is only a small indi
cation of what can be done with the
fishery along the coast. Other fish
ing spots as far north as Mt. Desert
Island are being investigated and
already several large catches have
been reported.
Twelve boats, fishing out of New
Harfbor earlier in the month, re
ported catching 12.0C0 pounds of
shrimp daily, for a three day stretch.
The individual daily catches have
run between a few hundred and
3000 pounds.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

WANTED - - REAL ESTATE
We have many inquiries from
prospects who want to buy or
rent MAINE PROPERTY.
If
you have a farm, summer cot
tage, village home, or small busi
ness for sale (or rent), write to
day for information. We will
help you find a buyer.

Dept. Y, Real Estate
Service Division

MAINE PUBLICITY
BUREAU
Portland 4, Maine

(A low-cost promotional service
conducted in co-operation with
Maine's leading real estate bro
kers and agencies).
21-26

WHEN 00
we EAT?

Wendell Willkie, campaigning in Wis
consin for the State’s 34 delegates to the
CRUCIAL
Republican National Convention is quoted
FIGHT IN
WISCONSIN as saying that the result thare may de
termine the ccnvention’s choice for the
Presidential nomination, and is working fcr a pledged dele
gation. The chances appear greatly in his favor, as the re
mainder of the Wisconsin vote will be div'ded among States
supporting Staasen, MacArthur and Dewey. Crucial as the
situation is Willkie is pulling no punches, for he declares
that any Republican candidate who does not repudiate the
“America First Committee.” endorsed by the Chicago Tribune,
would be overwhelmingly defeated in the Fall election.
Willkie and McCormick, owner cf the Chicago newspaper, a<re
bitter enemies. McCormick declared that Willkie could not
win the Illinois primaries, and Willkie took up the challenge
by asserting that he would enter them if McCormick appeared
as a candidate. McCormick's name was presented, cnly to
be withdrawn a short time later.
Somebody has gene a long way to get a
line on the approaching Republican National Convention by interviewing the deleVOTING
gates who attended the convention in
Philadelphia four years ago on the question
of which man they prefer this year. Dewey leads with 66.6
percent, in comparison with 36.21 last September. Willkie
was second, dropping from 18.66 percent to 15.7 percent.
Bricker was a close third. The attempt to learn wiio was the
least desirable candidate (in the opinion of the 1940 dele
gates) showed Willkie first with 66.8 percent, and Dewey
fourth with cnly .7 percent. This is all very interesting but
is a good deal like going around Robin Hcod’s barn, for of
those who attended the Philadelphia convention probably
only a small percentage will be present in Chicago next
June. What the delegates do in the Windy City is what will
tell the story.
.

THE LIMIT
ON STRAW

Lieut. Commander Harold E. Stassen,
former Governor of Minnesota writes to Sec
FOUR
retary Knox that he does not seek the Re
WHO ARE
publican presidential nomination and will
WILLIN’
do nothing personally to secure it, but if
nominated he would consider it his plain duty to accept, and
would request inactive status which would permit him to dis
cuss the issues. This brings to four the number of receptive
candidates—Wendell L. Willkie, Gov. John W. Bricker. Rep
resentative Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois, and Commander
Stassen. Outside o fthis quintet stand Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
and Gen. Douglas MacArthur, the former having rated first
in the Gallup Poll analysis from the very start. It wguld
be no idle guess to assume that Dewey and Willkie will lead
on the first ballot, but what an excited nation wants to knofr
is who the leader will be on the final ballot.

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -

They thought it wouldn't happen again,
AMERICAN
cr perhaps they just hoped it, but it did—in
SOLDIERS
this week's eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, the
SAW IT
worst since 1872, wiping out a number of
Italian towns. Aside from the tragedy of it
was the fact that thousands of American soldiers were wit
nesses of this most sensational demonstration, the details of
which will be recited in many American homes in the years
to come.

Whether Wendell Willkie is or is not
WILLKIE
the most unpredictable person now in pubSHOOTS FROM lie life would be a good subject for debate.
THE HIP
However that may be. few would deny that
his political procedure departs decidedly
frem the traditional.
Just now he is engaged Jn a Wisconsin struggle to
obtain, in the coming primary, delegates favorable to his
candidacy. In a strenuous speech-making tour Mr. Willkie is
attacking furiously. He demands that whoever is named to
carry the Republican banner shall repudiate isolationism and
be specific about it. In effect he calls upon Gen. MacArthur,
Gov. Dewey and Lt. Com. Stassen to discard ambiguities or
withdraw.
He warns his party that it faces defeat unless all con
nection is broken with everyone cnce associated with “America
First." In addition, he attacked MacArthur and Stassen by
implication, declaring that when he went to war himself,
he had no thought of politics.
If another man were talking, the watcher on the side
lines might suppose that he had become wild at the proba
bility of his own defeat. In the case of an unpredictable per
sonality sucto diagnosis is not sure. Perhaps he feels that the
opposition is weakening and expects to tear it to pieces.—
Boston Globe.

Mayor of the Town - 7:00 p. m.

Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
In ycuT paper a short time ago
there appeared an article by a
Camden reader, I believe, about
the Thomas family of North Ha
ven.
This person did not have some
of the names. Having heard them
I from my father I am sending them
along to you. Maybe that person
I
would be interested.
William Thomas married Char
lotte Smith. Their children were
Omar. David. Cynthia and Maria.
T.oere were two other sisters, Omar
married Ann Calderwood. They
had two sons, William and George.
David married Aldana Dyer. They
had thyee sons, O. Leslie. Llewellyn,
and Charles.
After the death of Mr. Coombs at
Bartlett’s Harbor, the store was
taken over by Mrs. Aldan®, Thomas

Blue Ribbon Town - &00 p. m.

Mr. Coombs has relatives.
He
was an uncle of Mrs. Charles

RIGHT AFTER THE ,
WORLD TODAY AT

Victory F. 0. B. - 3:00 p. m.

DIAL

performance of duty and efficiency
through capacity to produce desired
results. Private First Class Mc
Conchie entered the Army on Nov.
18, 1942. At AAF Redistribution
Station No. 2 new assignments are
recommended fcr AAF returnees
from theatres of operations. The
returnees are examined by special
ly selected medical and classifi
cation offiers whose joint findings
are used in determining new as
signments.

Mrs. Martha Hamilton of Rock
land has received word that her two
sons have each received a promo
tion. Sgt. James N. Hamilton has
been promoted to Staff Sergeant and
Wilbur H. Hamilton to Seaman First
Gushee; Pvt. Lonnie Griffin has Class.
There occasionally appears in
• ♦ • *
been visiting his parents, Mr. and
this column, unintentionally of
Maynard L Green of Rockland
M*® Charles Griffin, and was ordcourse, a violation of the censor e’ed, at the close of his furlough, has recently arrived in Iceland. His
ship rules laid down in Washing
to a post in Georgia. Keith Mink, address may be obtained from his
ton . The Courier-Gazette is in
who recently enlisted iin the Air father Jacob Green at 246 Main
formed that "while V-mail letters
Corps, is at Fort Devens.
street.
contain the sender’s address in
• • • •
• • • •
I
full, but that no data when pub
Charles E. Johnson, S2e, of
Homer Chadburn, G.M.3c, of the
lished, especially where ships arc
Rockland has completed his train Naval Armed Guard Service, came
concerned, is in direct violation
ing at t'he Naval Training Station, last night for a visit* with his
of censorship rulings and apt fo Sampson. N. Y.. and) will be grant mother, Mrs. Mary A. Robbins of
give valuable information to the ed leave. He will be eligible for
Rockland. He recently returned
enemy. Names of ships and further assignment which may from a trip to England.
titles of war units are absolutely
• • • •
quali y hitn for petty officer rat
prohibited, and contributors to ing.
Joseph K Wilkie, S 2c, UBN.R.,
this department will understand
came from* Smapson, N. Y., this
* * * *
why they do net appear after be
Sidney Simmons of South Wal morning to
spend a 5-days’ leave
ing sent in for publication.
doboro, has completed his training with his mother, Mrs. Charles Wil
at the Armed Guards School, kie of Rockland.
Staff Sgt. Clarence E. Water j Norfolk, Va. and been promoted to
• • • •
man, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Wa Seaman First Class. Mrs. Sim
Aviation Cadet Richard S. Brown,
terman of North Haven, who has mons and their son, Wayne, US.N.R , son of Mr. and Mrs. Nes
been stationed at Fort Foster. Kit ] visited him at Long Beach, L. I. tor S. Brown, is hospitalized at the
tery Point, has been transferred to and Brooklyn, New York several present time. His new address is:
Texas. His new address, is:, ASN- days last week.
Ward 28 ,U. S. Naval Hospital, Nor
• • • •
31044779, Hq., Btry., 1st Bn , 22nd
man, Okla.
Henry Dodge, sen of 'Mr ano
O. A., 220th Field Artillery Group,
* • • •
Mrs.
Lorenzo Dodge of Camden
North Camp Hood, Texas.
Staff Sergeant. Francis L. Dyer,
street, Rockland, has arrived over son cf Mrs. Inez Dyer cf Cwl’s Head
♦ ♦ * *
Corp. Matthew C. Smith, who is seas. His address may be obtained has arrived safely overseas.
stationed at Augusta, has been vis from his family.
• • • •
• • • •
iting his grandparents, Mr. and
Word has been received that Wal
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. — Private ter Chapman, son of Mrs. Edith
Mrs. George C. Sandner of Rock
Virginia
F. Barlow, daughter of Chapman, Gleason street, Thomas
land, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
A.
H.
Darling, 12 Hill street., ton. has been promoted to SerWilliam Smith of Mars Hill.
Rockland,
who
has been stationed
* * * *
geant.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin E. Small of at the Third Training Center of the
• • • •
Rockland have reeceived wcrd that Women's Army Corps here, has
Pvt. Ralph Blake has completed
their son, Corp.
Everett
D. been assigned to 20th Ferrying his basic training in the U. S.
("Feebo”) Small, has arrived safely Group at Nashville, Tenn.
Army at Camp Croft, S. C., and is
» * ♦ *
spending a furlough with his
in South Africa.
P c. John Holgerscn has returned
I * • *
mother and stepfather, Mr. and
to
Hondo, Texas, after spending a
Paul P. Plourde, Seaman, 2c,
Mrs. Harvey Cline, at th^ heme of
Limerock street barber, is now furlough with his wife and son Mrs. Ella Caler. Warren.
» • • ♦
wielding the shears, clipper and in Camden.
• • • •
Sgt. and Mrs. Roger Teague of
razoa- on a vessel of the U. S. Navy.
Boatswain 2c William H. Carter,
His address may be obtained by spent a few days’ furlough with his the Smyrna Army Air Base, at
Smyrna. Tenn., arrived Friday of
communicating with Mrs. Plourde
mother, Mrs. Grace M. Davis, 574
at their home on Purchase street, Main street, Rcckland. He was last week, to visit her parents, Mr.
Rcckland.
! accompanied by his wife, wno and Mrs. Chester Wyllie, and his
• • • •
mother. Mrs. Isa Teague, and other
Richard E. Giles. 17, of Rockland, ' makes her ho-me in St. Louis. They relatives in Warren.
! also calfed' upon Mr. Carter's
•••»
»
was sworn into the U. S. Marine
! brother, Everett A. Carter of this
Chief Radioman Sherwood G.
Corps Tuesday. He waS placed on
' city and a sister, Mrs. Evelyn M. Sidelinger, U*W, repatriate after
inactive status pending orders to
begin his draining. Giles is the Heath. Petty Officer Carter has being interned in Germany the past
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon O ! served 21 months in the U. S. Navy. 13 months, who arrived in Jersey
Giles, of 239 Cedar street, Rock ■ “Can't tell you where I am except City, N. J., March 15 cn board the
land. He attended Rcckland High I to say I’nr somewhere on. the West exchange ship Gripsholm .is now
' Coast. After I return from Maine
School and was a member of the
I will receive orders for my destina
school’s football team.
tion.'' They left Sunday night for
• ♦ # *
WE WILL BUY
Several Appleton boys have the West Coast.
• * » *
been home on furloughs recently:
GOOD CLEAN
Miami Beach, Fla.—Pfc. Irving
Corp. Everett Smith has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. McConchie of 42 Crescent street,
USED CARS
Paul, and has returned to Camp Rockland, a member cf the per
Six Cylinders Only
Lee, -Virginia; Pvt. Stephen Con manent personnel of Army Air
5Ftf
Forces
Redistribution
Station
No.
2.
ant visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs Clarence Conant, and went Miami Beach, has been awarded
from here to Camip Meade, Mary the Good Conduct ribbon, which is
land; Damon Gushee, B3c, returned awarded to enlisted men who have
Monday, after being the guest of demonstrated exemplary behavior,
his parents, (Mr. and Mrs. Robert fidelity through faithful and exact

’MAINE'S VOICE of
FRIENDLY SERVICE”
------------ ..j

Chilles of Vinalhaven.
Springfield Reader
917 State street.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

Tuesday-F

was enlivened by group singing and
cheers, and Mb* Polly Havener,
unaccompanied, sang, “You're Mine
Forever.”

Bill And The Girls

Basketball Outfit Tendered a
Banquet At The Thorndike Hotel

TALK 01

Miss Gloria Witham, captain of the

team, in behalf of the girls, pre
sented Miss Ludwick with a golden
basketball and chain, and Mr.
Sullivan with a leather billfold.
; Sullivan and Miss Ludwick spoke
briefly telling of their enjoyable
1 work with the team. Each of the
1 young women was presented with a
carnation.
The table centerpiece was given
to Miss Ludwick and the group sent
Mrs. Witham a beautiful bouquet
of Spring flowers.
Following the dinner, just before
they went to the theatre, each one
present, telephoned thanks to their
host and hostess for their good time.
Those present were Esther Munro,
Maizie Johnsen, Jeannette Gard
ner. Margaret Steeves, Joan Look.
Polly Havener, Mary Lou Duff.
Charlotte Cowan, Margaret Matth
ews, Shirley Drinkwater, Marilyn
Robishaw, Margaret Huntley. Betty
Gray. Alice Hall, Ruth Garter. Betty
O'Brien, Gloria Witham. Miss Lud
wick and Mr. Sullivan.

Rockland High School basketball
girls, with William J. Sullivan,
veteran coach of girls' teams, and
Miss Marion O Ludwick. chaperon,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
L. Witham for dinner at the Thorn
dike Hotel Wednesday night, and
the Strand Theatre showing of “A
Guy Named Joe."
Table decorations were of yellow
jonquils and carnations, and with
orange and black miniature basket
balls for place cards. The dinner
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ar
thur Sidelinger, Warren, for a visit.

ROUND POND
Ralph Doering and Mrs. John
Marr cf Braintree, Mass., Lewis
Doering of Needham, Mass., and Mrs
1 Sidney Cleveland of Brockton, Mass
i were in town recently, called by the
death of their father, Fred Doering.
School re-open Monday following
a week’s vacation.
Robert Poland is spending a fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Poland.
Mrs. Evelyn Doering is guest of
relatives in Needham, Mass.
Miss Bathia Steer is home from
Memorial Hospital.
Bert Cox of Salem Mass, was in
town over the week-end.

March 27—W
tor the Spring t
April 1 Kn
Hope Orange
April 8 Llm
meets with
South Thom as t
April 9—East,r
AprU 10—Klw
day Ball, Comr
land.
April 13—Rec
Talbot at Unlv,
April 13-14
ventlon in Ban
May 2-3-4"tlan Con fere n
May 4-Am
Commandery of
May 25 27 I
Maine Federatli
Rockland.
June 23-25 I
of the Amerlci
chard Beach.
June 27—An
Maine Medical
land.

The Kncx
provement As
Tuesday, 7.30
Mr. and Mi
Hope. Oscar
States Panne
the speaker,
vited.

SASH AND GLASS

Roy L. Ferr
Candidate for
nation for G<
speaker at
Rockland Kiw
land, next Mo.'
o'clock.

SHOP
Replying to many requests, I
have established a complete and
up-to-date—
SASH AND GLASS SHOP
Capable of handling all sash and
glazing work. Shop is at—

2 5 FRANKLIN STREET

Buy War

RALPH L. RICHARDS
ROCKLAND, ME
24-26

TEL. 952,

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

For depen
call the Radi
617 Main sLrt
line.

Help shore the Scarce Foods...

EAT MORE FRESH
FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

MARC

stu

LAS

MSVtCg

W

We offer new spring crops from sunny southern
MARKETS
growing areas flavor-rich and priced for savings. BmIBSB

Rev.R

U. S NO. 1 SIZE A-50 LB SACK $1.59

POTATOES
BROCCOLI
Cauliflower

soien:

15 LB

BECK
THOR

CALIF.
FRESH LB

READING
Hours:
All

SNOW LARGE Ore
WHITE

NEV/
TEXAS

Fresh Beets
Tomatoes RED RIPfcX

03

SEEDLESS

HEAD
LARGE

IIELI"

GRAPEFRUIT

BUNCH

PLEASE

MEDIUM F"
'FOR,
SIZE 80’s

U

YOU’ll FIND A WIDt
VARIITY OF "10W-F0INT"
MATS AT OUR MAT DIPT.

COOKED HAMS
WHOLE OR BUTT 5 POINTS

DADIf I niRIC

rUnlV

LU 111Q

PUIPifCMC

VnlvIXklld

“How T
and

SHANK HALF 3 POINTS
WHOLE OR EITHER
end-3 points
LB

FANCY BROILING OR FRYING
NO POINTS NEEDED

EACH PER'
RECEI

LB

FANCY GRADE A

SLICED BACON
Smoked Picnics c
Skinless Frankforts 3 PTS.
Salt Pork
NO POINTS

ALL MESS
LECTUREs
Lev

,37‘

S»3

1 POINT

LB

ll

LEAN MILDLY
ftflr
CURED—1 PT. LB

ZJ,"

LB

AL,
ATT01

OFFICES

37*

21 Limcr

FRESH CAUGHT

lb18c

Haddock u>18c

OPPOM

FRESH SLICED

Steak Cod>28c
FRESH CUT HADDOCK

Fillets

ib39c

‘fancy medium

lb22c

Smelts

FRESH NATIVE GUARANTEED—GRADE “A”
LARGE
MEDIUM

The Thomas Family

Read The Courier-Gazette

Stars Over Hollywood
12:30 p. m.

DAY and CCA ON YOUR

z

A branch of the war service which ap
pears to get little publicity, certainly not as
SERVICE
IN THE
much as the WAD3 and WAVES, is that
UNDERSEAS represented by the American submarines.
Operating in Pacific waters they are now
officially disclosed to have sunk, probably sunk, or damaged
642 enemy araft. When a German sub sinks a vessel operated,
by the Allied Nations front pages o^ the daily newspapers
fairly glow with the news, but the American submarines go
quietly about their business wreaking tremendous destruction
upen enemy craft, and little is heard of their work except an
occasional summary. Many of these American heroes have
gone to their doom in the waging of this warfare, but the
work goes on, and the public should give greater heed to it
than appears to be the case.

6.45 Ri
WGAN

WGAN

WORKING FOR VICTORY

[EDITORIAL]

The Conqueror Inn. Author, E.
R. Punschon; published by Mac
millan, New York.

NIGHT.

Tuesday-Friday
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*

43‘ 37
DOZEN
Eggs...fhe ideal

’

House
ROi

DOZEN

Lenten dish... Serve them often.

They re highly nutritious, thrifty and unrationed.

l'i

Pekoe & Orange

LB
PKG

NECTAR Pekoe Tea
li
OUR OWN TEA
FLOUR-NEWlY
PILLSRURY'S
FAMILY FLOUR
A&P BANTAM CORN
AAC
mm
dexo
WHITEHOUSE
O
EVAP. MILK

Clint<
OP
Has oj
Fill

LB
PKG

492 OLI
R0(
Hours 2

ENRICHED

MONDAY

NEWLY ENRICHED BAG
CREAM
STYLE

100% PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

1 LB
5 pts

1 POINT PER CAN

NO 2 CAN
8 POINTS

3 LBS
15 p)s

Q.14HOZ,
CANS

SOAP—BATH

ROCKLANL. ME.

346 MAIN STREET.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plu« Cmall Churre

Fnr

Copyrici* 1943
£adicv« Johnson CoflR.

Po«txre

ENDICOTT B JOHNSON
I

Palmolive SIZE 2 lor 19e 3c^s20c
3cakes20C
Lux Toilet Soap
ENRICHED
2CAKES 1 3®
Sweetheart Soap
SLICED BREAD
G,ANT -j 4C
Octagon LAUNDRY Soap 3cakes
LARGE
large
Super Suds
PKG 23*
1' i LB LOAF
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.^.

MARVEL

ir

Price* subject to market change*. We reserve the right to limit quan^tie*.

Fu

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

nlivened by group singing and
, and Miss Polly Havener,
irapanied, sang, •’You’re Mine
►r.”
.
xloria Witham, captain of the
in behalf of the girls, preMiss Ludwick with a golden
ball and chain, and Mr.
in with a leather billfold,
in and Miss Ludwick spoke
telling of their enjoyable
with the team. Each of the
women was presented with a
ion.
tab’e centerpiece was given
s Ludwick and the group sent

E Carl Moran, Jr., was elected
Heard Able Speakers • Errors Corrected ,
Service Wives’ Club
Tbe “Bill Of Rights”
general chairman of the Municipal
Research Committee at meeting of
sub-committees
Tuesday night. Care of Returning Veterans In Cement Story Furnished Begins Series Of Afternoon American Legion Seeks Jus
•
Sub-chairmen elected were: A. C.
Discussed At Last Night’s
tice For the Returning
For This Paper By De
Parties At Mrs. Charles
McLoon, administration: J. W. Rob
velopment Commission
Notable Meeting
Veterans Of World
Emery’s Home
inson, finance; J. M. Pomeroy, pub
War Two
An article in the Tuesday issue
March 27—Warren Schools re-open lic safety; H. L. Jackson, education;
Nearly 75 Kncx County Legion
The first of the afternoon par
for the Spring term.
E. L. Brown, public works; J. N.
of
The
Courier-Gazette,
headlined,
ties planned toy the Service Wives'
naires, members of service clubs and
April 1—Knox Pomona meets with
“Second only to winning the war,
Hope Grange.
Southard, health and welfare; R. G
“
Cement
Plant
Due
for
Expansion,
”
Club was given Sunday afternoon comes the job of securing the pass
civic heads, were at Legion Hall last
April 8 Limerock Valley Pomona
is erroneous in several particu
meets with
Wessaweskeag Grange, Ware, civil service; C. T. Smalley,
at the home of Mrs. Charles A. age of The American Legion’s re
night
to
hear
Col.
Malcolm
Stod

South Thomaston.
legal, and F. D. Orne, insurance.
lars, according to James H. Acker
April 9—Easter Sunday.
dard, manager of the Veterans’ Fa man, president of the Lawrence Emery, Pacific street. The Club habilitation legislation in Con
April 10—Kiwanis Club Easter Mon
day Ball. Community Building. Rock
Drs. James F. Burgess and Brad cilities at Togus; Fled Rowell of Portland Cement Co., who was in comen furnished everything except gress declared National Commander
land.
Warren H. Atherton, In outlining
April 13—Recital hy Mrs William ford F. Burgess have returned
State Department of Health and terviewed at the Thomaston plant te§, coffee, cream and lemon and
Talbot at Universalist vesfcry.
the 1944 objectives of the Legion.
April 13-14—Republican State Con frem Boston where they attended Welfare and Department Adjutant Wednesday.
did all the work The tables were
vention In Bangor.
The
benefits The American Legion
the New England convention of op
The release came from the Maine well filled with delicious sand
May 2-3-4—Congregational
ChrisJames
L.
Boyle
cf
the
American
seeks
for our returning war veter
tian Conference at Bangor.
tometrists.
Development Commission in Au
May 4—Annual Conclave. Grand
wiches,
cookies
and
cakes.
ans are covered in the Legion's
Legion, tell of what was being done gusta, and The Courier-Gazette as- j
Commandery of Maine, at Portland.
Omnibus
Bill, popularly referred to
A
feature
much
enjoyed
was
Jzt.27 7i'nnual Convention of
Herbert Hall, Summer street, has for veterans returning from World sumed that it was correct, other- I
Maine Federation of Music Clubs, at
as tie “G I Bill of Rights.” In a
KocKiand.
wise it would not have been pub- •niusic by one of 1116 senlce h05'5
just received word of the death War Two.
nutshell, the provisions otf the bill
June 23-25—Department Convention
March
21,
of
his
brother
Arpell
A
Col.
Stoddard
spoke
of
changes
at
lished. Mr. Ackerman said that a recently stationed here, who gave
°£ the American Legion at Old Orcall
for:
generously
cf
his
talent
in
both
cnard Beach.
Hall, Crossfield, Alberta, Canada. the Togus Hospital, to take care of representative of the Maine De
,.J.une 27—Annual meeting of the
Adequate
hospitalization.
He velopment Commission interviewed vocal and instrumental numbers.
Maine Medical Association In Rock- He was formerly a resident of New mental and physical cases.
land.
Prompt settlement of disability
While the attendance was not
urged the Legion to see to it that Sales Manager Walter E Bowe and
castle.
large
at
this
first gathering, it ir claims.
returning men got prompt and ade Assistant Superintendent John M.
Mustering out pay. (Partially en
hoped there may be more at future
The Kncx County Poultry Im
BORN
quate attention, and he was worried Pomeroy several days ago, but
acted
in a separate law).
parties.
The
next
one
will
be
some

provement Association meets next
Simmons—At Knox Hospital. March a sto whether or not the increased agreed at that time to submit the
Opportunity
to complete educa
time
in
April
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
22.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
E.
Sim

Tuesday, 7.30 p. m., at the home of
mons of St. George, a son-—Alan facilities being provided would make article for approval before releasing
tion.
Joseph
Emery,
Sr.,
Limerock
street.
Mr. and Mrs. “Billy” Hardy in Preston.
room for all hospital cases.
it for publication.
Vocational training for those
It Is urgently requested that per
—At Knox Hospital. March 22.
Hope Oscar Wilbur of. Eastern toLehto
Mr.
Rowell's
talk
had
to
do
with
The changes contemplater at sons donating for the boxes to toe handicapped by war service.
Mr. annd Mrs. Alttl Lehto of War
States Farmers Exchange will be ren, a daughter.
rehabilitation plans for veterans in the plant include the dismantling sent to boys at the outlying sta
Employment opportunities.
the speaker. Ail poultrymen in
line with the work done by Ueut. of both of the 200-foot kilns and tions send their articles no later
Unemployment
compensation.
MARRIED
vited.
combining them into <?ne 350-foot than Thursday afternoon as the
Thomas-Merriam—At Pensacola, Fia., Col. Richard F. Saville. Maine’s
Home, farm or small business
March 18. Richard Earl Thomas and plan for return of men tc* their jobs kiln, to the end that the per bar
packing has to be done that night purchase aid1.
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport, a Virginia Cialre Merriam, both of which has already been adopted by rel cost of cement produced may
Rockland1—toy Rev. W. R. Rogers.
Creation of a 'board to review dis
ia order to have them ready for
candidate for the Republican nomi
Bucklin-Paquette — At Thomaston. four other states, is working out in be lowered.
In other words, the immediate delivery.
charges.
nation for Governor, will be guest March 18. Arthur R. Bucklin. MMlc, good shape, so far, 85-percent of plant would become a one-kiln
US.N of Thomaston and Miss Gladys
The club thanks ’those who have
Placing these functions under
speaker at the meeting of the Paquette of Rhode Island1—by Rev. the returned men having been plant instead of a two-kiln plant.
sent in picture puzzles, tout more the jurisdiction of the Veterans
Rockland Kiwanis Club, Hotel RockFrench - At Thomaston, placed in employment. He said that It is estimated; that the cost of
are needed.
Administration.
land, next Monday night at 6.15 March 4, Glenwood Gallup and Mrs- it proved that we, in Maine, are making the change will be approxi
Every Legion and Auxiliary
Ruth French, both otf Thomaston—
o’clock.
by Rev. H. F. Leach.
mately $125000 and not twice that
ready
to
do
everything
we
can
for
member,
every mother, father, sister
Marsh-Grace—At St. John's Epis
News Of Co. L
amount as stated in a recent news
copal Church, Brooklyn, March 21. returned veterans.
and brother cf a man or woman in
Oscar Raymond Marsh otf Rockland
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
Adjutant Boyle, one of Maine’s story.
Wednesday night’s meeting of Co. service, every citizen who wants
and Bath, and Miss Muriel V. Grace
The present capacity of the mill L, Maine State Guard, was inter to see justice given our returning
of Bath—by Rev. Gordon Pierce.
best public speakers referred fo the
experience following the war 25 is 1.200,000 barrels a year. The rupted by the appearance of one veterans must come forward and
For dependable radio service
DIED
years ago. He said that it took changes contemplated will reduce cf Uncle Sam’s jeeps. A lieutenant, do his part.
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
Hussey—At East Friendship. March
Write or telegraph your Sena
617 Main street. Complete Philco 23. Capt. Albert J. Hussey, age 92 years. several years to establish proper thecapacity to 900,000 barrels a sergeant and corporal explained all
5 months. 5 days. Funeral at 2 o'clock hospitalization
year.
Mr.
Ackerman
said
that
the
parts
cf
the
vehicle
and
demon
*
line.
>
facilities
alone
tors
and Representatives in Con
60-tf Sunday from residence.
Simmons—At Rockland, March 22. “Now is the time to put your ex yearly production, since 1930, had strated the two-way radio and the gress that you want them t» sup
Alan Preston. Infant son of Mr. and
port the Omnibus Bill as well as
Mrs. Maurice E. Simmons of St. perience to work,” Boyle sa^d. He not. been over 600,000 barrels, or 50 machine-gun.
George
percent
of
the
capacity.
U.
S?
Army
restricted
movies
legislation
to provide for the en
told of the “G. I. Bill of Rights,’’
Creamer—At Thomaston, March-21,
were
shown
after
inspecting
the
With
reference
to
cost
of
operat

actment
into
law of the provisions
Annie V.. widow of James A. Creamer, which is expected to pass the Senate
MARCH 24, 25, 26
age 74 years. 14 days. Funeral today
jeep.
of
that
bill.
ing
the
Thomaston
plant,
Mr.
Ack

at 2 p m , from Davis Funeral Home. today. It will provide No. 1 pri
The first one shewed the defense
Interment In Pleasant View cemetery, ority for materials, equipment for erman said that the taxes per bar
In the Senate is known as S.1767,
Cushing, in the Spring.
and offense on road blocks, with in the House, it is known as H.R.
rel
of
cement
produced,
were
higher
veterans
’
hospitals
and
provision
Ward
—
At
Rockland.
March
23.
Ray

FOR
mond Clark Ward, age 40 years,
than at any other cement mill in excerpts frem actual combat, and 4057
months 23 days. Funeral at 2 o'clock for vocational Gaining. Adjutant
German “Mark V” and U. S.
Monday from Burpee funeral home. Boyle said that the bill was an in the United States,
Interment In Sea View cemetery.
“General Grant” tanks opposing
Captain Henry FJortin, who had
Ham—At Rockland, March 21. John vestment for the future to assist
R. Ham. age 54 years. 11 months. 7 days. the young men to be directed into
charge of the Coast & Geodetic Sur
Rotarians, Lions and Kiwanians each other.
Funeral Thursday from Russell fu
“The Thompson sub-machine vey along Knox County shores last
are holding a joint meeting at Ho
neral home.
rnterment In Aehorn the right channels of life.
Cemetery.
Gun
” was the title of the second Summer, has been assigned to duty
Department Adjutant James L. tel Rockland today, the speaker be
WITH
Spear—At Nobleboro, March 23. Ed
movie;
showing different positions in the Aleutian Islands. His wife
mund W. Spear, age 85 years,
Boyle of Waterville prefaced his ad ing Elisabeth May Craig, president
months, 13 days. Funeral Saturday 2
of firing the piece and its effective and son will have their residence in
p. m. from Russell funeral home, dress with the presentation of an of the National Women’s Press Club
ness.
Rockport.
Interment Amsbury Hill.
Seattle meanwhile.
and
writer
of
the
column,
“
Inside
American Legion flag standard to
Rockport.
One
’
cf
the
largest
meetings
was
in
Washington.
”
Members
making
Shellens
—
Ella
Collcmore',
suddenly
SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR
the editor of The Courier-Gazette,
on Tuesday. March 21, 1944, of 371-73d
An important meeting otf members
referring
in highly appreciative up in Florida recently were, H. B- witnessed Wednesday night and a
Street,
Brooklyn,
N.
Y..
beloved
wife
of
AT
Capt
Michael Shellens and mother terms to the co-operation which Bird at Miami; S. M. Congdon at still larger group is expected for of Huntley-Hill Post, Veterans of
of Mrs. Hazel Epple. Marshall Wilson
next Wednesday night at 7.30
Foreign Wars, will be held in the
THORNDIKE HOTEL
and Ruth Mae Shellens. Service at this newspaper has given to the Tarpon Springs; Dr. A. W. Foss at
Posters
are
toeing
put
up
in
IRock

Fairchild Chapel, 86 I^fferts Place,
City
Building Sunday afternoon at
READING—FIVE QUESTIONS
organization in past years. The West Palm Beach; Kennedy Crane land, Thomaston and Camden urg
Brooklyn, N. Y., Friday at 8 p. m. In
2 o'clock. Plans for re-organization
terment In Greenwood cemetery.
and G. B. Wood at Punta Gorda
FEE $1.00
Flanders—At Damariscotta. March 16. card accompanying the handsome
ing
men
16 to 60 to enlist in the will be discussed. It is expected
Hours: 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
and L. A. Thurston at Sarasota. S.
Mary E.. wife of Nelson Flanders, aged trophy read:
Maine State Guard and protect that Lester Walker of Skowhegan,
45 years.
AU persons wishing
Presented to Frank A. Winslow, C. Perry attended a meeting in Ar their community.
department commander; Charles O.
HELP AND ADVICE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette, by lington, Mass., last week.
IN MEMORIAM
Weeman
of Auburn, department
PLEASE COME AT ONCE
In loving memory of Thelma R. the Maine Department of the
OWL
’
S
HEAD
(HONOR
ROLL
Phillips
who
left
us
March
23,
1909.
Postmaster Connellan has been
adjutant; George O. LaRochelle otf
o
o
American Legicn in recognition of
Five long years since you left us dear.
A framed Honor Roll of Owl’s Lewiston, judge advocate, and Wal
notified
by
the
Post
Office
Depart

And bitter was the trial to part
his interest in the welfare of World
Public Meetings
From one so good as you.
ment that increased postage rates Head men and women in the service lace A. Purnell of Gardiner, de
War
II Veterans.’’
You are not forgotten loved one,
G. A. R. Hal!
and fees for money orders, regis was hung in the town hall on the partment quartermaster, ’ will be
Nor win you ever be;
As long as life and memory last.
tered, insured and C O D. mail will annual meeting day. The towns present.
We miss you now, our hearts are sore
. Sunday, March 26
BEANO
become effective next Sunday. Pa people appreciate this gift from the
As time goes by we miss you more.
Your loving smile, your gentle face.
ALL MESSAGE SERVICE, 2.30
Owl’s Head Grange. A list of those
No one can fill that vacant place.
Friday and Saturday Nights trons should take notice.
LECTURE and MESSAGES, 7.30
in service from. Rockland’s acflacent
Father, Mother, Sister and Brother
SPEAR HALL—8.00 P< M.
Lecture Subject
Big Prizes on Evening Play
Spruce gum, first quality avail neighbor on the South, will appear
CARD OF THANKS
New Special and Full Chicken Dinner able now at C. H. Moor & Co. drug in Tuesday’s issue of The Courier“How To Attain Health*
The last wish otf the late John Ham
Free Game
gists, 322 Main St., IRockland. 24-Ftf Gazette
was to express his sincerest thanks and
Saturday
Night Party Night
and Happiness”
gratitude to all the many friends and
24*
lt
Dr. North and members of
EACH PERSON PRESENT WILL neighbors.
the hospital staff, for the kindness
and consideration shown him dur
RECEIVE A MESSAGE
ing his long Illness and stay at Knox
24-lt
Hospital.
•
HIRE A

ing flowers.
(wing the dinner, just before
'ent to the theatre, each one
t, telephoned thanks to their
id hostess for their good time,
e present were Esther Munro,
Johnsen. Jeannette Gard-;
[argaret Steeves, Joan Look,
Havener. Mary Lou Duff,
Ite Cowan, Margaret Matthlirley Drinkwater, Marilyn
iw. Margaret Huntley, Betty
llice Hall, Ruth Carter, Betty
Gloria Witham, Miss Ludnd Mr. Sullivan.

>H AND GLASS

SHOP
(lying to many requests, I
tablished a complete and

I-date—
LSH and glass shop
He of handling all sash and
|ing work. Shop is at—

FRANKLIN STREET

[LPH L. RICHARDS
ROCKLAND, ME
24-26

Foods...
SELF

LAST DAYS

PRIVATE
READINGS

sfkvic:

SUPtt MARKETS

Rev.Ruth Mathias

K $1.59
15 LB
PECK

:alif.
?RESH LB

SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
medium
SIZE 80

D A

r foR29c
u

WIDE

10W-P0INT”

MEAT DEPT.

OTFC

IR half
LB u I
ANK HALF 3 POINTS
EITHER
>INTS
LB

'R FRYING
tDED

LB

GRADE A
HNT

LB

OPPORTUNITY

qqc

ALAN L. BIRD
ATTORNEY AT LAW

OFFICES LN NEW LOCATION

21 Limerock St., Rockland

RESH CAUGHT

Opposite the Post Office
‘ ■ v
22-tf

laddock t,18c
RESH SLICED

•teak Cod28c
RESH CUl HADDOCK

illets

,

FARM RADIO

39c

ANCY MEDIUM

■melts
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beautiful bouquet

Vitham a
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BATTERIES
l»22c

BEANO

House-Sherman, he.

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8.15 o’clock

/

MASONIC TEMfl-E HALL
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS

21-tf

lOlFtf
I

Clinton F. Thomas
' OPTOMETRIST
A

-Has opened an offlee for
Fitting Glasses at
492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M
81-tf

PAINTING
CONTRACTOR

Poultry Wanted

Live Poultry Wanted
Highest Prices Paid for All Kinds
ot Live Poultry

TEL. 2-2202,

2-tf

433 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

1
r

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SUNOCO
SERVICE STATION

with
James Craig, Jena Rogers,
Connie Gilchrist, John Qualen
Our New Shop is replete
with Easter Shining Togs
for Men.’ Every article

New. Every garment Per
fect.

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 30-31
RKO Radio Pictures Presents
FRED ASTAIRE
JOAN LESLIE
ROBERT BENCHLEY
in

“THE SKY’S THE LIMIT”

SUITS
By Leopoltf Morse

SATURDAY ONLY, APRIL 1
Two Full Length Features
BELA LUGOSI
FREDA INESCORT
in

$24.95, $34.50, $39.50
MEN’S TOPCOATS
Style Perfect

“RETURN
OF THE VAMPIRE”

$27.50 to $39.50

Easter Ties, Easter Shirts
Easter Hose

(Chills and thrills out of the fog
bound English graveyards during
the blitz)

S. RUBENSTEIN

Also on the program

Rockland’s New Men’s Shop
“The Store with the Red Front”
304 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

‘SILVER CITY RAIDERS’
with
Russell Hayden, Bob Wills,
Dub Taylor

24

RALLY

GIDEON

Dedication of Bibles and Testaments
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND

SUNDAY, 3.00 P. M.
YOU ARE INVITED

WALL PAPERS

1943 PATTERNS

TO BE OR NOT TO BE—

overhead”

YES-THAT IS THE QUESTION!
You can’t list a new hat in

your

income

deductions

your income tax jitters.
Charge it up to good looks

for if you don’t look good

BENEFIT

to

yourself

and

others

what’s the use of having

EASTER MONDAY

an income?

Every man who comes in

BALL
..."

to see these Spring hats ...

To be able to keep our
shop running.
To be able to serve our
community.
To be able to make life
more worth living to all the
boys of the armed services.

Yes, That Is the Question—
and we will be doing our
share straight through.
MAIN ST.
AT PARK ST.

OXTON’S

ROCKLAND

MAINE

BUYS.

*

Music by an
GAL
PASTE

“SWING SHIFT MAISIE”

“personal

MALLORY HATS
, $5.00, $7.00

Benefit Kiwanis Oharity Fund

for
Average
Room

WEDNESDAY ONLY, MAR. 29
An MGM presentation—
ANN SOTHERN *
in

24-lt

but you can use it to lower

COMMUNITY BLDG.
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

SHINE UP FOR

662 HAIN ST. NORTHEND, ROCKLAND, TEL. 1061

Put it down as

MONDAY,APRIL 10

BANGOR, ME.

with
Gil Stratton, Rags Ragland, Guy
Kibbee, Tommy Dorsey and his
Orchestra (featuring nine George
Gershwin musical numbers from
“Bidin’ My Time” to “I’ve Got
Rhythm").

NEW 1944 WALL PAPERS IN STOCK
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

for advancement ’

SEARS ORDER OFFICE

Maine Poultry Co.

“GIRL CRAZY”

Still Some Bundle Lots Available

Apply in person at—

Trucks Call for Large Amounts

SUNDAY-MONDAY, MAR. 28-27
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents
JUDY GARLAND
MICKEY ROONEY
in
A new smash hit musical comedy

Pleasant working conditions and good opportunity

GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
GOOD PAY—TIME AND ONE-HALF OVER 40 HOURS
MANY EMPLOYE BENEFITS

SPRED is a remarkable new wash
able paint for wallpaper, wallboard, new or old plaster, brick,
or tile. No disagreeable after-odor
when you use SPRED. It dries to
touch in
hour. One gallon of
SPRED mixed with Vz gallon of
water makes 1}^ gallons of paint
ready to use.

WALDO theatre

personality as sales clerk

on all your purchases

Whenever possible, hire a recognized
Painting and Decorating Contractor
for all painting. Painting is his trade.
You always get a good job when
yeu hire a professional painter.

Cpl. Robert “Bob” Kalloch. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jameson of
Holmes street, Rockland, who is
somewhere in India, writes that re
cently he received a package which
was postmarked Oct. 14.
Among the contents of the pack
age were brownies. He wrote of
them, “I was surprised to find the
brownies in good shape and edible
after four long months, but the boys
thought nothing of age and ate
them as though they had just been
taken from the oven.”
In another letter he said, "Today
we all received boxes from the
American Red Cross containing
candy, gum, cards, cigarettes, note
book, pencils and postcards. This
is not the first time that they’ve
ever done anything for us, many
times before when things were
tough they’ve been there with a
helping hand. No matter where
we've gone, even from the day we
got ready to step on the boat to
leave the States, they’ve always

2 Rolls 2 For the Price of One

IMMEDIATE DISCOUNT

GOOD PAINTING
RESULTS

Corp. “Bob” Kalloch Tells Of
Favors Received From
the Red Cross

been near doing many things to
make everyday life of a- soldier a
little easier. In every city I’ve been
since being overseas they have al
ways had a Red Cross building with
the best possible for a soldier.
They’ve done wonders, Mom, and I
want you all back home to know
we appreciate it.
His address is: T. 5 Robert E.
Kalloch, 31220435, AP.O. 487,
care Postmaster, New York.
His brother Donnie’s new address
is: Pvt. Donald M. Kalloch, 31323858
AP.O. 709, care Postmaster, San
Francisco. He says he’s fine and
would like to hear from the folks
back home..

Bright young lady with neat appearance and good

HERE ARE A FEW ADVANTAGES

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank neighbors and
friends tn Union. Warren. Rockland,
Thoniasron. and Camden, for the’r
many gifts and cards, also to thank
Dr. Hat and the nurses at Knox Hos
pital for their fine care. The gen
erosity and kindness shown since the
loss of our home by fire ls greatly ap
preciated.
Mr tnd Mrs. Alfred Hawes and
Family.

MAIL ORDERS
FILLED

ROCKLAND, ME.

RELIABLE

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all friends who so
kindly remembered me with gifts,
cards, and letters during my recent
illness. I also appreciated very much
the gifts sent by Ivy Chapter. OES.,
Baptist Church, annd Dorcas Circle
of Kings Daughters.
Harold I. Drewett.
Warren.

Boys Are Grateful

CAR OWNERS’ OPPORTUNITY
Get the right price for your car. Our Representa

Others at
$6.00

tive will be in your section next week buying all

makes of used cars (1936 to 1942). We pay high

est cash prices. If interested reply at once stating

8 PIECE ORCHESTRA
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED

GREGORY’S

Admission 60c plus tax

Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294

532 Main St., Rockland, Me.

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

24-26-28

make, year, condition and price expected.

SUBURBAN SALES COMPANY
“A General Motors Dealer Since 1928”

TEL. 29-2,

SOUTH CHINA, MAINE
24-lt
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Malang—Jap bombers were swarm
ing over the island.
“But Van Oeyen, the Dutch com
mander, wouldn't listen. He was a
stout old infantry officer, and he had
given orders to fight to the last.
“We had to plead our viewpoint
with Van Oeyen. Yet it would be
hard to explain to men who were
defending their homes and families
in this beautiful island, whose lives,
when it fell, would be over.
"That night, fifty miles off Sura
baya, the naval battle was resumed.
The main Japanese invasion force,
ringed by submarines, was headed
for our beaches. At midnight the
United Nations Navy moved in to
throw their little all into the balance.
This final night the Dutch struck no
glancing blow. It was now or nev
er. They moved in and fought them
toe to toe, the Australians at their
side. It was pitiful, of course, .and
hopeless, as all of them knew. But
the gallant Dutch preferred to die
fighting out in the night rather than
go skulking home to wait for the
Rising Sun tanks to come rattling
down their streets.
• “Side by side, the Dutch and the
Australians plunged through that
outer ring of Jap submarines. The
American forces took up the last
defensive position, skirting the Jap
back edge, firing on the run. It
was our duty not to dissipate our
selves in lost causes, but to do what
damage we could, and conserve our
strength to strike again.
“Java died that night in the gun
fire which came rolling in over the
water. It took until dawn for the
Jap battle fleet to crunch to bits
the Dutch and Australian navies.
“But early the morning before I
had put in a telephone call to Amer
ica. It was to Margo, but it was
government business and the Dutch,
when they understood what it was
about, said they would pay the
charges themselves. They said the
connection might not be made until
midnight. I privately wondered if
it would go through at all. Java was
collapsing fast all around us.
“But I said I’d take it whenever
it came, knowing I’d get no sleep
that night—maybe little sleep for
many hights. So at midnight I start
ed for the telephone office. Just as
I was leaving the hotel I ran into
Commander Peterson of the Navy’s
Patrol Wing 10. By now he was al
most the sole survivor. He seemed
surprised to see me, told me he was
just leaving for his plane—the last
of the Navy was leaving Java. He
asked how I expected to get out. 1
said I didn’t know. ‘Come with mfe
now,’ he said, ‘and I’ll take you out
to Australia.’ I couldn’t. There was
that telephone call. And also I
mustn’t leave those American fight
ers to be swallowed up in the col
lapse tomorrow. So I thanked him;
we said goodby.
“Walking to the telephone build
ing I could hear a dull rumble in
the hot midnight air coming from
far over the water. The few people
in the blacked-out streets assumed it
was distant thunder. I knew it was
the little Dutch Navy in its final
agony out there in the dark.
“Then I waited in that dim-lit
mosquito-filled telephone building
for that call. Sitting on a bench,
with the help of a flashlight I made
my notes for the call. Then I paced
the floor. Each time the window
opened, letting out a little light, I
was sure the half-caste girl was
telling me the call had been com
pleted. I had other pressing busi
ness, but none more pressing than
this. I thought of the eager face of
the boy just before he went out into
what looked like almost certain
death. Unless I could deliver his
message, he would have died for
nothing.”

QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
fy'TKJZ.TMifc
©.w«,Tt

CHAPTER XVIII

“I had only four bombs—we hadn’t
had time to load more before the
air-raid alarm blew and we'd had
to clear off the-field—so I sighted on
the last ship and let go all four in a
stick.
“If you’re dropping instantaneous
fuse bombs, ot course you see the
splash of deck planking and debris
the instant it hits, but it doesn t do
much damage—all on the surface.
But these were delayed-action fuses.
From that altitude there isn’t much
to see whey they first crack the
deck. There’s a little pause, and
then there’s the sweetest geyser of
deck splinters, and form, and machinery, snd Japanese infantry cor
porals you’d ever hope to gaze down
at; As I think I said, we blew her(
stern off. I kept peeking back un-,
til the debris subsided, and I could
see solid blue water between the
two halves of the ship.
“We got back to Madiun Field
Just in time to take off in the face of
three strafing Zeros, our side gun
ner—a National Guard boy we d
picked up in Java; the rest of his
outfit all stayed and got captured—
knocking one of them down almost
before we got our wheels up. When i
the other two went away we re-;
landed, and found a bomb some
where had knocked our electricity
out. We had to refuel by hand, us
ing flashlights. Also we were us
ing them trying to repair our brakes
when all of a sudden came a terrific
Bang! It shook the ship so badly
it knocked one guy off the wing, and
he fell face-down on the field. Of
course we were sure that the Japs,
seeing our flashlights, had dropped
a bomb. But no. Oh, no!
“It was just the methodical Dutch, !
carefully scorching the earth by
blowing up our ammunition dump, |
which by some miracle we weren’t
near at the time. We’d been using
Dutch bombs for the past week,
changing their hooks to fit our shack- 1
les.
“It seemed the order had just
come through to evacuate, because
the Japs were coming, and what
with the language difficulty, this was
their way of announcing it. The
funny thing was, for weeks they'd
had a gang of men working to im
prove that field and repair the run
ways. These guys kept right on
sweating away up until the minute
the order to evacuate came through
—then they went ahead sweating
just as hard to blow up what they’d
just been fixing.
“We were jittery — been going
through a lot of strafing—but finally
got our plane refueled, and loaded
twenty-four men aboard. We still
had no brakes on the right wheel,
but we all hoped together in unison
that we’d clear the runway. We
did.
"It was two o’clock in the morn
ing. As we climbed for altitude we
could see refineries flaming all over
the island—fires and explosions—and
as we circled the field in the dark
for the last time, the Dutch down
below us threw a switch and blew,
up that beautiful new concrete hang- 1
ar. It had huge arches like a bridge
span, control tower, and everything
—it all came rolling up at us in a
parting salute.
“Now we were headed for Aus
tralia, buzzing along at about 10,000
feet. Pretty soon we came to scat
tered clouds which presently grew
into a whole mess of thunderheads. i
Our pilot nosed around for a while, '
and then was trying to squeeze in
between two of them when suddenly
and violently the ship dropped 3.000
feet. One soldier, who'd been lying
on the floor of the radio compart-1
ment, went right up to the ceiling
of the plane. And stuck there. The
waist guns were jerked from their
mounts. The tail gunner of course
was so cramped he didn’t have any
place to go. but he reported that the
two belts of ammunition on either
side of-him lashed back and forth
until they braided themselves. I
was in my bombardier's seat, and
I went straight to the top of the
plane, and stayed there with my
neck bent against the ceiling of the
navigator's compartment for what
seemed like a couple of weeks but
probably wasn’t very many seconds.
"The pilot had quite a problem.
He hadn’t buckled his safety belt, so
he hit the ceiling like the rest of us.
But his official duties wouldn't per
mit him to stay there and be com
fortable like the others, and yet he
couldn't get down. So he managed
to push the stick forward with his
feet, nosing tlie ship down so she
wouldn't go into a spin. He pulled
her out of it at about 4,000.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
Thia Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once t hey discover t hat the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys ore Nature's chief way of tak
ing the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
They help most people pass about3 pints aday.
M hen disorder of kidney function pemuta
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatio
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches ar.d diuiness. Frequent or
•canty passages with smarting and burning
sometimes shows there is something wung
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, used successfully by niiUione for over 40
years. 1 hey give happy relief and will help the
15 miles of kidney tunes Hush out poisonous
waste from your blood. Get Duaa a Pills.

W.M.U.FEATURtS

“When he got her straightened out
and crawled back in his seat, he
called all of us over the interphones
and asked us if we’d noticed a swish
ing sound a while back. When we
said we hadn't, he insisted he had,
and that it wasn't the air stream,
either. He claimed it was the swish
ing of the grim reaper’s scythe.
“Getting into Broome, Australia,
we began to worry about that bust
ed brake, and the momentum we
would have when we hit the field
with all these men aboard. We could
lighten ship by having the guys bail
out, but the trouble was we had
only nine chutes. But when the
pilot called the airport, they re
ported they had one runway which
ran uphill and was soft at the far
end—perfect for us, so we made a
beautiful landing.’*
“I was still back in Surabaya,”
said the pilot, Frank Kurtz, “be
cause I had a couple of jobs to do.
The day we got Warrenfeltz off in
the Corregidor relief ship, the Colo
nel had told me he was leaving Ma
lang for Jokyakarta—the town we
called Jockstrap—and that I’d bet
ter join him there and he’d send me
out to Australia. All the other boys
of the 19th were going that day.
“Bot I asked him if I couldn’t stay
over just a little longer. I was think
ing Af the fighter pilots. No one was
looking after them; they had abso
lutely no liaison. When a "place is
cracking up, everybody tends to
think of themselves. Why bother
about the fighters, They got in,
didn’t they? Well, let them get out
again. The trouble was the fighters
had got in with belly tanks, hop
ping via Timor and Bali, which were
now held by the Japs.
“The Colonel said I was absolute
ly right—maybe I could help them.
’You’re under your own orders,’ he
said. ‘I leave it to your discretion
as to how and when you come out.
Best of luck.’
“It wasn’t until I’d hung up that I
realized that when the 19th had left
Java, there wouldn’t be any way for
me to get out. The hotel by now
was emptying fast of foreign uni
forms—I’d bade the first echelon of
our Navy goodby. Poor old Java
was being left to sink by herself, but
since the newspapers were still
about four days behind the actual
news, the people didn’t realize it
yet. Things were moving fast
“That day we heard a big Jap
force was closing in off the north
coast, headed for the Java beaches.
We got reports from scout planes,
even from submarines, but we didn’t
know just how big it was. Because
hanging over it was a Jap fighter
screen so thick that our recco planes
didn’t dare fly through to see.
“We got a few reports from a tiny
island which lies out in the Java Sea
north of Surabaya, but ominously
its radio went dead. We realized
the Japs had put a landing force
ashore there.
“That night out went the tiny
Dutch Navy—it was all they had
left—which pounded them under cov
er of darkness and then pulled away.

"From Florida," said Margo, "I
could hear the telephone operators
working, setting up that line all
around the world, from here where
it was noon to midnight in the trop
ics. And finally Frank’s own voice.
‘Have you got paper and pencil?’ he
asked. ‘Now take down this name:
Mrs. W. H. Warrenfeltz, of,Hagerstown, Maryland. Her son Bud is
going on a mission and he wants

,
i

There’s * little pause, and then
there’s the sweetest geyser of deck
splinters.
It did some good, because in the
morning we found the Jap advance
guard, which had been headed right
for Java’s beaches, now pulled back
a little, under that bomber-andfighter screen, waiting for the main
force to come on up.
"Colonel Eubank was now in Jock
strap, and by telephone I put a prob
lem up to him. The position of our
fighter pilots in Java was hopeless
now—any minute their field would
be hit by Jap bombers and put out
of operation. I wanted them to turn
their P-40's over to the Dutch fight
er pilots (who had nothing left now
but three Hurricanes which had
been rescued from Singapore) and
come on out to Australia with us
where we could continue the war.
“Further air defense in Java was
hopeless. We had broken camp at

her to know there probably will be
some money deposited to her ac
count in the Hagerstown bank from
New York. Tell her Bud sends his
love to Billy, Jane, and all, and of
course to her. He wants her to use
half the money to buy her home,
and the rest is tor her to live on, and
he wants her to be happy, however
it comes out.’ ”
"Then I told Margo the boy was
going on a most dangerous mission.
We didn't know how dangerous until
after he left, for his course took
him right across the path of the
main Japanese fleet. And now,"
Frank said bitterly, “this little story
has a happy ending, so far as the
War Department’s auditors are con
cerned. Because the five thousand
dollars which Bud Warrenfeltz
thought his mother was going to get,
when he went out to face the Japa
nese fleet, was never paid. It never
cleared through the New York banks
before Java fell. I suppose those
New York bankers were more pru
dent than Bud, and took no chances
on Java paper. So Bud’s mother
didn't get any money, and even Bud
himself never got through to Manila.
Let’s hope he’s a Japanese pris
oner."
"After I’d written down the mes
sage to Mrs. Warrenfeltz, it seemed
that Frank just wanted to visit,"
said Margo. "Of course it was won
derful to talk to him, because for
some reason there didn’t seem to
be any censors clicking in on the
line.”
“The censors had all caught the
boat,” explained Frank. “In a few
hours the Japs would have Java, so
it didn’t much matter what they
knew."
sy
"But after we talked about fifteen,
minutes I began to worry," said
Margo. “Living op an Air Corps
salary, you have to think of money.
As we talked I couldn’t help think
ing it was six dollars and a half for
every minute, and I said we'd betJgr hang ug. Then h$ exfUyjsjj
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MRS ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

AAAA
Telephone 7®

Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs and
Mrs. Celia Gross were in Rock
land, Tuesday.
(Mrs. Celia Gross is spending a
week’s vacation from her duties in
Hallowell, and is at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs.
Mr and Mrs. Nicholas DePatsy
and family are visiting for the
week in Revere, Mass.
Mrs. Mary Simmons has gone to
Nova Scotia, called by the illness
of her mother

Miss Alice iManwaring of West
brook was a week-end guest of
Miss Edith Burgess.
Mrs. Guy Abbotoni 'has employ
ment in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Eugley and
family spent a few days in Water
ville the latter part of the week.
Edith Burgess, Bertha Lewis ano
Mary Steele, students at Gorham
Normal School, are passing their
Spring vacation at the home of
their parents
Word has been received of the
death of Mrs. Adelaide Webster
in Arlington, Mass She was a
native of this» town, the daughter
of Zenas and (Margaret Winchen
bach. She is survived by her hus
band, Fred Webster, and six
cousins, all residing In this town
IMrs. Mary E. Flanders, 45, wife
of Nelson Flanders, died Thurs
day at Miles Memorial Hospital,
after a long illness. She is sur
vived by two daughters, Corinne
<yrd Sally, and three sons, Gerald,
George and Carroll, and a sister,
Mrs. Eleanor Williams of Damari
scotta. Services were held Sunday
at Flanders funeral residence, Rev.
Robert Sheaff officiating.
At the First Baptist Church Sun
day at 10 46 the pastor will take for
his sermon subject “Embalming
Christ, the Son of God.” Anthem
by Chorus Choir. Sunday evening
Lenten service at 7.30 in the audi
torium, with the Rev. Eric Robin
son. rector of the 'Episcopal1 Church
in Newcastle, as guest speaker.
Thursday evening, March 30, Rev.
Van Deman of Damariscotta will
bring the message. Youth Rally.
Friday, March 31 at 7.30, Rev. L.
E. Palmer of Damariscotta, guest
speaker.
At tlie Woman's Clifb Tuesday
afternoon, the Girl Scouts put on
the program under the direction of
Miss Edith Burgess. The theme
“International Friendship” was
most interesting and the program
follows: Troop formation; Promise,
Meadowlark Song; Australia—song
“Waltzing Matilda;'’ China, ’Chin
ese Serenade,” piano solo, Ruth
Burgess; Ireland, Poem, Jacquelyn
Richards; England, song by troop,
“King's Nevee;” (Switzerland, Talk
on “Oar Chalet,” Lucille Newbert;
Russia, Piano Solo, “Dark Eyes,”
Beverly Weeks; Sweden. Song and
Dance. Ruth Burgess; Mexico, Song
by troop, “Cileto Lindo;” poem,
“Foreign Children,” Sally Sprague;
United, States.
Troop
songs
“You’re a Grand Old Flag,” "Ameri
ca, the Beautiful” and “Star
Spangled Banner " There was also
an exhibit table with articles from
the different countries. Much credit
is due Miss Burgess for the success
of the program.

GLEN COVE

“Gideon Sunday” .

To Be Featured By State
Bible Dedication Service,
First Baptist Church

VINALHAVa

at the home otf Miss Tena McCalhun.
... ...
Mrs. Lettie Alexander of RoBllndale. Mass., is making her home

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Carl Bunker and Mrs. Owen
Grant of Camden were week-end
guests of Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Waterman.
A surprise birthday party was
held Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Arthur Emerson in honor of
her mother, Mrs. H. E. Crockett.
Those present were MY. and Mrs.
H. T Crockett, Mr and Mrs. Mal
colm Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Os
car Waterman, Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Stone, Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Waterman, Miss Jennie Beverage.
Miss Etta Beverage, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Lermond. A pleasant
evening was spent at cards, with
prizes going to Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Waterman, Mrs. Clarence
Stone, and1 Malcolm Crockett,
Mrs. Crockett was the recipient of
many lovely gifts.
A well attended meeting, was held
Saturday night at the North Ha
ven Grange. A fine St. Patrick’s
day program was presented by Miss
Jennie’Beverage. The Orange sew
ing circle meets this week at the
home of Mrs. Jesse Brown.
Mrs. Nellie York has returned
home from Rockland, and is em
ployed at Nebo Lodge.
Mrs. Arthur Patrick is visiting
her brother, James Brown, US.N,

at Bainbridge, Md.
Paul Quinn of Camden is spend
ing the week with his grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ames.

Correspondent

Walter Geary, membe
Military Police U. S. Arm
at Port Devens, was overr,
Tuesday of his father, Da.
Mrs. Carrie Fifield is
several weeks in Bangor
land.
Miss Marguerite Macl):
surgical patient at Knox
Mrs. Marion Littlefield v
Monday to the Mother ai
ter Club. Supper was s
the evening passed with ■
Muriel Chilles was wlnn
mystery prize.
M. £• Jasmin, Ylc. U.S
week-end guest of Mi
George Geary at the
farm.
Franklin Adams, princi
High School, with Mrs
Charles and daughter J
spending the Easter vl
Belfast.
Joseph Lemmon, UJ
Owls Head, Norman WaJ
Hunt and*Charles Flint I
were overnight guests
^the home of Capt. and i
•^Miller.
The Antique Club nJ
with Mrs. Verne Young |
served and a pleasant
noon passed.
Norman Johnson, A
SS.N. and Thomas Pas) J
S. N., stationed at West|
have been spendinig
leave with Mr. Johnsor
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan
Mrs Ethelyn Trefry ret
Wednesday after an ext|
with her son Merredit
Haven, Conn., Mrs. Nellil
Portland, and Mrs Efflf
^elfast.
~ Avis Calderwood and I
ster returned Tuesday
with relatives in Springfl

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Jeh f-.n.

» -of

““*•

«*•

■naU words to ■ tine.
«aned L a. adverttaefipecisl Notice: An "Mind sAs” ae eaue« ». e. severae
LMnto which require tho answers to be i
Goaetto offleo ler handling, coot ti eents additional.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

name - Smudge;" $5 reward foLXlurn
to 511 Main St., Tel. 876J or 48fu^3<25

SLABWOOD _for jade, sawed; 14
24*25
HOiLMfcS ST. - Tel 526JK
LOBSTER ’ boat 24 feet with hoist ing gear and traps, ready to fish. JOHN
McLOON
Tel. 848 ______________ 24-26

RATION Book No. 4 lost CLIFFORD
A CLARK. 636 Main St
24 p-26

RATION Books 3 and' 4 lost.
Nip BOLDUC. 10 I-lnie Sk.. City

UN-

RATION Books 3 and
CHARLES CAHOON. 10 Lime

lost.

RATION Book No. 4 lost.
ETHEL A. COFFIN. 39 Willow

4

MRS

RATION Book No. 4 lost. BARBARA
A LUFKIN, 34 Crescent St..

WANTED

HOUSEHOLD furnishings for sale at
practically your own price, everything
must go Sale starts at 10 a nr Sat
urday. March 25 at Crockett House,
opposite Jameson's Market Main Sr.
Rockland. CARL SIMMONS
24-lt

ATLANTIC end heater for sale, with
brafs coil. Apply a* CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO. or MRS. M CROZIER.
Rockpcrt._____ _____ _______________ 24*23
THIRTY cords 4 ft. green hard wood
for sale ln one lot at West Rockport.
Tel 1511 after 5 p. m. MRS. SIMON
HAMALAINEN, Rockland________ 24*25
LOOSE hay for sale MRS O D.
GERALD. Union. Tel. 14 5______ 24*25

f

BLOCK ln Tiiomtston business sec
tion for-sale. MRS A. E. GAY, tele
phone. Thomaston 132-4_________ 24*25
—EIGHT-ROOM house and garage for
sale
in
Thomaston
Telephone,
THOMASTON 1XJ-4.______________ 24*25
~LARGE Iron Crib ln good condition,
for sale. $3 cash. SHAW'S STORE. 108
Old County Rd. Rockland______24*U
FRANKLIN stove, for sale, also Klneo
C cook stove
HOWARD NORWOOD.
Tel 2 2 Warren’.' _________________ 24 25
EIGHT- ROOM house for sale, bam,
lights, and flush. 'I'EL THOMASTON,
130________________________________ 24 25^
'35 FORD tudor for sale; 452 OLD
COUNTY. ROAD __________________ 24*It
WILLYS KNIGHT four-door sedan
for sale, low mileage. TEL. 4 9 LlncolnviMe.
_____________________ 24*25
FIVE tubs of Trawl gear for aale;43
JAMES ST.
24*25
C MELODY Saxophone (Martin) for
sale, $35 or will swap for focusing 35
mm. Camera.
MILLARD HART. 21
Masonic St., Rockland.
24-27
PIGS keady for sale at THE CITY
FARM Tel. 117W.

USED piano wanted tn good con
dition
PHONE 819W. Rockland. 24 25
CAPABLE woman with some direct
and retail selling experience,
manage branch store.
Salary and
commission. We will teach the right
person our method of selling and yiay
while learning. Write BOX 316. Gar
diner, Me.______________
24 »*
WHITE porcelain top table, 36 by
24. wanted or a marble slab, sttnie
size. MRS CHESTER WALIACE. Tel.
1 34. Warren._______ ,__________
24-25
FURNISHED apartment wanted or
room with kitchen privileges.
Tel.
644
MRS H B WHITING
24‘lt
WILL buy rags, metal, all kinds of
paper, and stcond'-h.and furniture.
P O Box 862 TEL 314R_________ 24tf
SECOND-HAND
stroller
wanted.
Call at 36 GLEN ST., City.________ 24*25
TWO girls’ bicycles wanted at once.
Must be In reasonably good condi
tion
JESSE LINSCOTT Tel. 765WK,
city.
24*25
GENERAL trucking and hauling,
coal, rubbish and ashes. I'LL. 902W.
___________
24tf
lobsYer boats for sale
Fira^ boat, 35 ft. by 9 ft. beam. 1936
PRESSMAN wanted for Duplex flat Packard engine, newly re-condltloned.
bed press in Portland, steady Job. top fresh water cooled.
union scale wages, time and one-half
Second boat, 30 ft. by 8 ft. beam.
over 8 hours a day and 40 hours. Plenty 1934 Oldsmoblle engine.
of overtime. Apply P O. BOX 697,
ABNER S.ADLER
Portland, Me.____________________ 24-26 Swan's Island. Me.
Tel. 2 24
We Buy—And pay more cash for all __________________________________ 23 26
makes and models of cars from 1937
SOLID mahogany dining room set
to 1942's. We pay as high as $300 for for sale; 5'6' buffet custom built by
'37's, $400 for '38's, $500 for '39's, $700 Dodge. Can be seen Wednesday up
for '40's, $1100 for '4i's. We will pay to 8 p. m . 232 MAIN ST.__________23*it
full list price for 1942 cars with low
ONE used 6 h.p. John Deere engine
mileage. We also buy trucks of all
years from 1937 to 1942's. Write today $100 for sale; one used 3 hp. DeLaval
giving make, year, model, mileage car engine $85; one used ’,i h.p. McCorhas been driven, general condition of mlck-Deerlng engine $45. New sta
car and tires and your phone number. tionary saw tables $27.50; saw arbors
New electric water
Address “CAR,’’ care The Courier-Ga complete $12.
zette.
23-26 pump $73. New cultl-packer $85 Also
cordwood saws and belting.
W. 8.
CARETAKER COUPLE, year-round PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville. 23 24
position on small farm between Thom
YOUNG black horse for quick sale.
aston and Friendship, experience vege
tables and poultry, furnished cottage PETER WELKKOLA, Tenants Harbor.
23*25
________________________________
four rooms and bath. State nation
ality, age and wages, references. Write
FOUR-DOOR StudebakeT President,
“W,” care The Courier-Gazette. 24-26 1939 model, for sale. Fine condition
APARTMENT wanted, unfurnished, LESLIE F. SMITH, Glen Cove. 23*24
3 or 4 rooms. JOSEPH PIETROSKI.
FORSALE
'
Telephone 906M _
______
23*24
One of the nicest homes In Rock
AUTOMOBILE 1903 to 1937 model land; central location; 6 rooms; com
wanted, any make. TEL. 592W from pletely modem witih all conveniences;
4 to 6 p. m.
23-24 spotless condition. Almost new; $7800.
cost double that amount to buUd.
~GENERAL trucking and hauling, It
QiYlck sale desired.
coal, rubbl&h and ashes. TEL. 295M.
Lovely home ln Thomaston. ‘Can be
23-24 used
for single or duplex home, $5000.
BRAIDED rug wanted. Size 8x10 or
5-room: house in Rockland* central
9x12. Bright colors with wine, ma location; first class condition; elec
roon or garnet border. Colors to be tricity and garage (no ceilar) $1575.
used ln Pine finished living room.
First class farm; 66 acres.
Real
Send price and description to RAY good- house and bam: enough timber
MILLS. Auburn. Me.___________
22-24 and pulp to pay for it. Cuts 26 tone
GOOD clean used cars wanted. E O. of hay. Side road, $1400.
lOO acre farm; good buildings; $1000
PHILBROOK & SON, 632 Main 8t. Tel.
466W, Rockland.
21-26 worth of pulp and timber, running
water. On Improved road near village,
EXPERIENCED young woman want $1800.
ed for general housework ln family of
88 - acre * farm; good buildings, furn
two; include® cooking. MRS CHARLES ace. hot and cold water. Valuable
SHELDON. 56 Masonic St., city.
21tf timber lot.
On hardtop road near
USED Stoves wanted, used lumber, village $3000.
8-Acre farm near Thomaston; black
wood sawing outfit. Mode! A Ford. I

ALWAYS THE

Three Crow B

EXTRACTS
CREAM TAR’1
AND SODJ
TOP QUALI11
LOWEST PRIC

Sold by AU Indep|
Retailers
Distributed bl

JOHN BIRD
ROCKLAND, Ml

THE MERCANTILE INSLlfl
PANY OF AMF.Bs
150 William St. Newl
Assets, December 3J
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank
Agents' Balances.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

Earl Marden went Saturday to
road; electricity; 7-room house; barn.
Rockland' to meet Mrs Marden who buy anything what have you? C. E. Good fields; $1375.
GROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091W
F. H WOOD
tame from Old Orchard Beach
21 tf

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admltt»|

Admitted.

RoCkland, Me.

with grandsons, Jacky annd Jerry,
Who win visit their grandparents
for two weeks.

PAINTING Jobs and paper hanging
wanted by expert workmen. All work
guaranteed
Prices reasonable
JO
SEPH CLOUGH. 14 Oak St Tel. 1112M.
19-24
WILL pay from $7 to $15 each for all
marble top tables, depending on size,
condition and style of them. I also
pay from $5 to $8 each for old parlor
The Meet-again Club met Mon lamps
with colored flowers on them.
day with Mrs. Edith Crockett. If you reallj want to get the top
prices for your antiques, write W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden.
16tf
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted.
We will pay cash or trade for new.
CallY 1154. V F STUDLEY, INC., 283
Main St.. Rockland.
istf
WE are booking orders for Red
OLD
furniture
wanted.
Why
not
Chicks from our Maine U. 8. Pullorum
Clean Flock, for April and May deliv sell those old haircloth pieces and that
ery. L. B. ROKES and SON. Tel. 2261. marble top furniture while the de
Camden.
***
20*27 mand for lt La In evidence and the
price good
I am not hunting for
WE are how booking orders for Sexed bargains and will pay good prices for
or Straight day old Rhode Island Red good merchandise.
Write
W
j.
Chicks from our Maine U. S. Approved FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden. Me.

Liabilities, Decembei
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities

23 24
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hartford
IN good
supply—Smoke-salt and
have moved' from Camden to Ed.
Tender-quick for the curing of Pork.
Ham and Bacon H H CRIE CO 328
Hail's tenement this week.
Main St.^Tel 205, Rockland
22 25
Mr. and Mrs. Bertie McKinney
GOATS for salei
Tel.~361W. MRS."
R F. EATON, Glen Cove.
22*25
visited in Harrington ovevr the
WHEELBARROWS, carts and toys
week-end.
for idle
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP. 14 y
Prescott ^t.. City. 24*F-30
Miss Ad’ah Hall of Boston has re
ONION
seta
for
sale,
Just
arrived.
turned home after a few days' visit
Ready to plant. H. H. CRIE CO.. 328
with her sister. Miss Emily Hall.
Main St
Tel. 205, Rockland
21-24
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Rich arrived
COMB black oil and gas range for
sale. Home Clarion range, nice pot
Wednesday at the homestead from
type heater, also other heaters. Iron
beds and springs, large coffee um.
Detroit, Mich.
U E. GROTTON. 138 Camden St. TeL
1991W.
_____________ 2ltf
BUNCH of Pre-war Studio Couches,
seme new. some used, some good, and
distributed.
,
some no good, lots of used table model
radios, over-night case, portable, bat
Pupils otf the fifth and sixeh Pullorum Clean Flock. Hatches every
12tf tery, Electric, like new; two Phil Oas
Monday.
Order
early
for
date
prefer

comb.,
cream
enamel
and white
grades who have not been absent or
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves enamel, the white one with oil burn
ence.
Telephone 33W
HUGH W.
tardy the Winter term are Leatrice LITTLE.
and oil burners C E GROTTON 138 er. tanks regulator, ready to use. Very
Rockland. Me.
18tf Camden
St. Tel. 1091W.
I8tf nice range size pot burner oil heater,
we could talk all we liked, because Dolham, Arlene Boggs, Annette Co
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted garage air compressor, with Va-horee
it was a government call.”
gan, Oswald Waisanen, Charles
also marble top tables., and old power motor. 5-ton floor Jack, 1938
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park St.. Ch**v'’'?let Coupe, first class. 1938 Olda“I didn’t tell her what govern Dolham. Children absent one-half
Tel. Rockland, 1240.
I8tf mobire Qoupe. first class. 1934 Chevment it was on,” said Frank. "She day only were Earl Gammon and
,not
but good, one
After
this
date
I
will
not
be
respon

didn’t know that the Japanese were Norman Peabody; and one day only, sible for bills contracted by other per
1938 G B C. ’i-ton truck extra good, I
nave a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
taking over tomorrow, and they
CORLISS TABBUTT
w.th an oil burner in it. that I will
Richard Overlock, Russell Overlock. sons.
would get the bill.”
Thomaston. March IS.
at • reaJ bargain. Does anyone
_________________________________
22*24
Nancy
Aho
and
Jean
Fernandes.
need a wind charger? I have a factory
“After that it was wonderful,”
ROOM
to
let
at
97
Union
St.
tet
made one. somebody ought to need
\PERMANENT WAVE. 59c! Do your 970M
Weekend guest otf Mrs. Walter
said Margo. “Frank was coming
24-It those James-Way wood brooder stoves,
Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
through as clearly as if he were in a Starrett was Mrs. Harold Simonson own
ROOM with bath to let.
TEL
~ i don t. I have some good used furni
Complete equipment, including 40
ture, that ought to be used by some
curlers and shampoo. 'Easy to do. ab or 262M.__________________ 24 25
pay station downtown. He told me of Rockland.
one else. I also have a very nlca 60-acra
solutely harmless
Praised by thou
there would be no more calls for a
ROOMS to let.Homecomforts; 120
rarm on a good road, that I will
McKenzie. £ am CAMDEN ST.
Mrs. Howard Norwood visited her sands lrfcludlng
24-25 sell,
while, and from that I guessed that
good buildings, electric lights, waorous movie star. Money refunded lf
NEWLY furnished rooms adjoining ior'-2lar^’W0<xl
lumber, wood and
E. B. CROCKETT
maybe in a week or so the Air Corps son, Adelbert In Bethel over the not satisfied.
bath to let. Centrally located
TEt
,why we have almost everywould be retiring to Australia. I weekend. He is attending Gould STORE.____________________________22*31 768J
after 6 p m._________
23*tf
ln Washington. Earl BoynLADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
didn't dream that the Japanese Academy.
1Ot of 194°- ’«• and -43
FURNISHED room to let. good-loca
land Hair store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
t Cars' Murdlck Cramer, has
were already just off the beach, that
near business section
TEL 7
The sewing circle of Ivy Chapter, soUclted. H C. RHODES Tel. 519J tion,
.
^°.
od
horses,
and plenty of Gossip
2i«
2-F-tf 1106M.______________
Frank didn’t know how he could get
nSd^n-Xrh.m
-Nel«bbors. lf you
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
TENEMENT opposite Shipyard to let" B^ALEr S?
out.
know HAROLD
of deposit book numbered 7362 and Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY 96 aiw«v?^L W’U’hlngton, Me. Tel. 5-25.
“He talked a lot about a letter Helps You Overcome
' i7tf Always home Sundays.
the owner of said book asks for du Mechanic St. Tel. 436W.
i8tf

BUY US, Wifi BONDSj

ROCKVILLE

Total Liabilities and Surl
plus.
M
MAURICE F LOVl
Insurance I
140 Talbot Ave.,

EGGS AND CHICKS

THE CALIFORNIA INSlI
Assets. Dec 31. I
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Ban -|
Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents,

All other Assets.
Gross Assets
Dduct items not admiote

Admitted,
Liabilities. Dec 3
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
8urplus over all Llabtllta

MISCELLANEOUS

TO LET

he’d written me months ago from
the Philippines, a few days after
the first Japanese attack, when he
thought there was no chance of his
getting out alive—explaining that
while he’d meant every word of it,
yet he'd been tired when he wrote
it, so I was not to take it too seri
ously.

No longer be annoyed or feel 111 at
ease because of loose, wabbly false
teeth FASTEETH. an Improved alka
line (non-acid) powder sprinkled on
your plates holds them firmer so they
feel more comfortable. Soothing and
cooling to gums made sore by excessive
acid mouth.
Avoid embarrassment

(To be continued)

caused by loose-plates. (Me FASTEETH

FALSE TEETH

Looseness and Worry

{•day-a* any drug stora.

TuJsaay-Friflav

OES., will meet Tuesday afternoon

with her niece, Mrs Albert White.
J. S Heap, father of Mrs. Jeffer
Sunday will be “Gideon Sunday” son Kimball, who has been 111, is
in Rockland and, the surrounding about again.
Mrs. William H. Robinson, who
towns. Gideon speakers will fill the
is
in Protfttnd receiving treatment
pulpits of most ctf the churches in
Rcckland, Thomaston, Camden, at the Maine General Hospital, is
Warren, Rockport, Tenant’s Har gaining satisfactorily.
A speaker from the “Gidecgis”
bor, Union, as well as the State
will oocupy the puplt Sunday morn
PrLson at Thomaston.
At 3 p. m a State Bible Dedica ing at the Congregational Church.
tion Service will be held in the Firist Church school will meet at 9 30.
Baptist Church, to which all are Arrangements for this speaker have
been made by a committee of which
invited.
Up to Jan. 1, 1944. the Gideon So Dr. H. V. Tweedie of Rockland is
ciety distributed 2,116.228 large the chairman.
Sermon topic Sunday morning at
Bibles, and to Jan. 31, 1944, has or
dered 6,408,397 testaments most ol the Baptist Church will be, “The
which has been distributed to the Lmmovabldness which Moves All
men in the armed forces of our Things.” Special feature of the
country. One of the great compen evening will be the men’s quartet,
sations of the Gideons is the im in which the singers will be. Sgt.
mense number of letters from men Reger Teague, USA, Smyrna,
in the service telling ctf the help, Tenn., Chester Wyllie, Chartes Wil
courage and uplift the reading of son and Dr. Judson Lord. The
those testaments have given them in young people will appear ln tab
the most trying and dangerous sit leaux. and sermon topic for the
evening will be "Morale and Peace.”
uations.
Among the men who will occupy Church school will meet at 12.
Mrs. Alice Mathews visited Sun
the pulpits Sunday will be Roy O.
Washbon, International Trustee day with Mrs. Harry Richards in
and! Bernard R. Dunning. State Rockland. Mrs. Harry Leonard of
Hopedale, Mass , was also guest of
President.
The men receive no compensa Mrs. Richards.
tion whatever for their services, iMr. and Mrs. Milton French
and what is more they not only pay (Flora Wyman) otf Camden, were
their own traveling expenses, but callers Sunday at the home of Mr.
go into their pockets and give of and Mrs. James Ewing.
Miss Ruth Starrett otf Gorham
their own money, and that cheer
Teachers College has been spending
fully.
a week’s vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge meets
WARREN
Monday night. The official visit of
AAAA
the Warden of the Rebekah Assem
bly will take place at a special meet
ALEN A L STARRETT
Correspondent
ing March 30.
o zs xx
z\ zs
Schools will re-open Monday
Tel . 49
A
after a vacation of one week.

Mrs. Flora Peabody entertained
at a party Thursday, compliment
ing Mrs. Laura Starrett on her
birthday anniversary. Mrs. Starrett
received many nice gifts and cards.
Refreshments were served , table
appointments in pink.
Pupils of grades three and four,
who were not absent or tardy dur
ing the Winter term were, James
Anderson, Austin Soule, Rae Cogan,
Sadie Gammon, Dianne Merrill,
Margaret Penney, Violet Boggs and
Jdnet Beane. Pupils absent onehalf day only were, Malcolm Smith,
and Avis Gammon; one day, Freda
Hill. ,
Horace A. Hildreth, president ol
the Maine Senate, and candidate
for the Republican nomination for
Governor, was in town on business
Thursday.
' Frank D Rowe attended the re
cent meeting of the Southern
Schoolmen’s League and dinner
held in Camden, at which the
speaker was Harry V. Gilson, Com
missioner of Education. Of interest
locally also Is the fact that Philip
Wentworth, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Wentworth was soloist on
the program.
HJalmar K. Lindgren tannery
worker in Norwood, Mass., a former
resident of this town, died M«rch
12 in Norwood, and funeral services
were held Thursday at the Davis
funeral home in Thomaston. Mr.
Lindgren was born in Finland. He
leaves two sisters in West Rt titport. The body was placed ln the
tomb for burial in the Spring in
Fairview cemetery.
The second meeting of the Pleas
antville Farm Bureau on “Care of
the Sick In the Home,” will be held
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Roger
Waugh. Miss Joyce Johnson, home
demonstration agent, will give the
second half of the course, which is
proving interesting and worthwhile.
Topics will be temperature reading,
symptoms, etc. Those who attend
are requested to take their ora
dishes and silver, for fish chowder
will be served at noon. Helpful
pamphlets on the subject are to be

t

Tuesday-Friday

plicate ln accordance with the provi
sion of the State Law, KNOX COUN
TY TRUST CO.. Union Branch, by These atteiKfing were Mrs Jane
Lendon Jackson, Treas., Rockland, Me.
March 17. 1944
22-F-26 Hallowell, Misfees Josephine, Gladys
NOTICE—Is hereby given Of the loss and Mary Tolman, Mrs. (Madeline
of deposit book numbered 8641 and
the owner of said book asks for du Gray and the hostess. Mrs. Alice
plicate in accordance with the provi Gray will be the hostess next Mon
sion of the State Law. KNOX COUN
TY TRUST CO
by Lendon Jackson day. A social evening will be fol
Treas , Rockland, Me. March 9. 1944.
i r
80-7-2$ lowed by refreshments.

oom n’

|Total Liabilities and Sur-|
plus.
MAURICE F LO\1
Insurance
140 Talbot Ave .

EMPLOYERS’ REINSVHl
«»ORATIO’‘> f
Kansas City, Mi,
Assets. Dec. 31,
Real Estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Btocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Bain
Interest and Renta,
All other Assets,
Gross Assets,
JJediuct Items not admlttJ

JPr°P®rtY for —to la
e*tats. j. HERBERT

7

OOULD, Tel. 2306 or 3170, Camden

l«tf
Oor boys moat keep ea fight
ing—we most keep ea bay
ing WAR BONDS antil rio>
tery le wen. Keep ea BACKING THE ATTACK.

----

-J

Admi
Admitted,
Liabilities. Dec. 31
\jfNet Unpaid Losses,
^unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
L

Surplus over all Llabllltiel

Total Liabilities and Su(
plus,
L‘
.—

Tuesday-Friday 1

i

TuSs3a?-Fri3aV

VINALHAVEN
ft ft A ft

exceed three line® la50 cents. Additional
for two times. Fire
led L e. UvertlMent to Tho Coarlor-

dl tional.

■OR SALE
)D for sale,
}T Tel 526JK

sawed;
14
24*25

■t boat 24 feet with holstict traps, ready to fish. JOHN
Tel 848 ______________ 24-28
>L,D furnishings for aale at
your own price, everything
Sale starts at 10 a. m. Sat
ti 25 at Crockett House,
ameaon's Market Main St.,
CARL SJMMONS.
24-lt
C end heater for sale, with

Apply at CENTRAL MAINE
(> or MRS M CROZIER.

24*25
jrtls 4 ft green hard wood
one lot at West Rockport,
fter 5 p. rn. MRS. SIMON
Rockland
24*25
ay for sale. MRS
tnlon. Tel 14 5

O. O.
24*25

n Thomaston business sece MRS A E OAY, fteleiniaston 132-4
24*25
OM house and garage for
Thomaston.
Telephone,
>N 132-4._____________ 24*25
on Crib ln good condition,
dl tl SHAW’S STORE. 108
Rd Rockland
24* It
stove for sale, also Klneo
ve
HOWARD NORWOOD.
rreri.’
24 25
house for sale, barn,
flush TEI, THOMASTON,

__________ 24 25

A

tudor for sale; 452 OI,t>
>AD
24*lt
(NIGHT four-door sedan
mileage. TEL. 4 9 Lln24*25
of Trawl gear for sale;43
___________________ 24*25
Saxophone (Martin) for
will swap for focusing 33
a
MJLLARD HART. 21
Rockland
24-27
ly for sale at THE CITY
117W
23-24

BOATS KOR SALE
35 fc. by 9 ft. beam. 1938
lue. newly re-conditloned.
cooled.
it. 30 ft by 8 ft. beam,
bile engine.
IBNER SADLER
d. Me.
Tel 2 24
________________ 23 26
Ihugany dining room set
buffet custom built by
be seen Wednesday up
MAIN ST.
23*it
6 hp John Deere engine
; one used 3 hp. DeLaval
one used ’i h.p. McCorenglne $45. New statables $27.50; saw arbors
2
New electric water
New cultl packer $85 Also
W. S.
iws and belting.
A- SON, Waterville. 23-24
ack horse for quick sale.

CKOLA, Tenant's Harbor.
__________ 23*25
>R Studebaker President,
for sale. Pine condition
SMITH, Glen Cove. 23*24
FOR SALE
'
e nicest homes ln Rocklocation: 6 rooms; comm with all conveniences;
lltlon. Almost new; $7800.
de that amount to build,
sired.
ie ln Thomaston. 'Can be
fie or duplex home, $5000.
use ln Rockland* central
Rt class condition; elecgarage (no cellar) $1575.
faim; 65 acres.
Real
»nd barn: enough timber

pay Xor It.

Cuts 25 tons

road, $1400
•m; good buildings; $1000

lp and timber, running
nproved road near village,

good buildings, furnd cold water. Valuable
On hardtop road near
near Thomaston; black
Ity; 7-room house; barn.
$1375.
H WOOD
tockland, Me.

_______________ 23 24
supply Smoke-salt and

carts

and

toys

14 $

AES CRAFT SHOP.

___ _24*F-3O
for sale. Just arrived,
at H H CRIE CO.. 328
205. Rockland.
21-24
it oil and gas range for
Clarion range, nice pot
also other heaters. Iron
rings large coffee urn.
ON. 138 Camden St. Tri.
________________ 21t£
Pre war Studio Couches?
ne used, some good, and
lots of used table model
ight case, portable, bati like new; two PhU Gas
a enamel and whits
•nite one with oU burnlator, ready to use. Very
e pot burner oil heater,
mpressor. with va-horee
5-ton floor Jack. 1938
e. first class, 1938 Oldsflrst class, 1934 Chev
iot classed but good, one
ton truck extra good. X
and Ivory enamel stove
'urner ln It. that I will

bargain

Does anyone

w

V

’43

•y« must keep ea flght'e must keep on bnyi'AR BONDS nnUl tIqs won. Keep on BACK.
the attack.

MAURICE F LOVEJOY
Insurance

815.05157

$56,427,693 58
Liabilities, Dec 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses
$4 915,674 92
Admitted.

Unearned Premiums.

12.683.589 97

3.067 833 60
10.000.000 00
8urplus over all Liabilities, 25,760.595 09
All other Liabilities,

Cash Capital.

Rockland. Me.

Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INSUR
Real EL bate,
$667,936 00
ANCE COMPANY
Mortgage Loans.
26.535 62
Pittsfield, Mass.
Stocks und Bonds.
3.932.888 87
Assets. Dec. 31 1943
Cash ln Office and Bank,
470.845 23
$55,000 00
Agents' Balances.
293.245 94 Real Estate.
14250 20
Bills Receivable,
8.456 83 Mortgage Loans,
995 796 07
Interest and Rents.
27.403 48 Stocks and Bonds.
250.473 86
All other Assets,
32.984 42 Cash ln Office and Bank
Agents' Balances.
104.697 66
6.249 61
Gross Assets
$5,460,296 39 Interest and Rents.
8 468 26
Dduct items not admitted.
44.515 26 All other Assets.
Gross Assets.
81.434.935
68
$5,415,781 13
Admitted,
Deduct Items not admitted.
41.120 58
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses.
$254,476 00
Admitted.
$1,383,815
10
Unearned Premiums,
1.729.578 87
Liabilities. Dec. 31. 1943
All other Liabilities,
172.914 78
$72,000 00
Cush Capital.
1.000.000 00 Net Unpaid Lasses.
825.282 16
Surplus over all LlabUItles, 2.258.811 48 Unea-ued. Premiums,
AM other Liabilities,
71.558 91
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
425.000
00
ITbtal Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$5,415,781 13
Total Liabilities and Sur
MAURICE F. LOVEJOY
plus.
$1,393,815 10
Insurance
140 Talbot Ave ,
Rockland. Me. _______________________________ 24-F-28

Cash ln Offlee and Bank.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

tfce Neighbors. If you
let us know. HAROLD
^hlngton. Me. Tel 5-25

Utf

A''

Deduct items not admit
ted.

THE INSURANCE COMPANY OF THE
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
150th ANNIVERSARY
Philadelphia. Peiwt.

Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Assets. Dec. 31, 1943
$180,444 30
Real Estate,
$80,13910Real Estate,
3.603.59-1 37
Mortgage Loans.
299.66S37 Stocks and Bonds.
411.236 71
Stocks and Bonds.
19.548.985 56 , Cash In Office and Bank.

ot Gossip

2306 or 2170. Camden.

1.000.000 00

I'MPLOYERS' REINSURANCE COR
PORATION
Kansas City, Missouri

Murdlck Cramer, has

b_Unda>l;__________ 18tf
property for r-'-t tn
HERBERT*

227.933 44

24-F 28

haVe a!jnoet every-

if
V

*

*

3 267.133 17 Agents' Balances.
143.29173 Interest and Rent*.
851.457 83 . AH other Assets.

Grose Assets,
$24,190,673 58
^)ed'’.net Items not admitted. 355,977-86
7 At
Admitted.
$23,834,695 70
Liabilities, Dec. 31, 1943
’et Unpaid Losses.
$8,284,891 90
nearned Premiums,
4 320.838 40
AU other Liabilities,
5.228 945 40
Cash Capital,
- 2,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 4.000.000 00
Total Liabilities and

PJU$.

,

282.954 70
22.351 45
64.233 86

Gross Asset*.
$4,564,815 39
Deduct items not admitted. 100.497 80
Admitted.
84.464.317 59
LlabUItles. Dec. 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses.
$201,925 00
Unearned Premiums.
1.564.490 89
AU other Liabilities,
395.987 39
Cash Capital.
1.000 000 00

Surplus over all LfcabHltlee. 1.301.914 31

STONINGTON

Loyal Islanders

»

Pioneer Women

___________________ ________ J., 24 F 28 Total LlabllUtes Si Sur
plus
$56,427 693 58
'__________________ ■
24-F-28
THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO. I

Washington. Earl Boyn-

41 ■ and

2.330.026 05

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus.
$8,115,648 28
140 Talbot Ave..

(larger? I have a factory
mebody ought to need
► ay wood brooder stoves,
e some good used furnlnt to be used by some> have a very nlcs 80-acrs
rood road, that I will
lings electric lights, waiioors lumber, wood and

?1 2?10’

352.781 00

Surplus over all Liabilities, 4.204 907 79

_

dIAffJI/M

Walter Geary, member of the
Military Police U. S. Army, stationed
at Fort Devens, was overnight guest
Tuesday of his father, David Geary.
Mrs Carrie Fifield is spending
several weeks in Bangor and Port
land.
‘V
Miss Marguerite MacDonald is a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
There is Uttle cause
Mrs Marion Littlefield was hostess
for mirth in occupied
Monday to the Mother and Daugh
Europe and even the
children have little
ter Club. Supper was served and
stomach for play. Mil
1>« the evening passed with cards. Miss
lions have been or
Muriel Chilles was winner of the
phaned by Nah guns
or labor camps; all are
mystery prize.
undernourished and
M. E. Jasmin, Ylc. UJSC.G., was
Prepare far Peace;
will bear the scars of
week-end guest of Mr and Mrs.
this war to their dying
Buy
War
Bends
day.
p
George Geary at the Kittredge
farm.
" ’
FrankliB Adams, principal of the
High School, with Mrs. Adams, son
ELISABETH MAY CRAIG’S VISIT
Charles and daughter Nancy are
correspondent and her
smiling
spending the Easter vacation in
(Continued from Page One)
presence
was
an
inspiration
to the
Belfast.
of Sam Reytourn of Texas.
members
ctf
the
staff
who
were
priv
Joseph Lemmon, USjCJG., of | Questions from members of the
Owls Head, Norman Walsh, Harry audience were poured at Mrs Craig ileged. She was accompanied by
Hunt and*Charles Flint of Bangor concerning Chiang Kai-sl$ek and (Mrs. Irene Moran, whose guest she
were overnight guests Tuesday at Madame Chiang; Earl Godwin, very i was during her visit to Rockland
vthe home of Capt. and Mrs. A. M. j stout news commentator; Secretary I During the Moran’s stay in Wash'^Miller.
i ington, while Carl was serving as
! of Labor Perkins; the Barclay In
The Antique Club met Monday cident; Secretary of State Cordell Representative to Congress, and
later as a member of the U. S. Mar
with Mrs. Verne Young Dinner was
Hull; Sumner Welles; Raymond
itime Commission, they saw a gTeat
served and a pleasant social after
Gram Swing Senator Wallace H. deal ol Mrs. Craig, and their reianoon passed.
I White; Winston Churchill; Senator
Norman Johnson, A.M.M.2c. U.
I tionship was a mutually happy one
S£N. and Thomas Poshka, F lc, U. Owen Brewster; John L. Lewis; 1 It was Mrs. Craig's second visit
Wendell Willkie, Henry Kaiser and to Rockland, the first having been
S N, stationed at Westerly, R. I.,
Thcmas Dewey.
1 with Representative Margaret Chase
have been spendinig seven days’
Referring to the Barclay incident, Smith, while the latter was spend
leave with Mr. Johnson's parents,
Mrs. Craig said, “I don't mind rows ing her Congressional leave in
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan Johnson.
in
a democracy.” Qf Secretary Hull Maine.
Mis Ethelyn Trefry returned home
she
said that he was a man of great
Wednesday after an; extended visit
She comes from the Carollnas,
integrity
but she did not think him does Mrs. Craig, but a longtime
with her son Merredith in New
Haven, Conn., Mrs. Nellie Noyes in 1 a genius; of Senator White she said, mingling with folks from all over,
Portland, and Mrs. Effie Wood in I “I don't think he ought to be floor in Washington, has served to re
j leader, he has a judicial tempera- move the last trace of her Southern
^Belfast.
Avis Calderwood and Lois Web I ment and is too valuable a man to accent. Idioms, if there were any,
ster returned Tuesday from a visit be in that position.”
have been eradicated by her
with relatives in Springfield, Mass.
“I think he is wonderful and a sojourn in the Nation’s Capital.
man of great inward strength,” Mrs.
Just hew Mrs. Craig came to fur
Craig positively asserted, when a nish Washington news for the
was asked about her im chain of Maine papers owned by the
ALWAYS THE BEST question
pressions of Churchill. “John L. Gannett corporation was not re
Lewis is an extraordinary man, but vealed. but her department “In
Three Crow Brand
I think he has antagonized the pub side In Washington" justifies the
lic, and a strike cannot be won un assignment, and certainly requires
less you have the people with you,” no apologies.
Mrs. Craig said. “Willkie is really
This magnetic woman has cer
a great personality, he does brag tainly come to know her Washing
a little, but has plenty of courage ton. and that she is on the "In
and vision.” If he doesn't get on side,” especially so far as Maine is
in the primaries, he’s on the down concerned, no reader needs to be
grade.” Mrs. Craig put Henry Kaiser informed. Her ears are close to the
in the “great man” class.
ground on Maine matters, and she
EXTRACTS
SPICES
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, opened the enjoys a most intimate relationship
meeting,
which was under the spon with the five members of the
CREAM TARTAR
She never
sorship of the Methebesec Club. Maine delegation.
wearies
of
her
work,
and
finds in it
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, contralto,
AND SODA
the
eternal
fascination
which
is the
sang two numbers, “Sheep and
TOP QUALITY
lot
of
every
true
newspaper
writer.
Lambs" by Homer and “Her Rose"
In the course off an informal in
LOWEST PRICES
by Coombs. Mrs. Paith Berry was
at the piano. Mrs. Oraig was loudly terview, conducted by the editor of
Sold by All Independent •
applauded at the close of her talk thts newspaper, Mrs. Craig con
Retailers
and open forum, and then, with ceded point blank that she does not
gracious manner, met many of the know who the Republicans are go
Distributed by
ing to nominate for the Presidency,
women attending the meeting.
or when the global war is going to
JOHN BIRD CO.
Makes Fraternal Call
end.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
The editorial rooms ctf The Cou
So far as Dewey and Wilikie are
22F32
rier-Gazette were briglltened for concerned she reminded her inter
ha if an hour yesterday forenoon by rogator that four years ago Dewey
the presence of this brilliant press entered the lists with a commanding
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE COM
PANY OT AMERICA
lead, only to lose the nomination
150 William St., New York
ST. PAUL FIRE AND MARINE INafter
the crowded galleries at the
SURANCE
COMPANY
Assets. December 31.1943
111 W. 5th St... St. Paul. Minn.
Stocks and Bonds,
$6,684 060 17
Philadelphia convention had con
121 50
Asset*. Dec 31. 1943
Cash In Offlee and Bank.
400 522 81 Real Estate,
Agents' Balances,
$1,000,75044 tinued to chant "We Want Willkie.”
% 992 96 Mortgage Loans.
Bills Reoelva'ble,
408.38653 Today there are rough seas ahead
510 66 Stocks and Bonds.
Interest and Rents,
20.861.57432
456
96
36
All other Assets,
Cash ln Oflflce and Bank. 4.190.439 49 for the standard-oearer of 1940, and
Agents Balances
3.299.85528 the Wisconsin primaries of April 4
Gross Assets.
$8 127.666 06 Bills Receivable,
210.96386
Deduct Items not admitted,
12.016 78 Interest and Rents.
324.35345 may well make or break the man
All other Assets.
6 856.421 78
who Is now campaigning in that
Admitted.
$8,115,648 28
Gross Assets.
$57,242,745
15 State to the accompaniment of 22
Liabilities, December 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Louses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital,
•

for the curing of Pork,
on H H CRIE CO , 328
205. Rockland
22-25
sale
Tel. 361 W~ MRS."
Glen Cove.
22*25

BONDS OVER
Children play in Esther
Short Park of Van
couver, Washington,
beneath a heroic statue
dedicated to the pioneer
women who came with
their husbands and chil
dren into the North- *
west country, newly
opened after the Lewis
and Clark expedition.

Correspondent

COSTS

Page Fiv$
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Matinicus and Criehaven Are
Over the Top On Red
Cross Contributions

Write your name and address

Knox County Red Cross Chapter
has sent the following appreciative
note to Mrs. A.*A. Philbrook. chair
man of the Matinicus branch:
“Our chapter Treasurer. Mr.
Murray, sent for me today, with a
good deal otf glee, and showed me
tiie excellent reports which have
come in from Matinicus and Criehtven. Having been assigned a
quota of $80 your (Red Cross work
ers have collected $136 and the
Chapter Treasury has already re
ceived the share to be forwarded
to National. This puts Matinicus
and Criehaven over the top with a
bang, leading Knox County, and
it is the third year in succession
that the honor of being banner
branch goes to the Islands.. I will
see that the flag is sent to you.
"Hearty cheers for you, Mrs.
Simpson. Mrs. Bunker, the rest of
your workers, and your generous
people. The Chapter Committee
believes that this proves conclusive
ly that the quotas were not too
large, even if people elsewhere
have to be as true-hearted as the
Islanders to be able to fill their
Red Cross cups of mercy.'*

on each block of coupons you

Washington press correspondents.
The Old Guard, it is apparent is
not too keen about either Dewey or
Willkie. but the former seems mor e
likely to win the nomination.
“Who is the third man in the
ring?” Mrs. Craig was asked.
“It

might be Gov.

Bncker

oil

Ohio,” was the reply. There seems
to be no other prospect in sight.”
“Do you think the Republicans
can win next November?”
"They have a goed chance, judg
ing from the recent bye-elections.”
Mrs. Craig believes Gov. Warren
ol California has a good chance
for the vice presidential nomina
tion. It might be Gov. Saltonstall
C< Massachusetts, but the powers
do not appear to be bent upon
turning anything New England's
way.
"Roosevelt is sure to be nomi
nated toy the Democrats.”

M«. Craig sees no early end to
the war unless there is some strate
gic move wliich would result in a
surprising collapse.
A" Luncheon Guest

A luncheon of more than ordinary
distinction in point of its personnel
was given by Mrs. Carl Moran,
honoring her guest, Mrs. Elisabeth
May Craig Thursday noon at the
Copper Kettle. Twelve sat at a
beautifully appointed table, graced
with Spring flowers. Needless to say
proper attention was paid to a feast
of New England’s best food, and
conversation was alert with inter
est. After the luncheon the party
followed the distinguished speaker
to the afternoon assembly for Mrs.
Craig’s lecture at the Universalist
Church.

give your dealer

1^1
,

BLACK MARKET!

IMPORTANT /

YOU NEED ONLY ONE
ENDORSEMENT ON A BLOCK OF "E” AND "R ’
GASOLINE COUPONS

rid hunch that when I have to crawl
out of my camouflage and give the
Recording Angel a good look at me
This Time He Quotes An I'll wear cute little yellow curls and
Article On “The Day Of
li5p! And yell if I see a mouse!
Judgment”
"There’ll be a lot of tragedy and
a
lot of grins. But there’ll also be
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Going through my scrapbook a a lot of something else. Those gray
few days ago I came across an little motheis with the faded eyes
i on the knotted hands—the little old
article by Elsie Robinson, printed
i mothers who never had a stylish
in the New York Evening Journal hftt in aU thelr hves Those tjinid
quite a number of years ago. It! oid maids who never knew the kiss
concerns the Day of Judgment and ' of a lover or a babe but spent, their
is well worth reprinting.
The , lives in helping others. Those meek
article follows:
' slew men who never made a success
“Some of us are going to get an ! or went on an adventure, but
awful jolt when the judgment trum- plugged along, sending Billy to colpet sounds and we have to crawl ! lege and Mary through art school
out of our six-Toot beds with noth- ' and paying for the Misses’ eperaing on our immortal souls but an j tion. The dreamers who didn't make
undertaker’s chemise. Have you I good. The cripples who couldn’t
ever stopped to think how we’d look , win medals. The sinners whose
if we had to emerge from our suits hands fumbled for the stars while
and face the world as our naked their poor feet sank in the mud
“When the last day comes and
selves? It would be some revela
tion! Maytoe we would not be so the great Voice cries ‘come forth!’
keen on a future life If we stopped I wonder if we'll know them when
to think that we couldn’t take our they pass us by on the way to the
bankbooks and our beauty parlors Judgment Throne.
"The little gray mothers radiant
along.
“Take these lovely ladies, fcr in ln their shining halos of tenderness
stance, who ooze about our best and their strong, brave wings of love.
streets spending the money some The meek, tired fathers, strong and
body else has earned. I admit I free at last, marching like conquer
watch them with awe. I have been ors to their : eward.
“The foolish and the frail and the
unable to understand how they get
that way. I’d have to be boiled in despairing with the glory of God in
oil before I could acquire their per their eyes! I wonder if we’ll know
fect poise. They act as if the wis them then? What a pity we can’t
dom of Solomon were parked behind recognize them now!”
S. Newton Broadbent.
their glassy glares. But somehow I
suspect that if you took off the top . Siesta Key. Fla., (March 12.
layers and made them walk around
with nothing on tout their thoughts,
PLEASANT POINT
an ordinary canary would look like
Mr. and Mrs. Rcbcrt Ames enter
an ostrich beside most of ’em.
tained friends Saturday at a card
“Then there are the big boys who party. A light repast was served.
boss our cash. Those plump pluto Those present were Mr. and Mrs
crats, for example, who wear deep Roy Vose. Mr. and Mrs. Lester De
bass voices, a cold, deliberate air lano, Chester Adams, and Miss
and ‘banker’s grey' suits from our Marilyn Matoney.
best tailors. The kind you try to
raise a loan from on that little
Meat trimmings may be used to
ranch in the country. And can't. add flavor to dressings, stuffings
They affect me just like cold storage and casserole dishes.
does an egg. I look fine outside,
but I’m sorta disintegrated inside.
Buv Wax Bonos and Stamps
And yet I wonder what they'll Iook
like when there aren’t any loans
to refuse or any expensive suits to
fill—when there's nothing but them
selves scooting up to meet God. I
bet they ’ll shiver!
“Yes, if the reception committee
makes a mistake and starts the
menagerie to resurrecting at the
same time the human beings do
there’ll certainly be some fuss.
//
They’ll have to put tags on them or
they’ll never be able to decide which
were chicken hawks and pigs and
X
coyotes and skunks and which were
some of our great lights. *
“It won’t all be tragedy, of course
Quite a number of cur leading citi
zens will be as good as a vaudeville j
-*
from that
turn. Me, for instance, ,1’m one of
^0 STRAIN Qf
those Eves whose proportion and
talents are anything but ladylike.
I could at a pinch make a pretty
fair showing as the village black
'*N'S
smith’s job, and when it comes to
eating I act as if I had an anaconda
in my family tree. Moreover I’ve
a rude and rambunctious recori r nd
I'm proud of it. I just dote on be
ing taken for a rough, wild woman
from the West. Yet I have a hor- t

Broadbent’s Letter

CAIN’S

MAYONNAISE

A

NATIONAL

Save Points—Buy

Fresh PRODUCE!

ORANGES
39c

POTATOES
49c

QUALITY MEATS

COOKED HAMS

37c

America’s Finer Tea

“ 30c

PORK LOINS

BIST CENTER CUlS ft POINTS

PORK CHOPS

»37c

PICNICS

»29c

IE an SrtO'.JlDERS-l POINT
BONED.

ROUtC

IF DESlRED-3 PTS

LAA.B FORES

» 28c

HAMBURG

lb

27c

LB

39c

FRESH GROUND -6 POINTS
layer suced-grade a

BACON

I POINT

SMELTS N°-1

218 28c

FILLETS cl HaddoekmtSH •40c

COD FILLETS
36c
OYSTERS SIANDAKO PI 63c
NO POINT FEATURES

Shell Beans
«?15’
String Beans 2ca°2s29c
2-LB
FINAST
Prunes PLUMP PKC 32’
15 Ol n
Raisins SEEDLESS PKC IX
WHITE 3 LB 2^c
Macaroni SPRAY PKC
Wheatena
PKC 22c
Sunshine CRACKERS PI^23'
Sterling Salt
7
Sweetheart soap ‘^11’
Ken-L-Biskit ^’23’

PPl-GJEOURD
Always fresl* ae»um it is ground
only when you
make purchase.

(0W POINT FEATURES
RlCHMOND-3 POINTS
DFAC
2ooz 1Re
rCAO SWEET
1ENDER
CAN 15’
RICHMOND-RED RIPE-5 POINTS
19OZ

TOMATOES

CAN

12’

FINAST -GOLDEN-8 POINTS
FINAST-C
CREAM
20 OZ
CORN STYL^ CAN 13
FINAST-COLDEN SWEET-6 POINTS
fADll whole 12 oz nc
kernel

can

TENANT’S HARBOR
A real old fashioned snow storm
greeted residents here Monday and
lasted all day. The previous morn
ing the thermometer registered
zero.
A representative of the Gideon
Bible Society will have charge of
the morning service Sunday at the
church.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Hawkins
who have employment at the
Portsmouth Navy Yard are spending
a week at their home in this place.
Their son, Gerald, of the armed
forces, is also home on furlough.

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPERMARKETS

SPRY
VECETABLE SHORTENING

U

SLICED BEETS

12

ASPARAGUS c*°zl8*

LUX
TOILET SOAP

ITS WHEATY FLAVOR
PUL MM YOU* FAVOR

SALADA1

I

Maynard Winchenbach and son
Kendall and Harlan Wallace of
Friendship were callers Sunday at
the home of William Gross. Mrs.
El’roy H Gross returned Sunday to
Dover-Foxcroft after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Gross. She spent Thurs
day with her aunt, Mrs. Leverna
Orff of North Nobictooro.
Announcement has been received
of the birth of a daughter March
12 to Mr and Mrs. Walter McLeod
of Camden. Mrs. MdLeod is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Genthner and lormerly resided here
McClellan Eugley has returned
from an extended) visit with hls
son Walter Eugley in Augusta.
Mr3. Melvin Genthner and Mrs.
Eva Collett were guests Wednesday
of Mr. and/ Mrs. George Winchen
bach at the village.
Chester Havener and Mr. and Mrs
'Stillman Havener ot Friendship
called Monday at Melvin Genth
ner’s.

FlNAST-2 POINTS

OEEPFIELD-ALL GREEN-10 points

Still the Quality leader

GROSS NECK

3 POiNfS PER POUND

vUKH

Estates Distributed

Dale posted: March 34, 1944.

* FIRST *

SUPER
MARKETS

a

And when estates of persons de
ceased have been distributed during
the past year, or have changed hands
HOME FIRE A MARINE INSURANCE from any cause, the Executor. Admin
COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
istrator. or other persons Interested,
are hereby warned to give notice of
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Mortgage Loans.
81.080 00 such change, and ln default of such
Stocks and Bonds.
7.830.364 90 notice will be held under the law to
Oas hln OCflc eand Bank. 1.1264)83 83 pay the tax assessed although sucb
Agents' Balances.
588,188 46 estate has been wholly distributed
Bills Receivable.
1.3.17 67 and paid over.
Persons Doomed
Interest and Rent*,
37.805 27
And any resident owner who neg
All other Assets,
493,341 89
lects to comply with this notice ls
Gross Assets.
$10,089,002 05 tfctrebv barred of hls right to make
Deduct Items not admitted. 70.939 87 application to the ASSESSORS or the
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, for any
Admitted.
88.888.093 18 abatement of hls taxes, unless he of
fere such Mst with hls application arid
LlabUItles. Dec. 31. 1843
satisfies them that he was unable to
Net Unpaid Losses,
_ $1,285,644 87 offer It at the time appointed.
Unearned Premiums^, -nw 3.558X7 04
Bank schedules will be fnrn.-rhed
AH other UabQtties. • . 305.881 17 at the Assessors’ Offlee on application.
Cash Capital.
^1.000.000 00
EINO J. ANDWWROM
Surplus over all LlaWMtle*, 3.837,9» 10
J. DANA KNOWLTON.
JOHN OARNETT

Total LiabUltiea and Sur
Total Liabilities and Sur
Surplus,
$$,{ 1.088 18
plus.
$4,464,317 50
$23,834,895 70
M-r-2$
M-F#
22F-38

HOW TO
GASOLINE RATION COUPONS

Keryn ap Rice, chairman of the

AMERICAN A FOREIGN INSURANCE WRITE YOUR CAR LICENSE ON
COMPANY
AU YOUR OAS COUPONS
December 31. 1943
Flu aneUI Statement
Asset*
Buy War Bonds and Stamm
For the purpose of meeting Its Lia
bilities the “American 8c Foreign'1
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
has the following resources;
1944
Cash ln Offices and Banka $ 826.098 66
U. S. Government Bonds.
4.453.897
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
Other Bonds,
463.999 61
In a,^ct>rd*n<?e with. Chapter 13, Sec
Preferred Stocks,
868.563 00
R. 8. 1900. as amended, the Asses
Common Stocks,
1.147.230 00 70.
All Other Assets.
253.489 43 sors of the Town of Owl's Head hereby
give notice to all persons liable to
taxation In aald town, that they
Total Asset*.
$8,013,278 86 will
be la session at Town Hall. In
LUbllltle*
said town, on the First Day of April,
Reserve—for unearned pre
at 1 00 to 4.00 p. m. for the purpose of
miums, representing the
revising list* of the polls and estates
the premiums for the untaxable In s&ld town.
expired terms of policies
Resident Owners
ta force at Dec 31. 19*3. $1,335,359 74
All Inhabitant* of the Town of
Reserve—Xor losses: Sub
Owl's Head. Maine, and all Adminis
stantially all current loss
trators. Executors, Trustees, etc., of all
es not yet due and in
estates taxable ln said town of such
process of adjustment,
1.162 X3 77 persons are hereby notified to MAKE
Reserve—for Federal, State
AND BRING INTO THE ASSESSORS
and other taxes.
239.353 45 TRUE AND PERFECT LESTO OF
Reserve — for all other
THEIR POLLS AND ALL THEIR ES
Items of Incurred liabilities. 45.206 49 TATES. REAL AND PWSONAL. not by
law exempt from taxation, of which
Total Liabilities.
$2,772,463 45 they were possessed on the first day
Capital
of AprU. 1944. and be prepared to make
fully paid ta $1,500,000 00
oath to the truth of the same and to
Net Surplus over
answer aU proper Inquiries ln writing
all ILibf.ltles. 3.740.814 81
as to the nature, situation and value
Policyholders' 6urp0us.
5.240.814 61 of their property liable to be taxed.
$8,013,278 26
24-F-28
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ENDORSE t AND K

of Rockland recently visited Mrs.
Edward Billings is convalescing Anderson’s grandmother, Mrs. Lil
from a heart operation at a Boston lian Parker.
Mrs. Russell Webb and sons Wal
hospital.
lace
and David have returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Anderson
Portland.
Mrs. B. Lake Ncryes Is home from
Bluehill Hospital.
Owen Gross has been discharged
from the Maine General Hospital
in Portland where he was a patient
following an accident.
George Boyce has returned from
a visit with relatives in Portland.
Donald Fifield has been Hl with
influenza the past week
•Everett Allen has been home from
Portland for a few days.
Mrs. Willard Robbins is conval
escing
frotn an operation at Castine
j,
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pierce and
family have returned to their home
in Bluehill.
Mrs. Carrie Cousins and Mrs. Kate
Stanley of Portland were recent
visitors here.
Eugene Parker of Belfast is visit
ing his mother, Mrs. Lillian Parker.
iMrs. Effle Eaton has returned
from Portland.
Mary Wyberg was a recent visit
or at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Billings
Cpl. Ada Collins Ls here from
Fort Getty, called by the death of
215 SIZE
DOZ
her grandmother, Mrs. Ursula
Billings.
• »
Irving
Murch and Charles Canty
U S No 1 CRADE
passed the week-end) at their home
in Bangor.
Mis. Robert Hutchinson and son
Terry leave this week to join' Mr.
LB BAC
Hutchinson who is stationed in
Florida
swttl TENDER
John Blastow who has been home
CARROTS 2«c.. 15c on leave, has returned to the Naval
CALIFORNIA iCEBERC
Training Station in Sampson, N.Y.
Mrs. R. Webb Noyes is visiting
LETTUCE
2 >M9c
relatives
here
FRESH-Fun PODS
Honor
students are; Grades
GREEN PEAS 2 » 29c 7 and 8. 'Roll'
high honors—all A’s, Don
FRtSM . RlSP
ald Billings, Lillian Billings, (Don
CHICORY
2« 19c ald Fifield, Donald) Libby, Constance
MoFarland, Beverly Trundy, Char
lotte Spencer; low honors—average
B, Nellie 'Rice, Marilyn Rice, Annie
Hutchinson, Rose Hutchinson, Len
ora Bray, Verna Gross. Lillian Rob
READY TO EAT
bins, Teresa Beatrice, Elliott Shep
hard
and Emery Gray.
BUTT END 5 PTS
SHANK END 3 PTS LB

LONC
LOAF
oe

I»?
20-OZ
LOAVES

OLDE
STYLE

BARS

SWAN
FLOATING SOAP
MED BAR

331 Main St., Rockland
PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

34-3$
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GLADYS O OONDON
Correspondent
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It’s A Swell Place

FINNS AND AMERICAN LIFE

CAMDEN

And Malcolm Pierson Would
Like To Be In Tenant’s
Harbor Now

ROCKPORT

ftftftft

-X

MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ZX

ZX

sented By Former Minnesota Legislator

TeL 2340

"Camp Maxey, Texas, March 22
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As I have read The Courler-Ga
zette at camp, I have been Interest
ed In the mystery of the origin of
the name Tenant’s Harbor, since
that village is my home.
Perhaps I can add at least a clue
to the origin. A few years ago
had occasion to solve the answer
to this very question. I learned of
a claim that the village was named
for John Tenant, its first settler who
lived somewhere in the vicinity ot
what is now known as “The Nook.
I don’t know whether this claim is
true or if true, whether any proof
exists.
Corp. Harland Bragdon, now at
Camp Shelby, Miss., has collected
some facts and legends of St
George and may be able to throw
some light on the subject.
Whatever its origin. "The Harbor
is a swell place and how I’d like to
be there!
Malcolm H. Pierson
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ZX
>X ZX

Tel. 2229

Francis Dow of Kennebunk spent
The Philathea Class will meet
Miss Elizabeth Winslow of Au
(Second Installment)
. special sumptuary law’s or other the week-end with his family ar.d
Friday
at
home
of
Evelyn
Knight.
gusta spent the week-end with her
The number of people iin New palliatives will amlnd; we must his parents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. C.
The Baptist Church school will
mother, Mrs. Ellen Winslow.
convene Sunday at 9.30. Worship Sweden ee'-ony, when the English apply the fundamental corrective, Dow.
The Beta Alpha met at the home
Cpl. Orris Bums, Jr. who spent a
service will begin at 11. The took hold of the Dutch holdings in namely: whatsoever ye would that
of Mrs. Roland Mcrse Monday night.
few
days’ furlough at home, re
1 men should do to you, do ye even
speaker will be a member of the
The next meeting will be the semi
1664, were about 600. The population
turned
Monday to Camp Edwards
eo to them. .
Gideons. Music will include an an
annual election of officers, with a
of
the
New
Swedeh
colony,
as
com

The Finns have assimilated with Mass.
them and responses by the choir.
supper, at the home of Mrs. Leila
pared with the rest of the thirteen the pecple of our country more
Miss Helen Young, who has been
The
Young
Peoples
Fellowship
will
Smalley April 10. Each member is
colonies, were small. But that the easily perhaps than most ether so- very ill with scarlet fever is now
meet
at
6;
Vespers
will
be
at
7.
to take a 10 cent grab.
Pfc. Robert Merchant, who has New Sweden and its settlers loom called nationalities. The Delaware able to attend school.
Town meeting will be held Mon
Mrs. Lawrence Dow was a guest
been attending Alabama Polytech large in the more limited history of pioneers of 1638-1664 have been so
day in Watts hall. Polls Mil be open
the
Delaware
region
is
clear.
For
at
the home cf Capt. Clayter last
nic Institute, is passing a short fur
a/bsorded into the homogeneous na
from 10 a. m. to 7 p. m.; business
more
than
a
generation
before
Wil

Thursday.
lough with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
tion of our country that there are
meeting beginning at 7 p. m.
liam Penn’s time, they constituted only few traces left of them. The
The Trytohelp Club will meet
Warren Merchant.
Miss Elonia Woodcock has re
Miss Katherine Libby entertained^ the most important white element in names have been so completely Monday with Mrs. Lina Joyce.
turned home after visiting her
An effort is being made to rea group of friends Saturday in the Delaware Valley.
Anglicized that I have met only one
grandparents, Mr and Mrs. Carl 8
In Pennsylvania and Southern of their descendants who still bear oiganize the Boy Scout Troop. Be
celebration of her birthday. ManyEmery in Portland for a few’ days
nice gifts were received. Refresh New Jersey, in particular, they were | the original name, "Rambo”. By fore this can be done, an organiza
A party was held recently at the
ments were served. Those present the builders of the first permanent the way, at the 1938 Delaware ter tion must be found that W’ill spon
home of Mrs. Pearlie Hall in cele
were Christine Goodman, Joan white settlements. The opening centenary celebration at Philadel sor such a group. It has been
bration of the 16th birthday of their
Greenlaw. Frances Stanley, Edna chapters in the history of Wilming phia I met several persons who said thought advisable that this be kept
sen Robert. The dining room was
Rankin, Nellie Ames and Shirley ton and New Castle, in Delaware, they were descendants of theDela- on a community -wide basis and so
decorated in keepring with St. Pat
a meeting is called for March 29, at
Cookson, Stephen McGrath, Sidney of Philadelphia, Chester, and other
ware Finns but in no case had the
rick's Day. Those attending were
McKeen, George Knight, Walter communities of Pennsylvania, of
8 o’clock at the High School build
name remained Finnish.
Doris Vinal, Winnifred MacFarland
Wadsworth, Jack Williams, Clifford Salem, Racoon, Swedesboro, Finns
ing of all men who are interested.
The same rapid assimilation has
Joan Crie, Enid Stanley, Helen
Mrs. Maynard Graffam spent the
Burkett, Jr., Willis Hodson, and the Point, Mullica Village, Steelman’s
been going on w’ith the later immi
Lynch. Nancy Libby, Patricia Roes,
week-end with her mother, Mrs
hostess. Mrs. Libby and Mrs. Bo Landing, and other places in New
grants and their descendants. To
Josephine Mitchell, Roy Swanholm
land assisted with refreshments.
SEARSMONT
Jersey—to mention only a few- illustrate, let me give you a record Nellie R. Ballard at Sanford.
Roger Levan, Russell Miller, Philip
Shirley Mae Thompson ls ill at must include, if accurately and prop
A guest speaker will present the
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Grady of Bel
simply of one family, whom I per work of the “Gideons” at the Meth
Spaulding, Robert Beattie, Richard fast called on her parents, Mr. and her home on Pearl street.
erly /written, references to the sonally happen to know. The family
Jellison, Bruce Jack, Blaine Jack
Mrs. Howard Rollins and son
odist Church Sunday morning.
Mrs. J. W. Levenseller, recently.
pioneers of 1638-1664, and to their perhaps, is a typical among the Fin
ILoren Jordan and Clyde PierponV
The methods and achievements of
The Women’s Farm Bureau held Scott have returned home after a descendents.
nish families who have recently this organization should be of in
Games were played and refresh
visit in Boston.
its joint February and March meet
One cf their descendents was settled in the country:
ments served by Mrs. Hall, assisted
Miss Edith Sheldon, who is at
terest to all. At the evening serv
Ing
at
Victor
Grange
hall
last
Fri

among
the signers of the Declara
The father and the mother, with ice the pastor will speak on “The
by her daughter Phyllis. Prizes
tending school In Northampton,
(were won by Doris Vinal, Russell day, illness and unfavorable weather Mass., is pasing her Spring vacation tion of the Independence, and their the children came to America in the Transformed Life.”
Miller and Philip Spaulding for the having prevented their meeting with her mother, Mrs. Mildred Phil descendants were forefront in the early eighties. The family has been
At the morning service Sunday at
War of Independence, helping to rather prolific, old fashioned. When the Baptist Church Rev C. Vaughn
scavenger hunt, also a guessing last month. Mrs. Ethel Higgins brook.
game was won by Winnifred Mac food leader, was in charge of the
Philip Montgomery, son of Mr. establish the Republic under W’hich the father passed away, eighteen Overman will give another message
programs.
In
the
morning
cooking
Farland.
years ago—the mother had passed in his series of Lenten services on
and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery, is at we live.
with
soy
bean
products
was
discussed
The Government of the United away several years before—he left “Covenanting "With God" namely
Mrs. Charles E. Starrett. Jr , en
home on vacation.
States, states of Delaware .Penn surviving him 62 children grand “The Document.” This is to be a
tertained a group of friends at a and in the afternoon the subject
dinner party Tuesday night at the was “Aproned Soldiers’’ of the Robis Taylor of South Hope is sylvania, and New Jersey have of children, and great grand children Bible Sunday and anyone having
home of Mrs. Albert P. Heald. The Heme Front. War on Waste” The driving the Searsmont-Union stage. ficially recognized the importance of Today I believe, the number is ever an antique, unusual or unique Bible
table was attractive with a center- members enjoyed a picnic lunch Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan, the Delaware colony. The three hundred, spread about and settled or portion of Scripture is invited
piece cf pink carnations, flanked with hot coffee at noon.
spent the week-end at the home of hundreth anniversary of the found in over dozen states. They are to display it among other editions
Mrs.
Emma
Hills
of
Belfast
was
ing of the settleement was commem married to Americans or Finnish, which will be on exhibition. There
with lighted tapers to match. The
her sister, Mrs. Colby Howard.
orated in June, 1938 by an interna Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Ger w’ill be a brief address by a mem
guests were Miss Jane Miller, Miss week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Rebecca Robertson, Miss Mildred Frank Bryant.
tional celebration.
man, Dutch, Yugoslavian, French, ber of the Gideons, a Christian
APPLETON MILLS
Demmons. Mrs. Alfred Strout and
The Girls’ 4-H Club enjoyed a St.
The Government and people of English, Scotch, Irish , Canadian business men’s organization which
Mrs. Hazel Verril went to Belfast, the United States invited the Gov
Mrs. Heald.
Patrick’s Day party last Friday at
cistributes Bibles and Testaments
Saturday,
called there by the death ernments and people of Sweden backgrounds, and others of various
Gail Campbell of Wiscasset ar the home of its leader, Mrs. Lee
to the armed forces and hotels.
mixtures,
belonging
’
to
different
de

rived Thursday to spend a few’ days Sprcwl.
Miss Josephine Blake, of her aunt.
and Finland to unite with us inthe nominations of the Christian reli Among other things on display will
Mrs. Effie Hazen spent the week celebration of the event. The Swed
with her aunt. Mrs. Oscar H. Crie. county club agent, gave a demon
be the charred portion of a New
end
as guest of Mrs. Adella Gushee ish Government erected a monu gion—Catholic and Protestant—and Testament which was among the
Mrs. Karl F. Woodcock has re stration. Buffet lunch was served.
apparently are living in peace and
turned from Louisville, Ky., after
Quantabacook Lodge, F. A. M. and Mrs. Carolyn Page. She was ment at Wilmington, Delaware, in hanmony. They are engaged in ashes of a recent fire in which three
three weeks’ visit with her son and conferred the Master Mason degree dinner guest Saturday at Joseph commemoration of the Swedish
business, professions, farming and children were fatally burned. There
daughter-in-law, T. Sgt. and Mrs. upon Frederick R. Cross at a Gushee’s.
settlers, and the people of Finland other callings, with varying success. will be Bibles printed1 in various
The
last
tw-o
Rebekah
sewing
Richard E. Woodcock.
languages including original Greek
presented to the American people in
special meeting Saturday. Robie
A supper wiill be served at the Ames of Northport and Milbury circles have benn entertained by imperishable granite monument in Some of them have taken part in and Hebrew. A souvenir will be
Federated Church Tuesday night Hunt of Belfast were among those Cassie Paul and Hazel Virrill, and memory of the early settlers from politics, and held public offices. given all persons who attend this
by Evelyn Pitman, and Iva Trask. Finland; the monument was erected While the older generation is still service and see this exhibition.
at 6 by the men of the church. The attending.
able to speak the Finnish language
committee, F. L. S. Morse, Orett
Frank Bryant has been confined Four candidates were initiated at’ in Chester, Pennsylvania, originally the language, even in the homes,
Service Flag Unfurled
Robinson. Forest Stone. Charles to ,his home recently by illness. the last meeting, the degree work called Finland.
In honor of the 130 men and two
has generally become the English.
Knights and Rev. H. F. Leach.
being done by Golden Rod Lodge.
The later immigration from Fin In ether words, this family has w’omen who are serving in the
During his illness and convalescence
Mrs. Estelle Saatamainen spent
Sheila Hart, Ethel Edgecomb Edith land, those who have come in great
Wednesday with her parents, Mr.
Fuller, and Clara Wentworth were er numbers to America after Civil shared in the unhampered processes armed service the citizens of the
Thee. My Heart, Eternal King,” by
of asimilation and reward for effort, town displayed1 and dedicated a
and Mrs. Everett Condon.
admitted to membership.
War have followed the same pio also in adversities, peculiar to this large servic flag at their town
Gardiner.
Monday
junior
choir
re

Mrs. Henry Miner of Warren
Mabelle Keene, who has (been ill neering pattern as did the Delaware
land of freedom and opportunity. meeting Monday.
passed Tuesday with Mrs. Grace hearsal. Tuesday senior choir re for some time, is shoeing improve
Finns.
Those
that
have
not
settled
in
hearsal,
and
the
boys
’
handicraft
Before the dinner hour with ap
Thompson.
ment. Her two daughters are car mining communities, industrial cen Undoubtedly, there is considierable
propriate ceremonies conducted
feeling
—
whether
justified
or
not
—
James A GiIchrest Jr., a stu class.
ters, or cities, have made their
Sunday school at 9.45 at the Fed ing for her.
under the direction of Rev. C
dent at Williston Academy, East
A supper, basket-ball game and homes on farms. They have as a rule among some Americans of the earl Vaughn Overman, pastor of the
erated
Church,
with
morning
serv

ier
stocks
that
the
large
immigra

Hampton, Mass., is passing a week's
dance were held in the Community
vacation with his parents. Mr. and ices at 11, subject “Guests of Good Hall Wednesday, for the benefit of settled in undeveloped areas, un tion from continental Europe in the Baptist Church, five mothers,
trodden fields, requiring pioneering course of the last 40-50 years has chosen to represent the five sec
Mrs James A. GiIchrest. Mr. G1I- ness.” Anthem. “Loving Kindness,” the Red Cross.
by
Dale.
At
the
evening
services
stamina
to establish a home, and
tions cf the town, and chosen for
chrest spent several days at Mount
Mrs. Blanche Gushee is slightly to make a living. They have made had a deleterious effect on the ideals this special honor because they
the
We
Two
Club
will
continue
the
Mansfield, N. H., while on a skiing
and life of this country, especially
improved.
homes and farms out of virgin with reference to our democratic had two or more members of their
trip, having been chosen fourth in discussion of the “Basis For a Just
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and forestlands, cutover timberlands,
and Durable Peace.” Mrs. Louise
his school to make the trip.
institutions. The last inference immediate families serving in khaki
family, of Newport, passed this week and unbroken prairies. They have
Ames
will
be
in
charge;
topic,
“
The
Miss Leona Robinson of St.
cannot be justified in the case of or blue, unfurled the flag: Mrs.
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Al

Goal
of
Autonomy
For
Subject
Peo

Lena Wall, Rockport; Mrs. Ray
settled
in
Michigan,
Wisconsin,
George, and Mrs. Bernard Robin
bert Aherman. Ivan Sherman for Minnesota, the Dakotas, Oregon, the Finns; they are by nature dem Simonton, Simonton’s Corner; Mrs.
ple.
”
Epworth
League
at
6.13.
son have returned home from New
ocratic—their history shows that—
York, after visiting her son, Cpl. Thursday night at 7 the Bible Otass merly teacher in the Houlton High Washington, California, and other and they easily conform to our dem Lamont Roberts, West Rockport;
William Robinson, who is stationed will be a continuation of the Book Schcol, is principal of the Newport states. They have seldom settled ocratic institutions. The ready as Mrs. Vesper Hall; Rockville and
of Job.
High School.
at Long Island, N. Y.
in farming communities where pio similation of the Finns with the va Mrs. Roswell Eaton, Glen Cove.
A
ibox
social
was
held
last
week
by
After, the reading of the impos
Mrs. Oscar H. Crie has returned
neering and arduous clearing of the riety in antecendents however, is an
Bucklin- Paquette
the
Grange
for
the
benefit
of
the
ing
list of 132 names the audience
home frem Boston after a visit with
land was not necessary to make a other fundamental contribution of
Arthur R. Bucklin. M.M.Ic., US.N.
her husband. Chief Radioman, U. and Miss Gladys Paquette of Rhode repair fund. Nearly $40 was netted. home. But they have always pros theirs to American life. Of that was asked to stand and as the
S. N. and also attended the flower Island were married Saturday night Dances are being held every Friday, pered and made good citizens in contribution, former Congressman hymn “America” was played at
show.
at 8.30 at the home of his parents, with music by Overlock’s orchestra. their communities. Their children Bruce Barton recently said in words the piano cords were pulled by the
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Bucklin, The money thus obtained is to be have gone into various fields of that surely apply to the Finns, mothers which let down the beau
Church News
used for much needed repairs cn endeavoit in nearly every state of
tiful white flag with its red border
There will be no mass at St. Walkers’ Corner. The ceremony the Grange hall.
afcng with the others:
and
large blue star with the figures
the Union.
Into our national bloodstream beneath it.
James Catholic Church until the was performed by Rev. H. W Flagg.
Mrs.
Martha
Moody,
who
has
been
The bridegroom’s parents were the
The Finns are very tolerant. They
first Sunday in April.
Cpl. Orris Bums, Jr. hogie on
taking cars of Mrs. Blanche Moody, get along well with their neighbors has been poured the genius and the
attendants.
Sunday school at 9.45 at the
culture of every civilized nation of furlough held the United States
in
Union,
has
returned
to
her
home
The bride was attired in an orchid
and other nationalities. They be the world. We are a more inter
Baptist Church, with morning serv
flag as the audience made the
in Caribou. She was guest Thurs lieve that essentially all people are
suit
wiith
a
corsage
of
yellow
roses.
ices at 11. A member of the Gide
esting, more colorful, more ingeni- pledge of allegiance. Then came
day of her father, W. B Arringtcm. alike-^God’s children; that the
on's. a Christian business men’s or His mother wore an orchid dress
Zuinglius Gurney is in Waterville, principal difference is in training of the talent of all those pioneers the prayer of dedication led by
with
a
corsage
of
yellow
roses.
ganization, will speak. Music: An
in the world, because we are a blend Rev. F. Ernest Smith, pastor of the
thems. “Into the Woods My Mas Other attendants were Mrs. Rosa for an operation on his eye. He is education, and culture; that there ous. and self-reliant people than any Methodist Church.
are no such a thing as superior who had the courage to leave their
ter Went." by George Nevin; “To line Arey, sister of the bridegroom; getting along very well.
The flag may be seen at the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons, Miss
people
or specially favored by God. homes in other lands and travel to
.STATE OF MAINE
front
of the town hall. The names
Esther
Overlock
of
Warren,
Miss
STATE OF MAINE
The fact that any pecple claim this new land across the sea.
County of Knox. ss.
of
future
enlistments as they enter
County of Knox. ss.
Evelyn Winslow of Waldoboro.
Rockland, March 2, 1944 superior quality or special favors
Rockland. March 2. 1944
(The End)
Taken
on
execution
Issued
on
a
the
service
should be given to the
Taken on execution issued on a •Punch and cake were served.
judgment rendered; by the Superior from God, man, or the State makes
judgment rendered’ by the Superior
clerk
of
the
town on their leaving
Court
for
the
County
cf
Knox
at
the
The groom graduated from Thom
Court for the County of Knox at the
term thereon begun and held on the them subject to either ridicule or
so
that
the
list
may be kept com
term thereon begun and held on the aston High Schcol in 1939, the fol second) Tuesday of February, A-. D.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
second Tuesday of February. A. D. lowing November he joined the U S. 1944. to wit: on the eighth day of Feb intolerance. The greatest discord
plete
and
the
numerals
changed
Mrs. R. A. Doe is employed at
1944. to wit: on the eighth day ol
ruary. A. D. 1944, In the sum of One ant factors among our American
on
the
flag.
February, A D. 1944. in the sum of Navy, having bedh in foreign serv Hundred Nineteen Dollars and Fifty
Black & Gay factory in Thomaston.
One Hundred Twenty-Two Dollars and
One Cents ($11951) debt. Wherein the pecple in general is religious bigotry
ice
for
three
and
a
half
years.
He
Charles Jameson, Cox. USNR re
High School Notes »
Twenty-One Cents
t $122 21)
debt,
City of Rockland. Maine, a municipal and racial hatred; and the biggest
wherein the City of Rockland. Maine, now is on a 30 days’ leave.
corporation organized under the laws
turned
Tuesday
to
Richmond,
Fla.
Students will present the onea municipal corporation organised
said State, ls plaintiff, and William sinners are the over-zealous and
Mrs. Bucklin will remain here in of Driscoll
under the laws of said State, is plain
Mrs. Roy Vose, daughter Betty oi act comedy “Hold Everything" to
Kelrs. whose names and ad
tiff. and James P Crowley Heirs whose
dresses are to the plaintiff unknown, misguided partisan leaders who Pleasant Point. Mr and Mrs. Arthur
names and addresses are to the plain town
night at Town (Hall. In the cast
are the defendants, and will be sold thoughtlessly see racial and religi
tiff unknown are the defendants, and
by public auction on the 12th day of
Wyllie and Neil Wyllie of Warren are: James Whitney. Nancy In
will be sold by public auction on the
April 1944. at ten o'clock In the fore ous intolerance even in childish
12th day of April 1944. at ten o'clock
noon, at the office cf the Sheriff, pranks and irrelevant disputations visited Sunday at Frank Miller’s. graham, Wilham Annis, Priscilla
in the forenoon, at the office of the
which Is located In the Court House in
Fred Nord went Friday to New Crockett, Gerald Richards, Betty
Sheriff, which is located in the Court
lid Rockland In the County of Knox and who are always looking for
House in said Rockland in the Coun
York to enter Naval training. Mrs- Cavanaugh, RaJph Staples and
11 the right, title and Interest which
ty of Knox, all the right, title and in
he said William J Driscoll Heirs had special favors or recognition for
Nerd will close the house and reside Margaret Zones.
terest which the said James P. crowIn and to the following described their people/
ley Heirs had in and to the foUowing
cal estate situated In Rockland in
With
friends in Portland.
The plot revolves about the dif
described real estate situated in Rock In Just Five Minutes Those Sore,
id County:
The more active these special
land in said County:
Mass Helen Anderson who has had ficulties cf five reporters who, un
BEGINNING on the westerly side of
Tender.
Aching
Feet
Get
BEGINNING on the westerly side
tea Street Piace at the northeast cor- pleaders are, the more active be employment in Meriden, Conn., has
Amazing Relief
of Sea Street Place at the northeast
der assumed professions, try to get
r. ir of land formerly of Catherine come the forces of reaction.
No
corner of land formerly of Cather
Go to any good druggist today and Eerry later George W» Case: thence
completed her work there and is a story from one Doug Holbrook.
ine Berry, later George W Case: get an original bottle of Mcone's Em westerly by said Case lot 96'2 feet to
thence westerly by said Case lot 95 >2 erald OU.
now at the Ralph Starrett resi Maude” and “Silas” provide many
nd cf the Bicknell Manufacturing
feet to land of ‘the Bicknell Manu
Tire very flrat application will give
'hrpiny: thence northerly by land ONE OF THE GREATEST dence.
facturing Company; thence northerly you relief and a few short treatments Jf said Company 73 feet: thence eastmusing moments. The play is di
by land of said Company 73 feet; w~.:i thoroughly convince you that
ly. still
land of said Bicknell
rected by Miss Agnes ’Randall.
thence easterly, still by land ot saM by sticking faithfully to tt for a short „•'■'anufacturlng
Company, 88 feet to
Bicknell Manufacturing Company. 88 while your foot troubles may be a thing “te aforesaid 6ea
The dinner sponsored Town
Street Place; thence
feet to the aforesaid Sea Street Place; of the past
CIVE TO THE
FOR HOME
utheriy by said street, 72feet to
Meeting
Day by the Senior Class,
thence southerly by said street 72 U
Den t expect a single bottle to do lt t '.e place of beginning
Being same
feet tc the place of beginning. Be a’.l at once, but one bottle we know
USE!
nd conveyed by Lucy M. Greenhalgh
was
a
success.
Net profit was $40.
ing same land conveyed by Lucy M wUl show you beyond all question r r Catherine Driscoll and James CrowYou girls who suffer from simple ane
Greenhalgh to Catherine Driscoll and that you have at last found the way -y on November 6. 1866. aad recorded
The first gatne? of the interclass
mia or who lose so much during month
James Crowley’ on November 6. 1866. to solid foot comfort
! t Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 17, ly periods that you feel tired, weak,
basketball series were play?d
and recorded in Knox County Reg
Remember that Moone’a Emerald F age 399
"dragged out"—due to low blood Iron

Tender Aching
Burning Feet

StOMHROM

istry’ of Deeds. Book 17. Page 399
Dated at Rockland, Maine, March
9. 1944
ROBERT A WEBSTER.
34 F-28
Deputy Sheriff

OU. Is a clean, powerful, penetrating
Antiseptic Oil that does not stain cr
leave a greasy residue and Out lt
must give complete satisfaction oi
money cheerfully refunded.

D.ted

9. 1944

at

Rockland,

Maine.

March

ROBERT A WEBSTER
DepUt7

—start at once—try Lydia Pinkham’s
TABLETS—one of the bert ways to help
buUd up red blood to get more strength
and energy—in such cases. FoUow label
directions. Worth trying!

+.

RED CROSS

Thursday.

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

ZX
ZX

E. A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft

Summary Of Activities In This Country Pre

J*

Tuesday-Frida

Tuesday-Friday
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Senior girls won from

the Freshmen-Sophomore girls, 15
to 12. Senlcr and Freshmen bdys

By the Pupils

“How To Get the Most Out Of
Your Refrigerator,” which showed;
the correct arrangement of foods in
storage, and their preservation.—
Norma Blom.
• • • •
Mrs. Smith’s room was in charge
of the Junior High assembly pro
gram this week. Peter Sulides led
the devotional exercises and salute
to the flag. Principal Blaisdell
made a few announcements. Ernest
Munro from Senior High spoke in
behalf of the Red Cross Drive and r
War Stamp Sale, which is being
conducted.
Donald Marsh and
Wayne Drinkwater took over the
rest of the period and conducted a
Truth and Consequences program.
Virginia Chapman was the winner
This was entirely unrehearsed. The
in the sipelling match held in Mis.
'contestants were Richard Randall.
Gatcombes English 1, Div. 2, Tues
Jack Passon, Jean Young, James
day.
Connellan, Elizabeth
Brewster,
• • • •
Gloria Studley, Cynthia Knowlton.
Mr. Sturtevant’s chemistry class
Ralph Stone, Henry Sleeper, Stan
surprised him Wednesday w’hen a
ley Walsh, Earlene Perry, Alston
birthday cake was presented to him
Bartlett and Paul Halligan. Each
by Louise Veazie, as the class sang contestant seemed to be unfortunate
“Happy Birthday to You.” Mr.
in not being able to answer his
Sturtevant served the delicious and
question and had to pay the con-^
beautifully decorated cake to all
sequences. Richard Randall was
members of the class.—Joan Look.
chosen by the committee as being
* • • •
the funniest and received first
Recent visiters at the school were
prize. Paul Halligan was the ac
Grace Bowley and Edith Clark,
Gorham Normal School, 1947, Elinor companist.
• • • •
Nye Beal, Pfc. R.H.S., ’30, who was
The preliminaries of the Sopho
on a furlough from Ft. George G. more Prize Speaking Contest con
Meade, Maryland, Charlene Heald cluded Tuesday. The contestants
and Mildred Tolman of Rockport.
for the sami-finals will be an

Mrs. Frederick A
I tained at tea Wedn
to meet and rene\
with an old time fr:
i Gray of Gorham.
j former luella Brow i
in Rockland for 30

At Friday’s Pitt Parker assembly,
a fine musical program was pre
sented by the Hayden Irish Harp
Duo. The narrator explained the
history of the Irish harp and then
described its style and use. The
Irish harp does not have such a
wide range of tones as the large
golden concert harp. However, it
lacks only a few notes at the base
and treble, and it often takes the
place of the large concert harp be
cause it can be transported more
easily. Since it was St. Patrick’s
Day, the program very appropriately
opened and closed with a medley of
familiar Irish tunes.—Joan Abbott.
• • • •

* * ♦ •.

At Tuesday’s assembly a movie,
“Trees and Homes,” was presented,
describing the lumber industry and
its many uses. Ernest Munro made
two announcements: one on the
progress of the drive for the Red
Cress War Relief Fund, the other
was an inspiring talk to increase the
sale of War Bonds and Stamps.
Ribbon awards will be made to the
first, second and third place win
ners of the home room contribu
tions. Awards also will go to the
rooms making 100% contributions.
Lucille Mank conducted morning
devotions.—Joan Abbott.
* ♦ * *

Two interesting movies
were
shewn in the science classes Tues
day and Wednesday. The first was
entitled “New World in Chemis
try,” which showed the many by
products of rubber and their manu
facture. The second was entitled

Mr. and Mis oj
Cambridge, Mass
| guests of Mr. and
, Flint, Broadway.
i

Mrs. Robert T. S:i
home from a six me
her husband, Opl
the 1307th Signal P
Lake Charles. A.A. Il

TODAY AND

SPENCER TB

IRENE

DU

In MG Ml

Shows: 2.00,

SUNDAY, MOX1W

nounced Friday.—Charlotte Cowan.
Dana CotLOn, State vocational ad
visor, visited school Thursday.
• • • •
The Legislature passed a law at
its last session which provides for
the fingerprinting of every school^'
pupil in Maine from the 4th grade
through high school. This work is
to be done by trained officers after
the teachers have filled out cards
lor each individual pupil.

O'

• # ♦ ♦

The University of Maine is offer
ing 17 tuition scholarships to be
awarded to successful contestants
in a competitive Scholarship Con
test to be held in selected centers
over the State on April 15. Each
award has a tuition value of $150.
All regularly enrolled seniors of the
secondary schools of this State who
have taken subjects which will ad
mit them to college are invited to
participate in this contest.

JOHN HODIAK ■ RO
FELIX BRE
Sunday:
Mon.-Tucs.:

3.00,

topped the Junior-Sophomore boys,
50 to 20.

New books bought for the library
by the Library Club, are "Guadal
canal Diary” by Richard Tuguskis
and “Let the People Know” by
Norman Angell.*

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Allen attend
ed the whist party held recently ot
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Wentworth.
Wayne H. Smith of Rockland is
spending a few days with his grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs.
Mrs. Florence Allen has re-opened
her home here after being employed
in Camden during the Winter.
Church services will be held Sun
day at 4 o’clock in the schoolhouse
at The Corner, Rev. Melvin H.
Dorr of Camden officiating.
Miss Pauline True returned
Thursday to her work in Manchester
Conn., after passing a few days at
her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Curtis ol
Bath were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. R. O. Barrett.
Miss Harriet Prescott of North
hampton, Mass., passed the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Wright.
Guests Sunday at the Wright home
were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hart
and family of South Hope, and Mr.
and Mrs. Malcolm Libby and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brcwn and
family of East Vassaliboro were
visitors Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Brown.

WEST WASHINGTON

GRANGE CORNER
News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Supper was served and the third
and fourth degrees worked Monday
at Hope Grange. The lecturer’s
; hour was taken up with instructive
moving pictures, showing the disjeovery of vitamins also the hand
ling* of dairy .products and making ,
of ice cream. At the next meeting
April 13, roll call will be taken of
those in the Service. It is hoped the
parents or some relative will ac
cept the invitation of the Grange
to attend this open meeting and
give a report on where these boys
and girls are now; also their ranks
and other interesting facts about
them Tliis open session will begin
at 9 p. m.
• • • •
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
will meet Monday and present this
program: Opening song. Grange;
reading. Leona Reed; hill billy sonfAjp
and dance, Elzabeth Passon; ques
tion, “What can we do to make
home the happiest place on earth?"
song, Raymond Andersen; rectation, Nina Winchenbach; vocal and
banjo specalty, Carl Pickard. Chief
machinist mate; recitation. Etta
Anderson; music, Jackie Passon;
closing thought, Effie Pryor; stunt,
Anson Pryor. Refreshments will be
served.
• • • •
Warren Grange will confer the
first and second degrees on one
candidate Tuesday night.

Mrs. John Babb and daughter,
Linda Jean returned home Sunday
from Augusta General Hospital.
Miss Dora Whittier of Middletown. Conn., is visiting her parents Advertise in The Courier-Gazette V
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
Try This New Amazing
and two children of Searsmont were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs Al
ton Wellman.
Elrick Grotton went Wednesday on Merit Alone--Made in USA
to Portland for Army exxamination. Outsells All Others in Canada
The King of all cough medicines for
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Hibbert, coughs
or bronchial irritations result
daughter Derma and Birdeil Hib ing from colds In cold Wintry Canada
Buckley’s CANADIOL Mixture—Fast
bert were business callers in Wiscas Is
working, triple acting Buckley's Mix
ture quickly loosens and raises phlegm
set recently.
lodged In the tubes------clears air pass
Mrs. Cora Deering received word ages—soothes rasped raw tissues, one
that her niece, Mrs Francis Nelson, or two sips and worst coughlnaB
spasm eases.
You get results fat. T
of Bar Harbor suffered a fractured You feel the effect ot Buckley’s in
wrist last Friday in a fall. Mrs. stantly.
Compounded from rare Canadian^*
Nelson is the wife of Rev J. Homer Pine Balsam and other soothing heal
ingredients Buckleys CANADOIL
Nelson, pastor of Bar Harbor Con ing
Mixture ls dStferent from anything

Cough Mixture

gregational Church.

Buy War Bonds and Stamp*

GIVE MOR
TO THE REI

you ever tried
Oet a bottle of this
great Canadian cough medicine to
day at Corner Drug Store, or any good
drug store—--satisfaction guaranteed
or money back.

With oi
Floor Coverl
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Mrs. Donald L Karl was hostess
to the Christmas Sewing Club Tues
day afternoon at her home on
Granite street. Special guests were
Mrs. Maurice Pitts and daughter
Donna, Mrs. John Karl and daugh
ter Cynthia, Mrs. Fred Carter, Mrs.
Mrs. Frederick A. Carter enter i Mrs. Wilson B. Keene, Sr., who I Clinton Gray (formerly Luella
tained at tea Wednesday afternoon | has been with her parents, Mr and J Brown of Rockland) and daughter
Ito meet and renew acquaintance Mrs. Harry O. Ourdy, Masonic; Frances of Gorham. The Grays
with an old time friend. Mrs. Luella street, left Thursday to visit friends are house guests otf Mr. and Mrs.
Gray of Gorham. Mrs. Gray, the ar.d relatives in Massachusetts, j Karl.
hornier luella Brown, has not been Connecticut and New Jersey.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
in Rockland for 30 years.
night with Mrs. H. P Blodgett, Tal
A surprise party was given at the j
Mr and Mrs. Gordon Flint of
bot avenue.
home
of Miss Priscilla Anderson to j
Cambridge, Mass., were weekend
I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Miss Charlotte “Chardy” Cowan, ' Mrs. William W. Spear has taken
Tuesday night in honor otf her 16th i
Hint, Broadway.
an apartment at the Copper Kettle
birthday.
Guests were Corinne
for the season.
r Mrs. Robert T. Smith has arrived /’Peter" Smith, Bett Gray, Frannie j
pome from a six months’ visit with Snow, Jeanette “Janie” Gardner,
Mrs. Addie McBrine gave a misher husband, Opl. R. T. Smith of Priscilla "P. A ” Anderson, Helen erine Poor Monday night. Those
the 1307th Signal Pigeon Co. Avn., “Hell" Paul, Joan "Jo” Hunt, Avis present were: Mrs. Kay Dubey, Miss
Williamson, Barbara “Barb” Kos-Lake Charles, A.A.B., La.
cellanecus show’er for Mrs. CathJune “Oola” Ames, Naonji WithingDcrothy Simmons, Barbara, Nancy
ton„ Margaret Valenta, Marilyn
and Edgar McBrine, and those in
Sutcliffe, “Billy” Holden, “Billy"
TODAY AND SATURDAY
vited but unable to attend were,
McLellan, Donald “Don” McLellan, Mrs. Leola Hyland, Miss Catherine
Earl “Slim” Hayford,
Maurice
Simmons, Mrs. Mary Rawley and
SPENCER
i “Goog” Googins, “Billy" Folland, Mrs. Mary McIntosh. Others send
J Harland Rollins, “Dick” Simmons,
ing gifts were Mrs. John Lunt, Mrs.
IRENE M G M i
Earl Smith, Walter “Good Nuff" Lillo Stanley, Mrs. Hugh Stanley,
Powell, Oscar “Ockward” Flint, and children, Rosalie and Wayne,
i “Cliff” Cameron. “Sonny” Sleeper, and Mr. and Mrs. Wflliam Maier,
with
Van Johnson
I Donald Clark, "Ken” Chatto, “Don” Alice Howard, Milton Dalzell, Miss
Ward Bond-James
Kelsey, “Curt” Lindsey, and Harold Fronie Teel and Mrs. Frank Ross, all
Gleason • Lionel
Barrymore Barry
' "Perley” Axtell.
of Vinalhaven. A social evening,
Nelson Esther
Williams
with refreshments, was enjoyed .
H. Pearl Studley is confined to his
Shows: 2.00, 6.15, 8.30
home with sciatica.
Mrs. William D. Talbbot has very
kindly consented to interpret three
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
Mrs. Mary A. Robbins of Camden one-act plays in the vestry of the
street was a recant visitor in Port Universalist Church,
Thursday
land.
evening, April 13, at 8 o'clock. These
plays are “His Honor the Mayor" by
Orson Welles; “The Mole on Lin
coln’s Check.” by Marie Connoly;
“Above Suspicion,” by Sherwood
Anderson. These plays were written
for radio broadcasting in ±941 and
TODAY-SATURDAY
have for their basic thought the
ROY<|> ROGERS
Freedom granted to the American
TRIGGER
Miami
Boail ra >w Mowut
people by the Bill of Rights incor
porated in the Constitution. It is
t eborm
hoped that a large audience will
take advantage of this opportunity
which Mrs. Taibbot’s talent and
Chap. 10 “MASKED MARVEL" generosity are giving.
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NEWS

SHORTS

SUNDAY-MONDAY

A Laff a Minute With Radio’s
Greatest Stars in a Great Screen
Show—

“0, My Darling
Clementine”

JOHN HODIAK • ROBERT BENCHIEY
FELIX BRESSART

3.00, 4.45, 6.45, 8.45
Mon.-Tues.:
2.00, 6.20, 8.3)

''Sunday:

CORNER
all of the Pa
re welcomed

?

ROCKLAND

Starring
THE R.ADIO ROGUES
and many other of Radio's Most
Popular Entertainers
with
FRANK ALBERTSON
LORNA GRAY
Plus

GIVE MORE IN ’44
TO THE RED CROSS

SELECTED SHORTS
LATEST NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dyer and son,
Charles Webster and Alexander
Christie of Vinalhaven were regis
tered at the Thorndike Hotel this
week.

Sunshine Society will meet at
Odd Fellows hall Monday to’sew.

Mrs. Howe W. Glover has re
turned from Boca Grande, Fla.,
where she ipent the Winter. She
was joined in Bcston by Mr. Glover
who accompanied her home.
Visit Lucien- K. Green & Son’3
second floor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
"
9tf

Sensational Values in
Floor Coverings

will confer the
id degrees on one
lay night.
he Courier-Gazette '4.,
_____________

Andrew Ednie, Vinalhaven
Scotchman, On Shipyard
Job Daily
One of Knox County’s active old
sters is Andrew Ednie, of Vinal
haven, who has been employed as a
sweeper at the Snow Shipyards a
little over a year. Although he is
82 years of age, he has not lest any
time since he started work, with
the exception of a period over
Thanksgiving and Christmas which
he spent at his home, and two and
one-half days, week before last
owing to an attack ctf “distemper.”
Mr. Ednie was born in Newburg.
Scotland. March 13, 1862 and came
to the United States when a your.g
man of 25, working first at Staten
Island, N. Y. He came tc Vinalha
ven in 1898 and worked many years
as a blacksmith, principally for
Leopold & Co.. granite quarry opera
tors.
His wife, the former Mary Brown,
died three years ago. He has two
daughters, Mrs. Nathaniel Moss
man and Mrs. Everett McKinnon;
three grandchildren and cne great
grandchild. all of Vinalhaven.
Mr. Ednie, a quiet, genial man,
who rooms near the corner of Main
and Park streets, arises early each
naming and consumes a hearty
meal at Newbert’s Restaurant.

Rogers reading
service.

lew Amazing

easter coats

GOLD SEAL
De Luxe

BIRD’S
Heavy Quality

$5.95

CHILDREN’S COATS
Just Received

Mixture
ie--Made in USA
'thers in Canada

All Sizes, All Colors

11 cough medicines for
htal Irritations resultn cold Wintry Canada
RADIOL Mixture—Fast
acting Buckley's Mixens and raises phlegm
ibes----- clears air pass
ed raw tissues, one,
id worst coughln
fou get results fast
ffect of Buckley's in

from rare Canadian^*
other soothing healBuckleys CANADOIL
erent from anything
Get a bottle of this
cough medicine torug Store, or any good
disfaction guaranteed

Another new lot of

Sizes from 1 to 8 y ears
Soft Plaids-in Blue and Red—
Rose, Navy Blue, etc.

BOYS’ COATS

We are well supplied with STAIR CARPETING

SPECIAL INLA1DS....................................................per yard

$1.00

1 to 6 years
„
Navy Blue Checks and Tpeeds

Copen Blue Flannel
Sizes 1 and 2 years

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
315-325 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 980

CROCKETT’S

BABY SHOP
LIMEROCK ST.,
>

RAH KLAND
24

By K. S. F.

Pleas are going into Washington
for the chance to inject the high
hcpe and good faith of pioneer days
into the future problems of inter
national transportation. The heads
plead. “Give us the chance and per
haps the faith will be great epough
Che heart high enough and the pur
pose equal to the challange.” Let
individual w’ork be carried on
That is what made America greatpersonal adventures.
Aeronautic
associations are all ready and wait
ing to go.
• tee
Hamilton who is trying so hard to
smear W.lkie has put mere smear
on his own character than on Wen
dell Wilkie. He has not lifted his
standing that was low with his re
cord of the campaign he tried to
manage.
• • • •
When one realizes that one per
cent of the worlds population was
wiped out by influenza in 1918-1919
and now with millios being killed
in this war. it proves, the w’orld is
not being over populated too rap
REV. ZEBEDEE ANDREWS
idly. In fact it is being de-popuThe community of Union was lated faster than new’ births are re
shocked March 15 to learn of the ported, with this World War doing
sudden death by apoplexy of the the heavy killing.
pastor of the Methodist Churcn,
0 0 0 0
who, while apparently in the prime
It is said that nearly every
of life and vigor, aged 54, in a few Netherlands town has a special
hours passed away.
cake of cookie distinctively its own.
His funeral, held on the afternoon That might be said of Rockland.
cf the 18th, in the church of his A lot of special cakes anl cookies
pastorate, was probably the most are made in Rockfand and not in
largely attended and impressive ot other places.
any occurring in Union within a half
♦ * ♦ *
century. Its citizens attended al
From the Chinese the world has
most enanasse. and a large delega benefited! and cbtaiti silk, paper,
tion of clergymen from distant printing, the compass, gun powder,
fields of labor, and officials and peach tree, orange, lemon, tea,
members of parishes where he haa porcelain, chrysanthemum, and soy
labored in former years were pres beans. New what country can go
ent. The floral offerings were pro
ahead of that?
fuse, and the spiritual services, by
• • • •
many divines of note, added solem
Ragtime replaced the early min
nity and sanctity to the obsequies.
strels coon song era. The meaning
While the deceased may not have
of the term “ragging" was actually
ranked in talents with a Beecher
tearing the melodic structure to
or Edwards, cheerfulness, compan
shreds and setting it up in wild
ionship and sympathy made him a
time.
“pastor to all the -people dear.” He
* * ♦ *
upheld his profession as a pastor, in
In Ncrth Caroline there are many
its best traditions. As a citizen he
mountain
peaks more than 5000
contributed a son who is now over
feet
in
height
and seme even over
seas serving his country in its time
6000.
of emergency.
0 0 0 0
Why his sudden removal was
Seaweed was used as a throat
ordered by an overruling God of medicine before the discovery cf
Love is not for us to question any iodine as a treatment fcr goi+er.
more than the burial of Moses in a It was also used in a soothing con
land of Moab in a lonely grave 4000
coction fcr coughs and heavy colds
years ago.
and is today used in many fine mel“God hath his mysteries of grace, ways
v that we cannot tell.
He hides them deep, like the, secret
sleep
Of him he loved so well.”

Other pens (abler than mine) will
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
report details of the occasion, but
S3 00 a Tear
this is mine as a humble citizen who
deemed his services on earth worthy
and well done.
E. E. Light.
- •
____________

Heavy Quality

BRAIDED SCATTER RUGS

ring

-Mrs. Thomas is a daughter cf Mr.

Mrs. Oscar Robinson gave a
shower Monday night at her home
Railroad avenue in honor cf her
daughter, Mrs. Wilbur Vasso. Re
freshments were served.
These
present were Mis. Edgar Brown,
Mrs. George Halstead, Mrs. Alice
Vasso, Mrs. Wesley Knight. Mrs.
Austin Billings, Mis. Victor Buck
lin, Mrs. Clayton Keiser. Miss Bea
trice Benner, Mrs. Inez New’hall,
Mrs. William Cosccthe, Mrs. Walter
Rogers. Mrs. Vasso received many
nice gifts. A pleasant evening was
enjoyed.

ARMSTRONG’S

Beautiful Assortment of

double

and Mrs. Parker S. Merriam of
Rockland. Stab graduated from
Rcckland! High Schccl in 1938 and
since that time had been employed
at the Sears, Roebuik order office
in Rcckland. Before leaving for
the South several weeks ago. Miss
Merriam w’as assistant manager of
the office.
Mr. Thcmas is a son of Mrs. Rita
Y Thomas of Rcckland ar.d the
late Philip J. Thomas. He gradu
ated from Rockland High School in
1934 and frem the University of
Maine in 1939. Mr. Thomas was
employed a year with the Massa
chusetts Forestry Service, and then
for a year before entering service
in May, 1943 was an engineer with
the Pan-American Airways in
Dutch Guiana and Natal, Brazil.
He is a member otf Kappa Sigma
fraternity at the University of
Maine. Mr. Thomas, a Seaman,
first class, is at the Naval Train
ing Photo School at Pensacola, but
expects to be transferred to Wash
ington, D. C.t within a few’ days.

Mrs. Elzada N. Barstow, assisted
by Mrs. Virginia Knight and Miss
Erleen Cates, were hostesses to the
Congregational group “The Odds
and Ends,” at this week’s meeting.
Miss Annie Rhodes.was guest speak
er. The group meets next with Mrs.
Inez Harden, with Mrs. Edith Bill
ings and Mrs .Eleanor Grover, as
sisting hostesses.

CONGOLEUMS

39c, 49c, 59c

the

This And That

They were attended by Mrs. Argelide M. Verrette otf Manchester,
N. H. and Richard W. Trusler of
Bmghampton, N. Y.

Rubinstein Club invites, all inter
ested tc be present at guest night
meeting tonight at 8.15, Universa
list vestry. There will be selections
by the Camden High School orches
tra and the Rockland High School
Glee Club. The following piano
pupils of Rockland music teachers
will be heard: Jean DeCastro, Janet
Stone, Joan Chisholm, Alberta
Sprague, Barbara Clark, Jean
Spear, Jacquelyn Snow, Jean Wil
liams, John Dana, Helen Lynch,
Mary Richards, Eiaine Glendenning
and Betty Holmes.

Floor Coverings we take this timely day to an
nounce new and amazing SPRING VALUES!

Felt Base, sq. yd.,

Richard Earl Thomas and Vir

ginia Claire Merriam, both of 1
Rockland, were married March 18
ir. the First Baptist Church of
Pensacola, Florida, Rev W. R

With our stockrooms full tt> capacity with

Reg. 6.95 Quality,

MARSH-GRACE

THOMAS-MERRIAM

He’s Smart At 82

ONE LOT
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MRS. ELLA SHELLENS

'

Ella ('Collamore) Shellens of 371
73d street, Brooklyn, died suddenly
Tuesday. She is survived by her
husband. Capt. Michael Shellens;
and four children—-Mrs. Hazel
Eppel, Marshall, Wilson and Ruth
Mae Shellens. Services will be
held at Fairchild Chapel, 86 Lef
ferts place, Brooklyn, at 8 o'clock
tonight. Interment in Greenwood
cemetery.
,

ical preparations anl foods.
0

0

*

*

One ctf the chief troubles which
confronts tht world today is too
much bossing, too many rules made
in hurried moments, with little
thought of their far-rcachiing ef
fects. No one loves dictorial meth
ods either in church or in state.
•

0

0

0

Good advice from The Think
Tank edited by Mildred Scydell of
Atlanta, Ga.
Chins Up

Her skin may be dark, but her
teeth and her soul are white and
they both show luminous in her
smile.- She is a colored maid in the
lady's room of an exclusive social
club.
You should see her in action. A
member slides rich furs from her
Donald E. Merriam, who teaches shoulders to “rest her ccat.” Janie
at St. Paul's School in Concord, N. is there to take it and with it she
H., is spending his vacation at his takes those tired drawn lines from
around the owners eyes and mouth,
home on Park street.
wrinkles deepened from secvantless
homes and heavy pressing social
and war chores.
“Lawd. honey,” says Janie, “now
ain
’t you lookin' jes’ beautiful. I
TODAY
says
to myself yestiddy where am
PIERRE AUMONT
dat
sweet
Mre. Jones and honey,
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
here ou is. Yes sir, ah jes’ looks
forward to see yer.”
“CKOSSOF
And when Mrs, Jones emerges
frem
the lady’s roo mto join her
LORRAINE”
party, she is wearing a nq,w face—
Our Big Cash Night $375. there is more than one way of giv
ing a woman a beauty treatment.
SATURDAY
Janie herself is a widow and she
DOUBLE FEATURE
doesn’t mind being teased about her
“MINESWEEPER”
beaux. “Ccuse. honey. Ah got to
Starring
have escorts. But marry! Lawd,
RICHARD ARLEN
No! I’se been in de fire once and
JEAN PARKER
Ah ain’t jumpin’ in agin!”
Also
If you speak to her she is good for
GENE AUTRY
one
grin and often a hearty hawSMILEY BURNETTE
haw.
in
What the world needs to keep its
“TUMBLING
chin up is not a five cent cigar but a
five million dollar disposish like the
TUMBLEWEEDS”
one Janie owns.
,S LN > AY-MONDAY

SWEET
ROSIE O’GRADY”
with
Betty GraUe, Robert Young
Adolphe Menjou, Virginia Grey

Rockland was represented at a
very pretty church wedding, which
took place at St. Johns Episcopal
Church in Brooklyn Tuesday, when
at 4 o'clock Miss Muriel Virginia
Grace became the bride of Oscar
Raymond Marsh of Rockland and
Bath, with Rev. Gordon Pierce,
rector of the church, performing
i lie single ring service by candle
light. The bride wore a gown of
light blue with hat of light blue
ostrich feathers and shoulder veil,
and a corsage of white orchids. The
young couple was attended by Miss
Marjorie Grace, sister of the bride,
as maidi cf honor, who were a rose
gown with hat to correspond and
a corsage of gardenias. Ralph A
Rawley of Brooklyn, formerly of
Rockland, acted as best man.
The church was beautifully deco
rated with baskets of white flow
ers and lighted by candlelight.
Immediately following the wed
ding supper w’as served at Michelle’s
by the parents of the bride, Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Grace of New
York. The bride "cut a 'beautifully
decorated' tiered wedding cake.
During the afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Marsh left for a honeymoon.
They will reside at 250 Middle
street, Bath, in their home, which
Tx in readiness for their occupancy.
The bride, who is employed in
the drafting room of the Bath Iren
Works, was graduated from Morse
High School, and at one time was
employed as telephone operator
and receptioness at the Hyde Wind
lass 'Co.
The groom is the son cf Mr. and
Mrs Arthur Marsh of Rockland.
He graduated from Rockland High
School, and is employed with the
Hyde Windlass Co.
Among the out cf town guests
attending the wedding and the
supper were Mrs. Arthur Marsh
and Mrs. Irving Wendell Blackman
of Rcckland.
Mrs. Marsh has had several par
ties and1 showers tendered in her
honor in the past few weeks in
Bath.
Mrs. Flora Ulmer is ill at her
home on Willow street.

National Officers
Will Attend State Federation
Of Music Clubs In Rock*
land May 25-27
Two officers of the National Fed
eration of Music Clubs will be guests
at the state convention at Rockland.
Mrs. Guy P Gannett of Portland,
national president, will be guest
throughout the three convention
days May 25, 26 and 27, and Miss
Ruth Bradley, national chairman
of the Department of Music in Hos
pitals will be guest speaker.
Mrs. Williaw R. Chapman, widow
of the late Dr Chapman, director of
the Maine music festivals will be
come an honorary member of the
federation at the state meeting.
One hundred boys and girls from
all parts cf the state will participate
in the state junior orchestra and
band convention. The members
will be entertained in Rockland
liomes and will play in a public
concert Friday evening of the con
vention, and will also participate in
Junior Day Saturday.
Other convention features will in
clude a memorial vesper service Fri
day afternoon under the direction
cf Mrs. Foster L. Haviland of Port
land. Mrs. Grace Strout of Thom
aston. and Mrs. Gerald P. Clifford
of Falmouth
The senior music clubs pregram
will 'be held Thursday evening and
at the opening session of the con
vention that afternoon Mrs. George
F. Gould of Portland will present a
patriotic program.
The hostess club, the Rubenstein
of Rockland, will entertain at tea
Thursday afternoon and will also
arrange the annual dinner Friday
evening.
Miss Nathalie M. Smith of Port
land is visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Smith,
Grace street. She will be called in
the Marines next month, to go to
North Carolina. She has passed her
examinations.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
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That lightweight mineral, mag
nesium, invaluable in this war effort,
was first identified in 1808.

ing.

A thought for cogitation.
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No well-planned post-war wardrobe will be
so
complete without a versatile Sportleigh . .
choose a Sportleigh as the “present perfect,”
"future perfect" wardrobe standby.
The Chesterfield in Sportleigh Topcoating, as
illustrated, is equally smart for dress or duty to
go everywhere with grace and beauty.

<000

• • 0 •
“Burrow a while and build on the
roots of things,’’ said Robert Brown

0
0
0

VESPER A. LEACH
*

SPECIALTY STORE
367 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Owl’s Head Settlers

Herricks Honored

Letter From Daughter Of the At Rededication of “The HerLate Fred Smith Inspires
rick House” of Fall River
Our Correspondent
Baptist Church

CH. U RCH ES

“To the honor of two consecrated
Hose Hill Farm, Owl's Head,
SERMONETTE •
March 16.
Christian leaders, who gave years
Obedience To His Command
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— i of meticulous service, great vision
Last Sunday morning at the
Yesterday I received a letter from and earnest prayer to our church;
Immanuel. Church, my pastor
Mrs. Carl Dyer, 49 Farragut street,
but
who,
in
addition,
gave
them

baptized
three adult- persons, two
Springfield, Mass. She is the daugh- j
women and a man,, This was,
ter of the late Fred M Smith, pro selves in great measure to our peo
of course, not unusual in a
moter of Crescent Beach. The let ple; and whose interest in us has
Ba-ptist church, but there was a
ter sent me on a pilgrimage to: never ceased,” read Senior Deacon
Ginn’s Point. Her letter said in William H. Thomson in the parish h.mely but touching incident
involved.
part:
house of the First Baptist Church,
It is the custom of the pastor
Your sketches of the early Owl’s in Fall River, Mass. And 600 voices
on one or more of the Sundays
Head settlers have been very in responded:
before Easter to hold such a
teresting to me, especially those
"We Joyously and reverently dedi
service because on Thursday
concerning the Emerys
cate anew this building as The Her
evening before the Easter day.
Xn the family cemetery at Ginn's
rick House of the First Baptist
there is always baptism followed
Point, four generations of that fam Church of Fall River.”
by the Lord’s 'Supper and the
ily are on one lot. My father, Fred
Rev. Dr Everett C. Herrick, pres
reading of the Church covenant
M. Smith, and his wife, Mary Em ident of Andover Newton Theologi
ery; her father, John J. Emery, and cal Institution, and Mrs. Herricic, This service is always largely
attended by the church mem
his wife, Melissa Arey; his father,
in whose honor the newly decorated
bers
and these earlier baptisms
George Emery and wife, I think
parish house was rededicated, were
Rebecca Maddocks; and hts father,
shorten the evening service,
the central figures in the dedica
George Emery and wife, who ac
which has become one of the
tory exercises, which included the
cording to one of your letters must
high points oil worship during
morning worship service and the
have settled in the “wilds of Maine''
the Churcil year
hour usually consumed by the
in 1760. The date of his death is
After the baptism and before
church school session.
given on the old gray stone, but not
commencing
his sermon. IDr
At the conclusion of the exer-,
the date of his birth.
Jones
asked
the
man and his
cises. Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Herrick
The Small house is the old home
wife
to
come
forward
to receive
were greeted personally by the
stead, and I wonder if that is where
the
right
hand
of
fellowship
members of the congregation at a ,
he first settled. Dr. Albert Emery,
reception in the social rooms of The wife had joined the church
cousin of my grandfather, told me
Herrick House. Assisting them In by Christian experience, and was
tl was his grandfather's house, and
waiting for her letter. The pas
receiving were Rev. Dr. Keech, pas
he used to visit there.
tor also asked their son to come
tor, and Mrs. Keech; Deacon Thom
The marriages between the early
with
them.
The young man
son and Mrs. Amy A. Terry.
Emerys and Posts, explain why one
was
a
member
ol Immanuel
Rev. Dr Herrick was the preach
part of the old cemetery is occu
Church.
The
pastor
explained,
er at the worship service in the
pied by Posts and their descendants.
the
son
had
been
called
into the
auditorium of the church where, as
My old Emery genealogy is at
service
of
his
country
and
de
pastor from 1914 to 1926, he had oc
home on Vinalhaven. I shall bring
cupied the pulpit many times. His sired his father to join his
it back with me when I return from
thoughts were reminiscent, as were mother and himself in church
Maine this Summer. Your letters
those cf many of the congregation, membership, just in case any
have made me wish to refer to it
thing happened to him overseas,
as he spoke.
many times.
wherevevr
in the world he might
In surveying the future, Dr. Her
The early history of the Timbe:
be;
and
to
that end his father
rick said:
Hill region seems to be the historv
committed
his
life, that they
"I was once reminded by a dis
of my ancestors. At one time my
might
be
a
united
family In the
tinguished foreigner that the fin
great-grandfather Emery lived at
church
of
the
Living
God.
ger of the Statue of Liberty is
the “Small pldce” and owned the
Aye! What father could refuse
pointed upwards, towards God.
little island in front of the beach;
his soldier son such a request..
Perhaps we should not look
and my great-grandfather Arey
Soon now they will all eat at
around us too closely for liberty.
lived in what is now the Holman
their
Lord’s table in “remem
Perhaps one of our greatest prob
house at Hendrickson’s Point, and
brance
of Him.” The family ties
owned the other little island I was lems is to protect ourselves from
strengthened
in the love of their
the infringements of our laws It
born and grew up between the two
Redeemer,
ere
the boy goes into
was into a society of laws that
points, at the Beach.
a
service,
the
end
of which no
Christ came, and pointed out the
I have enjoyed your letters in the
on
can
foresee.
paper very much, and hope there way.
William A. Holman
"We are fast becoming snarled
will be more of them.
up
with
laws.
I
sometimes
think
Helen Smith Dyer.
“Reality” is the subject of tflie
that the only government docu
I have unearthed some “personal"
ment I am sure I understand is a Lesson Sermon that will be read in
items about seven of the 12 chil
postage stamp. Chitting sharply all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
dren of George Emery—seme items
on Sunday, March 26, 1944. The
that make them more than a name across the entire fabric of laws,
both Hebrew and Roman. Christ Golden Text is: “The counsel of
in a genealogy.
said.
’For all the law is fulfilled in the (Lord standeth for ever, the
Clyde Whitcher of Owl’s Head is
cne word, even in this; Thou shalt thoughts of his heart to all gen
a descendant of "Sarah M.
erations” (Psalms 33:111). The cita
love thy neighbor as thyself.’
Whitcher.”
"The Baptist Church prides it tions from the Bible include the
The people of Hose Hill Farm and
following passages: “I know that
Mrs. Alfred Johnson of Ingraham's self on its freedom of thought. But
whatsoever God doeth, it* shall be
et
us
beware
that
freedom
of
reHill are descendants of John.
igion does not ccme to mean to us forever: nothing can be put to it,
Mrs. Clara Maddocks is the child
fieedom of no religion. Because nor anything taken from it: and
of Daniel.
you
can't abuse liberty and keep God doeth it that men should fear
Mrs Carl Dyer represents George
it.
You can’t neglect liberty and before him” (Ecclesiastes 3:14).
Dr. Albert Emery was the son of
• • • •
keep
it. The real enemy Ls inside,
William.
World Parish Day will be ob
And Ephraim Hall is represented not outside, our country today.
Abuse
and
'neglect
are
the
greatest
served
at the Littlefield Memorial
by my brothers and the children of
threats
to
American
liberty
today.
”
Baptist Church and Rev. A. F.
my uncle. Webster Periy.
Following the worship service, Ufford,, a returned missionary
Lucy married Jonathan Post, and
is represented by Mr. and Mrs there was a processional led by from China, will be guest speaker
Rev. Drs. Herrick and Keech and at the morning service which
Wesley Post of Rockland.
Tliis leaves Lois, Dennis, Jona: •he choirs to the assembly hall in opens at 10.30 and the evening
and Mary to be accounted for the parish house, where the congre service at 7.15. Special music will
Perhaps some of these descendants gation re-a^sembled. Deacon Thom be provided. Sunday School at
of these Emerys may yet read m\ son led the dedicatory responsive 11.45 with classes for ail ages. At
“spasms'’ and introduce them •eading, and Dr. Herrick again 6 o’clock the Young, People's meet
ing with Margaret Dorman and
selves! Anyway 77 percent is a spoke.
The reception to Rev. Dr. and Glenice Munro as leaders. Mid
good passing mark!
Mrs. Herrick followed, in the. so week prayer and praise service
Marion MacGregor Springer
cial
hall. A string trio, composed Tuesday night at 730. The Ladies’
(Mrs. Frank R.)
of
Herbert
Strauss, violin; Robert Aid will meet in the vestry with
Star Route, Rcckland
Davis,
cello;
and William Chebot, the Misses Lucy (Munro and Syl
IMrs. Springer’s article on Ginn’
piano,
played
during the reception. via Hooper as hostesses.
Point will appear next issue.—Ed I
• • • •
Morning worsrup at the Universa
GI ve MORE
list Church at 10.45 with Dr. Lowe
preaching on the subject: “Under
standing Each Other." The nursery
department for children of pre
school age, is again holding regular
RED CROSS WAR FUND
WITH
sessions in the children’s room dur-

(KEEP ON
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WM BONDS

Wartime drivers find Studebaker
the ideal economy car
EPENDABLE transportation means
more than ever these days to busy
wartime drivers.
»
Here’s what a big-city physician, name
on request, recently said: “In my general
practice, I can always count on my Stude
baker these war days for reli
able, low-cost performance.”
That doctor is one of many
hard-working civilians who are
getting exceptional tire, gas and
maintenance economy from
their Studebaker Champions,
Commapders and Presidents.
In fact, today, after well over two years
of war, hundreds of thousands of essential
motorists from coast to coast are still en
joying dependable transportation at low
cost, thanks to the quality of Studebaker
craftsmanship and the advanced princi
ples of Studebaker engineering.

D

Studebaker... Pioneer and Pacemaker in Automotive Pragreu
Now building Wright Cyclone engines for the Boeing Flying Ferine*—mvMple-drive
military trucks—ether vRel

ducted the meeting on, “Family
Pood Plans.” A quiz on food w -ste
was given. Mrs. Emma Alley had
high score, Mrs. Helen Kelsey
scored second and Mrs. Hazel Mc
THE
Farland, third.
/ .
Six dress forms were completed
at a meeting of the Montsweag
Farm Bureau March 16 The meet
demonstrations this year. Members ing was in charge of the clothing
who have already earned these are; leader, Mrs. Dorothy Wilson. 11
Vaughn Philbrook and Earle Moore dTess forms have been made by the
Jr., George’s Valley, Warren; Moni members of this group.
ca and Marjorie Penney. Happy-goNine women attended two meet
Luckies, Warren; Janet Winchester, ings in Whitefield on “Oaring for
and Ruth Grinnell, Jolly Hustlers, 1 the Sick at Heme.” The meetings
Burketville. Presentation of a de were held at the home of Mrs. Clara
monstration on some phase of club Hover on March 2 and 16. Both
project work by each club before meetings were conducted by the
parents, friends or other interested home demonstration agent. The
groups is one requirement for a
national seal of achievement.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND

I

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

ing the service of worship. Soloist.
Miss Lotte McLaughlin. All other
Agricultural Notes
departments of the Church School
R. N. Atherton, marketin gspemeet at noon in the vestry. Thurs
cialist
of the Extension Service,
day 7.30 p. m. the last Quiet Hour
will
be
the speaker at a meeting
service in the Lenten season. Dr
next
Monday
night at the Episcopal
Lowe speaks on The Devine Desire.
• • • •
Church in Camden.
He will dis
At Pratt Memorial Methodist cuss coid storage lockers and the
Church the Day of Consecration to prospects of a cooperative group in
be observed throughout Methodism Camden. Farmers in the county
will be entered into in the use of should take advantage of this oppor
the specially prepared worship serv tunity to obtain the latest informa
ice. The pastor will conduct the tion on use of cold storage lockers.
service. The speaker of the morn
Circulars on construction of buck
ing will be John Danker of Boston rakes may be obtained from the Ex
representing the Gideons Society. tension Service, Rockland.
Church School will meet at noon
Charles Starrett, of Warren, one
At 6 o’clock the Youth Fellowship of the large stationary mill owners
will meet. The pastor will preach at in the county has purchased one of
7 o’clock . On Monday the Scout the new chain saws to be used in
Meeting will be held at 7.30 p. m
piace cf the regular cross-cut saws.
At the same hour the officers and
Orchardists should check their
teachers of the Church School will
apple
trees as soon as the snow has
meet at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
gone
and
look for mouse injury. If
Herman Stanley. Prayer meeting
any
trees
show indications of mice,
, an Tuesday at 7 30 will be followed
■ by choir rehearsal. All day sewing poison baits should be put out to
for the Red Cross will be done at prevent any damage this Spring.
the home of Mrs Lena Stevens on
Thursday.
• • • •
The Congregational Sunday morn
ing service will be devoted to the
theme, “The Bible the Word of God ’’
The guest speaker will be Roy
Washbon of West Medford, Mass.,
a representative of The Gideon So
ciety. The service will be held at
1045 a. m.; church school at 10;
beginners and primaries at 10.45.
The Comrades of the Way will meet
at 6.30 p m. in the Chapter rooms.
• • • •
At the First Baptist Church Sun
day will begin with the prayer
meetings at 10.15 for men in the
pastor’s study and for women in the
vestry. In the 1030 service the
speaker will be a member of the
Gideon Society. The church school
at noon will have Bible study
classes for all ages. At 3 in the
afternoon the Gideons will have a
special service for the State dedi
cation of Bibles. The Young Peo
ple’s Bible class will meet at 5, fol
lowed at 6 by the Christian Endeav
or meeting for all young people, led
by Miss Sherlene McKinney with the
subject "He Lives.” In the eve
ning service at 7.15 Mr. MacDonald
will give the first in a series of two
sermons on “A Passion Week Con
trast”—the first being “A Kiss
From Hell,” and the second, “A
Dream From Heaven.’
• • • •
St. Peter, St. John and St. George
(United Episcopal Parish) Rev. E.
O. Kenyon, rector. Passion Sunday
—Matins, 9 a. m.; Holy Eucharist
and sermon, 930; Church school,
10.45; Vespers St. George’s, Long
Cove) 4 p. m.; Vespers (St. John’s,
Thomaston) 7 p. m. Daily mass.
Tuesday. Wednesday, Friday at 730;
Thursday at 7 a. m. Daily Vespers
at 5 p. m. Stations of the Cross, Fri
day at 7.30 p. m.
• • • •
At the Nazarene Church, Mav
erick Square, services Sunday will
be: Church School at 2 followed by
the afternoon service at 3. Rev. A.
N. Bickmore of Augusta will preach
at this meeting. At 7.30 Rev.
John Neilson, superintendent of
the New England District of Naza
rene Churches will be the speaker
and the public is invited.

4-H Club Notes

Over 60 boys and girls from
Damariscotta and Newcastle attend
ed a St. Patrick’s Day party March
17, arranged by the ‘Scotta Scratch
ers 4-H Club and their leader Rev.
H. W. V^i Deman. Games were
played and refreshments served.
The 4-H Boosters of Appleton
were given instruction on materials
for their sewing kits by their leader,
Jennie Edgeccmfo, March 11. Sat
urday, they will start making holders
the first problem in the first year
program. Meetings are held in the
Grange hall.
R. C. Wentworth, county agent,
taught members of the George’s
Valley 4-H Club of Warren how to
splice rope, March 14. Herbert
Moon, treasurer, reported a dona
tion to the Rd Cross from waste
fat proceeds.

following women completed tho
course; Mrs. Grace Bailey; Mrs.
Ella Cunningham; Mrs. Minnie
Fowlea; Mrs. Annie Hapgood; Mrs
Hattie Hausen; Mrs. Clara Hover|
Mrs. Dora Jackson; Mrs. Annie
Russell; and Mrs. Louise Waller.

Spallanzani, an Italian abbe,
took one of the first steps of can
ning bj’ putting into practice his
theory that food, became spoiled
by something invisiblethat got into
it from the air and that those invisble thing® could be klled by
heating the food1 and putting in
airtight bottles.
Buy War Bonds and Stamp*
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With The Homes

Edgecomb Farm Bureau met
Tuesday, March 14, at the home of
Mrs. Catherine Colby. Mrs. Beulah
Lamson, assistant foods leader, con
ducted the meeting on "Feeding
Ourselves from Our Cellar Shelves.”
“Stitch in Time” was the subject
of the Nobleboro Farm Bureau
meeting, March 15. Mrs. Adney Peck
clothing leader, was in charge of
the meeting pnd demonstrated dif
ferent kinds of patches for worn
clothing.
Several patches were
finished by the women who attend
ed.
A meeting of the South Bristol
Farm Bureau was held at Mrs.
Carrie Turner's home March 16
Mrs. Vesta Thompson and Mrs
Carrie Turner, foods leaders, con-

tattr
OUGHS
VOUR CHILD’S coughing at night
—caused by throat “tickle” or ir
ritation, mouth breathing, or a
cold—can often be prevented by
rubbing throat and chest with
Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
VAFORUB’S poultice-and-vapor
action loosens phlegm, relieves irri
tation, helps clear upper air pas
lUb to
IU OLUp
sages, thus tends
stop 1IIUUUI
mouth
breathing and
invite restful
sleep. Try it!
VapoRub

WICKS
V

Special certificates will be given
all members taking part in public

J

NEWS
FROM
HOME!
Via our special

Service Edition
Every serviceman or woman wants to keep

PORTLAND HEAD

Arthur Harlow of South Portland

was guest at the Hilts Sunday after
noon.
* Mir. and Mrs. W. C. Dew were
calling on the crowd Sunday night.
F. O. Hilt was recently entertained
at dinner and the Theatre in Port
land.
Mrs. Charles Sterling, recently
returned home. Mrs. R. T. Sterling
accompanied her and was over
night guest at the Sterlings, Tor
rington Point, Peaks Island:
The Elliotts of Two Lights, Cape
Elizabeth were entertained at din
ner Sunday at the Hilts.
Th Sterlings were at Peaks Island
Sunday afternoon, calling on Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sterling, daughter
Marion and Mr. and Mrs. E. C
Stoddard.
Try making croustades instead of
patty shells, says the A&P Serv
ice for Home Makers. Cut stale
bread Into 2% inch slices. Remove
crusts. Scoop out centers leaving
a shell % inch thick. Brush with
melted butter. Bake in a moderate
oven 15-20 miutes. Save crusts and
centers for crumbs.

in touch with everything at home. Yet not
even tne fullest letters can possibly include

all the hundreds of details which they want

A

to know.
A copy .of this special Service Edition goes

That’s

Portland

Press Herald

out to every regular subscriber who has

prints, daily, a special Service Edition,

joined the armed forces. But many men

particularly planned for them. It contains

will not receive this edition, unless you

why the

each day’s complete news, plus: one full

order it for them, since they were accus

tomed to sharing their family’s subscrip
page of their favorite comics, combining

tion when at home. You can help them

those from both our morning and evening
keep in closer touch with home, by sub

papers; another full page of pictures; all
the feature writers, from both papers; car

toons;

local items—everything,

in

fact,

which we think they most want to read.

scribing to our special Service Edition in

their names. (Remember, for men in servt
V,
ice overseas, a letter of request from them
must accompany the subscription order.)

Portland Press Jlerald

ZYOU WOMEN WNO SUFFER FHHK

HOT HASHES

If you ■uffer from hot
__
week, nervous
Q<
Irritable feeling*, are
a bit blue at time*—due to tbe func
tional “middle-age” period peculiar
to women—try Lydia B. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound to relieve sueh
•ymptome. tt hetpt nature! Follow
label directions.

tniHE.PMnuirsssas!

—

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS

Portland Sunday (Telegram
»

•»

THE TOWN MEETING NEWSPAPERS of MAINE'

